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Preface

This volume contains the research papers presented at XP 2021, the 22nd International
Conference on Agile Software Development, held online during June 14–18, 2021, due
to the COVID-19 pandemic.
XP is the premier Agile software development conference combining research and
practice. It is a unique forum where Agile researchers, practitioners, thought leaders,
coaches, and trainers get together to present and discuss their most recent innovations,
research results, experiences, concerns, challenges, and trends. XP conferences provide
an informal environment to learn and trigger discussions, and welcome both people new
to Agile and seasoned Agile practitioners.
XP 2021 marked the 22nd edition of the “First Conference in Agile.” Our theme was
“Agile Turns Twenty While the World Goes Online” as this year we marked both the
20th anniversary of the publication of the Agile Manifesto and the global move to remote
working as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. After the challenges of the past year
and during these times of great change we continue to provide a space for academics and
industry practitioners to come together and share what they have learnt over the last year.
We elicited a wide range of contributions addressing all Agile approaches, theoretical
viewpoints of Agile, applications of Agile in a wide range of areas including DevOps,
FinTech, AI/ML, and IoT, and empirical studies exploring how Agile approaches are
used and the impact they have in different settings.
The XP 2021 conference invited submissions on eight tracks: research papers,
research workshops, experience reports, industry and practice sessions, empirical studies
(on-site research), Agile gamification and facilitation, posters, and lightning talks. We
ran a slightly reduced conference because of the pandemic and received 215 submissions,
demonstrating that the XP community remains strong even in difficult times.
For the research paper track, we invited submissions of unpublished high-quality
research papers related to Agile and lean software development. Submissions addressing
topics across the full spectrum of Agile software development, on issues of concern to
practitioners, researchers, or both, were welcomed.
The XP 2021 research paper track received 38 submissions. Each paper was reviewed
by three members of the Program Committee. Based on the reviews, 11 full papers and
2 short papers were accepted for publication in these proceedings. The papers cover
a wide range of topics, including Agile practices, assessment of agility and delivery
performance, and large-scale Agile.
The success of the XP 2021 conference should be attributed to the passionate and
hard work of many people. We greatly appreciate the contributions of the authors, the
Program Committee, and the volunteers. Finally, we would like to express our gratitude
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to the XP Conference Steering Committee and the Agile Alliance for their ongoing
support.
April 2021
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Agile Practices

From Collaboration to Solitude and Back:
Remote Pair Programming During COVID-19
Darja Smite1,2(B) , Marius Mikalsen2,3 , Nils Brede Moe1,2 , Viktoria Stray2,4 ,
and Eriks Klotins1
1 Blekinge Institute of Technology, Karlskrona, Sweden
{darja.smite,nils.b.moe,eriks.klotins}@bth.se
2 SINTEF, Trondheim, Norway
{darja.smite,marius.mikalsen,nils.b.moe,
viktoria.stray}@sintef.no
3 Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway
4 University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway

Abstract. Along with the increasing popularity of agile software development,
software work has become much more social than ever. Contemporary software
teams rely on a variety of collaborative practices, such as pair programming, the
topic of our study. Many agilists advocated the importance of collocation, faceto-face interaction, and physical artefacts incorporated in the shared workspace,
which the COVID-19 pandemic made unavailable; most software companies
around the world were forced to send their engineers to work from home. As
software projects and teams overnight turned into distributed collaborations, we
question what happened to the pair programming practice in the work-from-home
mode. This paper reports on a longitudinal study of remote pair programming
in two companies. We conducted 38 interviews with 30 engineers from Norway,
Sweden, and the USA, and used the results of a survey in one of the case companies. Our study is unique as we collected the data longitudinally in April/May
2020, Sep/Oct 2020, and Jan/Feb 2021. We found that pair programming has
decreased and some interviewees report not pairing at all for almost a full year.
The experiences of those who paired vary from actively co-editing the code by
using special tools to more passively co-reading and discussing the code and solutions by sharing the screen. Finally, we found that the interest in and the use of PP
over time, since the first months of the forced work from home to early 2021, has
admittedly increased, also as a social practice.
Keywords: COVID-19 · WFH · Remote · Distributed · Pair programming ·
Agile

1 Introduction
Contemporary software engineering has become more social than ever [1]. The popularity of collaborative practices, such as pair programming (PP), have continuously
grown along with the growing interest in implementing agile software development
© The Author(s) 2021
P. Gregory et al. (Eds.): XP 2021, LNBIP 419, pp. 3–18, 2021.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-78098-2_1
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methodologies. The increased interest in PP has been linked with that joint problem
solving outperforms individual capabilities [2] and that developers enjoy pairing more
than working solo [3].
PP emerged as a collocated practice, sometimes even facilitated by specially dedicated work areas, i.e., open space with groups of workstations for PP [4], and relies on
constant communication and collaboration. This is why, when the worldwide COVID-19
pandemic in 2020 has forced many software companies to send their employees to work
from home (WFH), many of the collaborative practices that used to depend on physical
collocation, were, obviously, disrupted. An interesting research question is then: What
happened to the PP practice in the forced WFH regime?
We know that collaborative practices are more challenging in virtual teams [5]. The
use of digital communication tools due to physical distance brings challenges, such as
reduced communication quality due to poor network and meaning, tone, and emotion
being lost and misunderstood over digital media [6]. Furthermore, facilitation of remote
pair programming (RPP) requires specific tool support. Existing literature suggests that
although several tools developed for RPP exist, there is very little empirical evaluation
[7]. Even though distributed work is challenging, RPP has been shown to have benefits
similar to collocated pairing [8]. However, there are not many studies on RPP in industry
settings, and most are investigating students from a teaching perspective [7]. Further,
there are no studiesof teams that suddenly need to change from being collocated to
working full-time remotely. All these research gaps motivated our study.

2 Background and Related Work
2.1 Pair Programming
Pair programming (PP) is a key collaborative agile practice that is believed to improve
team performance. In PP, two developers sit side-by-side at one computer, continuously
collaborating on the same design, algorithm, code, or test [10]. In its original form, one
developer takes a leading role (called the driver) while another (called the navigator)
observes and actively provides feedback, asks questions and makes suggestions to ensure
high quality of the produced code [11]. While the roles of the navigator and drivers are
widely accepted, pairs often take on both responsibilities at the same time instead of
having an explicit division of labor. Chong and Hurlbutt [12] found in their ethnographic
study that having a strict separation of roles inhibits the natural way of working and that
both developers having imminent access to the keyboard enabled rapid switching and
made the developers more engaged. Further, Wray [13] reports additional scenarios of
how two developers can collaborate on jointly improving the same code, for example,
by jointly reviewing and discussing issues and potential solutions without any explicit
roles.
The processes of PP relate to key processes of effective agile teamwork [9], which are
monitoring, feedback, and backup behavior [14]. Since the pair might constantly change
the driver and the navigator, or work without separating the roles, PP can help exercising
backup behavior and establishing it in teams when missing [15]. PP is also found to be an
efficient practice for education, and consequently a good practice when onboarding new
people [2, 16]. Pairing involves shared decision making, therefore the practice supports
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self-management [17]. Further, recent research reports that PP is effective in terms of
raising coding quality [16]. Last but not least, PP has also been found to be a practice that
developers enjoy. Williams et al. [3] found that more than 90% stated that they enjoyed
collaborative programming more than solo programming.
2.2 Remote Pair Programming
There are not many studies on remote pair programming (RPP) in industry, and most
focus on students from a teaching perspective [7]. From existing studies we know that
RPP provides benefits similar to colocated pairing such as increased productivity, code
quality, and knowledge transfer in addition to the benefit of promoting communication
between distributed team members [8]. At the same time, it is evident that RPP can be
more challenging to initiate and perform compared to collocated PP. Initiation can be
challenging because team members cannot just swivel their chairs around to the person
sitting close to them. As such, it is important to have social software that can show who
is available for pairing in distributed teams [5, 18]. In colocated PP, you work on the
same code and frequently switch roles. In a distributed setting you need technology to
support this [19]. Further, pairs also need to make voice and video calls and share screens
during the coding activity. Because many tools exist, developers often have their own
preferences on how to perform RPP, which sometimes leads to frustration within a team
[20]. Therefore, having the right tools accepted by all team members is a success criterion
for RPP to work, along with a list of important functions. The main requirements are
[7, 19, 20] that pairs must be able to: 1) access, edit and synchronize the same files, 2)
coordinate and fulfill the driver and observer roles, 3) point to different parts of the code,
4) know about the presence of their partner (text or video).

3 Empirical Cases and Research Method
3.1 The Case Study Design
In this paper, we report our findings from studying RPP forced by the COVID-19 pandemic in two companies. We chose a multiple longitudinal case study design [21] to
understand what happens to distributed PP using digital collaboration tools. The case
study is multiple, as we study engineers in two different companies. Our unit of study
is individual engineers and their perceptions of and experiences with RPP. The study is
longitudinal (see Fig. 1) as we have inquired the same people at different points of time.
The cases are selected by convenience sampling, based on the availability of access to
the company data and personnel and the interest of the companies in understanding the
PP practice. The interviewees and survey respondents have volunteered to participate.
It is worth mentioning that we initially had access to a third company, in which PP
was neither practiced systematically before transitioning to working from home, nor
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, we decided not to include this case.
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Fig. 1. Longitudinal data collection in each company

3.2 InterSoft and SavingsBank and Their Transition to WFH
The two companies we study are InterSoft and SavingsBank (both anonymized).
InterSoft is an international software company with development offices in Sweden,
the UK, and the USA. In March 2020, InterSoft sent all employees in all locations to
work from home, prohibiting access to the office spaces. The decision was initially
set for two weeks with following extensions, which at the moment of our publication
has reached September 2021. Thanks to the geographic distribution, the company has
had the facilitating conditions, infrastructure and tools enabling distributed work before
the pandemic. At the same time, InterSoft is an advanced agile company that promotes
collaboration and teamwork, and agile practices, such as PP, are commonplace. Company
culture seems to highly depend on intensive collaboration and collocation, this is why we
were curious to study InterSoft’s ability to transit into WFH. To support the employees,
InterSoft has acquired various remote collaboration software licenses and launched a
program for reimbursing office equipment in the early weeks of WFH and supported the
transition to WFH through various experience sharing activities.
SavingsBank is a Norwegian software development company owned by an alliance
of banks. In March 2020, its employees went from predominantly on-site work to 100%
distributed work from home. Company sites were closed, and initially, employees were
not allowed to be at the office at all. During the summer of 2020, because of a lower spread
of the virus, the offices were open with restrictions (number of simultaneous employees
at the office and in meeting rooms, and distance between employees). During the fall of
2020, the increased spread of the virus led to the offices being shut down again, which is
still the case at the time of writing. Employees with a particular reason for being at the
office (such as the need to run tests on a particular network or particularly problematic
situation at home), are allowed to use the office. Notably, four of the 24 development
teams in the company were partially distributed before, working across two different
Norwegian cities, this is why SavingsBank also had facilitating conditions and infrastructure when moving into the WFH. The studied unit was described by practitioners as
a leading agile environment in Norway, using state-of-the-art collaboration methods and
technologies. Similar to Intersoft, SavingsBank had the technical infrastructure and tools
that enable distributed work and a program for getting equipment from work. Through
the year, employees were encouraged to keep their practices, and experiment with new
practices and forms of digital collaboration.
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3.3 Data Collection
This study is a part of a larger study of WFH experiences in each of the companies. PP
emerged as one of the practices that changed, and thus became a candidate for a detailed
analysis. Here, we report our findings from 38 interviews and 17 follow up inquiries
from 30 engineers from the two companies, and a corporate tool satisfaction survey in
one company. Our data collection is longitudinal, aiming at collecting experiences from
same interviewees at different points of time to see changes in their experiences.
In InterSoft, we conducted 15 interviews in the first round of in April/May 2020.
Interviewees were selected by convenience sampling, at the same time aiming at having
representatives from the main locations (in Sweden and USA), age groups and family
situations. The interviews were 45–60 min long and focused on the details of a typical day
under WFH, reflections on the changes in the daily routines (schedule, tasks, meetings,
teamwork, ceremonies, including PP), on what works and what does not work in the WFH
mode, home office, and hopes for the future. We conducted follow up interviews with
eight of the informants in September/October 2020. In the second round, the interviews
were 30 min long and focused on the changes in routines and practices since the last
inquiry. All interviews were semi-structured, conducted by two researchers in English via
Zoom and audio-recorded with the consent of the interviewees. One of the interviewers
led the interview, while the other took detailed notes (close to transcription). After the
interview, notes were refined and complemented by cross-checking with the recording.
In SavingsBank, the interviews were conducted in September 2020. The interviewees
were selected by tech leads to achieve a representative set of engineers. All interviews
were 45–60 min long, conducted via MS Teams. Ten of the interviews were conducted
by two researchers, and seven by one. The interviews were semi-structured, and focused
on daily work practices using digital collaboration, interruptions, and internal open
source. All interviews were audio-recorded with the consent of the interviewees and later
transcribed. Notes were also taken during the interview. The interviews were conducted
in Norwegian, the quotations from the interviews are thus translations.
For both companies we followed up interviewees with emails to aim at having multiple data points for each interviewee and to detail the RPP practices. The follow up
inquiry was done in January/February 2021. We asked “Do you do RPP now?”, “How
often do you do RPP?”, “Do you use any special tools for RPP?”, “What do you think
about RPP while working from home?”. We received 21 answers (7 in InterSoft, and 14
in SavingsBank). As a result, we had four interviewees inquired (interviewed or emailed)
three times, 22 inquired twice and only four inquired just once.
Additionally, we used results from an internal engineering satisfaction survey from
InterSoft. We analyzed three survey rounds (Jul 2020, Oct 2020 and Jan 2021). We
include responses regarding PP support: 67 responses from the first round, 63 responses
from the second round and 129 responses from the third round. In the survey, respondents
were asked to rate and comment on their satisfaction with the PP tools on a 5-point
Likert scale (no support, poor support, moderate support, good support, great support).
The survey was designed, ran, and analyzed independently from our study, qualifying it
as secondary analysis of the secondary data [22].
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3.4 Data Analysis
Our data analysis was conducted in several steps. First, we conducted interviews with a
broad scope of inquiry to help companies understand how to cope with the new situation
of working from home. After completing two rounds of interviews in InterSoft, and
the first round of interviews in SavingsBank, the researchers involved in the interviews
reflected on what emerged as the topics of interest for more detailed analysis.
Second, we presented preliminary findings to the companies and received their feedback. During the feedback session we took notes and later adjusted our interpretation of
the findings based on the comments received.
Third, we analysed the written material, focusing on PP experiences. In the InterSoft
case, we went through the written notes and partial transcripts from 23 interviews and
found 21 references particularly relating to PP. In the SavingsBank case, the transcriptions were first coded in a bottom-up fashion, and 80+ codes were created, across 7
categories using the NVivo software for qualitative data analysis. Categories included
concepts such as “new challenges during COVID”. After this initial, close-to-the-text
coding, we specifically looked for data on PP, and we found 15 references in the data.
Fourth, we started comparing the material for the two cases. Based on our initial
understanding of the data, two of the researchers created an excel sheet in order to organize the data. The excel sheet had the following categories: “Whether or not PP is done”,
“How is PP done”, “How often is PP done”, “How often was PP done before working
from home”, and “Interesting quotes”. The final category was used to capture interesting
insights on the PP practice as experienced by the interviewees. These categories form
the basis of the findings. In particular, we found the majority of the interviewees practiced PP before the pandemic, with the exception of few interviewees who did not; that
the frequency of the use of RPP in WFH could vary between not at all, occasionally,
regularly but less frequently than in the office, and more frequently than in the office;
and for the way to perform RPP we ended up with two categories: Using special tools
or Calling in & sharing screen. When the interview material was insufficient to answer
the questions, we then sent follow up emails to inquire about more details. The feedback
received was used to fill the gaps and enrich the findings.
Finally, the data from InterSoft was supplemented by the material from the tool
satisfaction survey for triangulation and to seek explanations for the emerging findings.
3.5 Limitations and Threats to Validity
First, it’s worth mentioning that our data collection initially was not focusing on the
pair programming as the main topic of inquiry and the interview guides used in the two
cases, although overlapping, were not fully aligned. We have mitigated this in the later
follow-up inquiries, aligning the questions sent to the interviewees to mirror the data
collected from the two cases.
Further, interviews as the data collection method have certain limitations. According to [21], interviews is one of the most important sources of case study information
and should be considered “guided conversations rather than structured queries”. And
although interviews are insightful and provide perceived causal inferences and explanations, it is vital to be aware of the weaknesses of interviews as evidence. Interviews
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are likely to be biased, when it comes to poorly defined questions and responses. If
the informant does not recall the past correctly, their answers are inaccurate, and they
can be reflexive in the way that the informant gives what the interviewer wants to hear
[21]. We sought to mitigate the shortcomings by collaboratively creating non-leading
questions in the interview guide. Also, being semi-structured, we sought to follow up on
the directions where the interviewee wanted to go. We also were, in most of the cases,
two researchers doing the interviews, so we could adjust to each other, and in one of the
companies the interviews were longitudinal, so we could check the same facts at two
different points of time.
To further strengthen the validity of our findings, we performed triangulation by
using data collected from different sources and by different methods. Triangulation is
the core principle of case study research, which helps ensuring the consistency of the
findings [21]. Besides, we presented our findings back to the companies, and sent the
final version to all the interviewees to verify our analysis and interpretations.
There is also a limitation in terms of generalizing based on case studies. The main
lesson learned in our work is the variety of experiences with RPP and the journey that
individual engineers made, which can be viewed as a working hypothesis rather than
strong theoretical claims [21]. What strengthens our findings is that we have two cases,
spanning several locations. Finally, our findings are indicative as we shed empirical light
on a relevant and emerging phenomenon, which could be relevant and interesting for
individual engineers as well as software companies working with agile methods.

4 Findings
4.1 Do Engineers Pair Program When Working from Home?
To understand the RPP as a practice, we asked the engineers whether or not they did
PP when working from home. We grouped their responses into four categories; “Not all
all”, “Occasionally”, “Regularly, but less frequently than in the office”, and “Regularly
and more frequently than in the office” (see Fig. 2).
Eight respondents state that they do not do RPP. Of these, two respondents state that
it is because it was not done before either, and it is not something they have begun doing
now. A third respondent comments that they became more separated during working from
home, and that this makes it more challenging to do pair programming. An engineer
that states that they do not do pair programming comments: “We do little real pair
programming. However, we try to make a habit out of discussing with the team when
you start a task and discuss solutions. This is effective.” (Oskar, Sep 2020).
Nine respondents state they are doing RPP, however very infrequent/occasionally,
e.g., once a month. One respondent in this category is an engineer and a tech lead in a
team. He describes doing a little bit of pair programming, but that he wants to do more.
The challenges are related to the working situation at home and a lot of meetings: “I
have a home office together with my partner, and we switch between sitting in the kitchen
and the bedroom when we have meetings at the same time. That makes it difficult to do
it ad hoc. Additionally, I am one of those that has too many other meetings already, so
it is hard to reserve time” (Oliver, Sep 2020).
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Another engineer, who used to do PP three times a week, notes how it is different
doing PP while working from home “That’s not easy. There are a few tools to do it, like
we have this Visual Code plugin – but it’s just not the same thing, it’s not as natural as it
was in the office” (Maya, Sep 2020). This echoes many others who said, that particularly
in the beginning of working from home, using digital tools, like screen sharing or more
customized tools like Tuple, was radically different from just walking over to the person
next to you and sharing the keyboard and screen. Pair programming was more popular
then, because it was easier, as one engineer comments: “It was easier when you sat in
the same location, […] to take that little talk. If I was stuck, and knew that some other
had solved the same problem last week, then it was much easier to just pop by and [ask]
´Can you quickly show me how you did it on your PC?’, instead of starting to share
screens, it is absolutely much better to do it when you are in the same location” (Trond,
Sep 2020).
In the interviews conducted in the early months of the forced WFH situation, many
engineers confessed that they either have not done any PP or tried it only a few times.
As an interviewee described: “It’s less easy to do [PP] with screen sharing. At least,
I’ve been doing less of that. […] It’s been quite OK, but long term it would be good to
have an easier possibility to do pair programming. But for these couple of months, it’s
OK” (Ally, May 2020).
One of the reasons why PP failed to take off was that pairs needed to agree on doing
PP and finding the time in a way that was not as natural as in the office. As one of the
interviewees explained, in the early days of working from home, there were attempts to
mimic the “old” way of working, where you could do more ad-hoc PP. But it obviously
was not as easy: “We’ve tried it once since we started working from home and I think it
worked quite well, but I think it’s hard, I am not sure why it is harder, but I’ve tried to
say that I want to pair, and then it’s Yeah, sure, let’s do it after lunch. And then things
change after lunch and then you don’t do it. Maybe it’s because we need to schedule this
more explicitly. We have not figured out the solution” (Sven, May 2020).
As a result, some teams started scheduling RPP sessions, as one explains: “We started
doing some more regular pair programming in our team recently. We booked a daily time
slot for this, after our standup, and if during the standup some pairing opportunities
come up, we use this dedicated time.” (Robert, Jan 2021).
A clear majority of responses at the end of our study period indicate that engineers
pair program regularly. A more detailed analysis of the interviewee responses suggests
that about half of those responding positively have increased their interest in pairing
remotely over time. As people realised that remote work was not a temporary situation,
the need for more collaborative practices increased and new ways of remote pairing
were sought in order to address complex problems, like developing something new,
or improving a design. The use of PP increased also because engineers became more
experienced with remote work.
That both sentiments towards joint, digital collaboration practices, and the very
remote practices themselves change is apparent from our data. Consider one engineer, who, when we interviewed him in Sep 2020, was very clear that the new, remote
work was far inferior to being collocated. In Feb 2021, he describes how things have
improved: “Since the last time we talked, I think it has been a kind of development
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[…] My impression is that generally everyone became better at answering quickly and
calls for handling issues which are difficult to [communicate in text]. I think everyone
became better at using Slack and [MS] Teams correctly, and hence complex tasks are
not considered that difficult anymore” (Gustav, Feb 2021).
The progression of the interest in RPP over time is also supported by results of the
tool support satisfaction survey from InterSoft conducted in Jul 2020 and repeated in
Oct 2020 and Jan 2021 (See Fig. 3). The number of positive responses reporting good
or great support increased from 54% to 73%.
Finally, two respondents stated that they do more PP than before the pandemic.
Because of the need to plan and schedule collaboration, regular pairing sessions became
a commodity. The members of the mentioned team do it directly after the standup and
in the afternoon, on a daily (or almost daily) basis. One of the respondents explains how
pair programming is a new initiative: “We have in our area/team started focusing on pair
programming now after the New year. We did it both with regard to quality, but not the
least with regard to people’s need for seeing each other and ‘feel’ that we work together
while working from home.” (Albert, Feb 2021).

Fig. 2. An overview of PP in the studied companies: transition from collocated PP or no PP to
the way RPP is performed with regards to frequency and technical solutions.

4.2 How is Remote Pair Programming Done?
Similar changes as in the adoption of the RPP practice we also found also in the way it
is performed. While in the early interviews conducted in April and May many reported
to have not done any RPP or to have tried it once or twice, email responses received in
January and February 2021 were full of detailed descriptions of tools that were tried,
which were working well, and which setups were preferred. In our analysis of the different ways of doing RPP, we have derived two main categories of responses (see Solutions
to pairing in Fig. 2).
In the first category, we have gathered experiences of RPP assisted by special tools
that allow mimicking the collocated PP practice – looking at a code together and coediting it and changing the driver and the navigator roles in the pair on a need basis: “Pairing has gotten a lot better… We’ve gotten corporate licenses for some software that makes
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pairing easier. Not just screen sharing, but also controlling each other’s computers, and
being able to program simultaneously”. (Conor, Sep 2020).
Among the interviewees, we solicited experiences with Tuple, VSCode extension
for PP and “Code with me” extension to IntelliJ. Evidently, the number of interviewees
using special tools is not that large. We explain it with the lack of awareness of the
tools, the initial skepticism towards the ability of the tools to support “real” PP and the
difficulty to pair for a longer period of time.
The lack of awareness of the tools for RPP is also evident in the data collected
through the tool satisfaction survey conducted at InterSoft (see Fig. 3). When asked how
well the company tools support employees in performing PP tasks we see an increase in
employees who are satisfied with the support. At the same time, fewer employees report
poor or no support even in early 2021.
Our findings suggest an increasing adoption and support for RPP tools. The few
employees discontent with the support suggest that the tools are not working for everyone. However, it is more likely that the respondents are not aware or have not tried out the
tools available. The latter is also indirectly supported by our findings from the interviews
regarding the frequency of use of RPP.

Fig. 3. Survey responses about satisfaction with tool support for pair programming

The next category reflects the adaptation of relatively passive PP practice. In fact,
most of the interviewees in our study reported calling in their peers and looking at the code
and discussing solutions while sharing their screen. Co-editing the code was not always
a part of this practice. This is probably why, admittedly, this practice was not regarded as
“real” PP, although still acknowledged to be better than working solo. In practice, one of
the developers was said to occupy the driver’s role, while the other is restricted to be the
navigator, as switching is not technically possible. As one of the interviewees described
it, “[We] do not do it ‘by the book’, but there is a lot of screen sharing together with
one or more [team members]. This is related to debugging (checking logs/config/code),
code assessment and implementing new functionality” (Gustav, Feb 2021). Another
interviewee explained, “[It’s] not like pair programming when you sit during four hours
in parallel, but usually we do syncing for one hour, going through the code together, and
then dividing the tasks, working for two hours in parallel and then syncing again. We
call that ‘more pair programming’.” (Ally, Sep 2020).
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4.3 What Are the Main Challenges in Remote Pair Programming in WFH?
Pair programming “by the book” requires physical collocation, which for obvious reasons
is impossible when everyone works from home. In the previous subsections, we described
what tools and practices engineers follow to enable RPP, and mentioned that many
experience difficulties and said that the fact that you need to do it in separation depending
on the tools and internet is an obstacle to practicing PP. In the following we summarize
the main challenges of remote setup according to our interviewees.
We learned that one of the key challenges associated with RPP is the very initiation
of pairing. Several interviewees mentioned that the threshold to approach the colleagues
was higher when working from home because they could not just shout out a question
over the shoulder, as in the office, and did not have a good insight into what their
colleagues are doing in a particular moment. As someone explained: “You don’t want
to disturb people because you don’t know what the others are doing right now” (Ola,
Apr 2020). This was even more challenging for the recently onboarded engineers who
were not well familiar with other colleagues. As an interviewee explained: “I prefer to
do pair programming when I am at the office, because then it is easier to grab someone.
I feel that there is a higher threshold when you are on Slack. The better you know your
team, the easier it is.” (Kristine, Feb 2021).
Another important challenge was to find a technical solution that helps to work
with the code together. RPP makes engineers depend on tools with varying quality and
suitability for the task, for something that you previously did by walking over to the
person next to you. Several interviewees said that tool-mediated PP would not feel the
same, and therefore had not even tried it. Some tried to “jump on a call” but complained
about the connection problems. Finally, some confessed that they wanted to use specific
tools but they were not accepted as sufficiently secure in the company. Technical hiccups
also contributed to the threshold, as an interviewee explained: “It takes more time than
usual to do [PP]. Difficult if someone gets technical issues with sharing the screen”
(Morten, Feb 2021). And another admitted: “I do not enjoy PP while working from
home, the software can be a bit slow at times, and it’s easy to lose control of the cursor
if both of us are trying to edit” (Carol, Feb 2021).
Last but not least, several interviewees admitted that active tool-mediated PP was
too intense and tiresome if done for hours, suggesting that a more passive mode was
more suitable for the “online” version. As an interviewee explained: “Proper pair programming is very intense and tiring, and it becomes difficult to hold for a longer time.
But a more relaxed variant, where you have video and audio but work mostly separately
and share a screen when needed, then you can work for hours” (Gustav, Feb 2021).
4.4 What Are the Benefits of Remote Pair Programming in WFH?
Despite these challenges, RPP still has a number of benefits. Pair programming is, in
essence, a way for engineers to more quickly get a shared understanding of the problem,
and then jointly and simultaneously work on solving the problem; means of seeking
and receiving feedback and monitoring each other’s work. The need for joint problem
solving and acquiring a second opinion have not diminished when moving to working
remotely, as one engineer notes: “I feel like I have been an advocate for pairing up and
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pair programming and doing things together since I started, because I think that’s a
good way to avoid the buzz factor.” (Kristoffer, May 2020).
This notion is second by another engineer, who also points out how pair programming
“works well for doodling and problem solving” (Andreas, Feb 2021). In the formerly
collocated contexts, engineers were used to working together, and, as a minimum, having
a shared understanding of what they are going to do, before they split up and work
individually to solve it.
We found that some respondents, despite admitting the difficulties of RPP and preferring to do it in co-location, acknowledge some benefits in tool-mediated pairing that
are only available when using tools, such as the ability to control the partner’s screen
without taking away his or her keyboard. As an interviewee described: “[Tuple] was the
most recent tool that I’ve tried, and that was very good. […] I think the big thing that
Tuple has is the ability to type on your partner’s screen. And I’ve used it twice recently
and it was very quick and very easy, it was very helpful” (Conor, Sep 2020).
Additionally, there is a clear social component to RPP, which seems to become
increasingly important as more time is spent away from the teammates. The following
two quotes demonstrate how pairing enhances the work experience not only for the
usual purposes, but for the sake of socialization: "I think PP and writing code together
is something we should do more of while working from home, both because two heads
work better than one, but in particular because it is something social and it makes what
you do feel more important" (Erik, Feb 2021) and “We did it both with regard to quality,
but not the least with regard to people’s need for seeing each other and to get a feel of
working together although working from home […] it adds something positive in terms
of more contact with the other team members" (Albert, Sep 2020).
Another interesting observation relates to few interviewees who perceived RPP as
easier because they did not disturb others unlike when working in the office. There was no
longer the need to leave your desk and search for a quiet room to pair. As an interviewee
explained: "[Remote] pair programming works well and perhaps better than in the office
where you would disturb the neighbour with the talking” (Arvid, Feb 2021).
Finally, we also associate RPP with more structured or disciplined daily routines. As
one interviewee, who have admitted struggling with working from home in the beginning
of the pandemic, described that frequent pairing helped him become more disciplined
and keep the focus: “While you are pairing, you don’t get distracted, you don’t want to
get distracted. […] The difference is, when I am soloing I usually sit in my living room,
in a more casual setting, so I can relax, enjoy and have fun. But when I am pairing I
feel like I should not be wasting their time, it should be more serious work. So I go to
my home office with the chair and monitor to do it properly” (Ola, Sep 2020).

5 Discussion and Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we presented our findings from studying the changes in PP practices in two
companies that sent their employees to work from home as a result of the COVID-19
outbreak. In the following, we summarize and discuss our findings.
In response to our RQ: “What happened to PP practice in the forced WFH regime?”,
we conclude that the overall use of PP has decreased and some interviewees in our
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study report not pairing at all for almost a full year. However, we also found that the
interest in and the use of RPP over time, since the first months of the forced WFH to
the early 2021, has admittedly increased, which is confirmed both by the interviewees
and the results of the tool satisfaction survey in one of the companies. The experiences
with RPP vary from actively co-editing the code by using special RPP tools (referred
to as practicing PP “by the book”) to co-reading and discussing the code and solutions
by sharing screen (which supports the acceptance of alternative ways of pairing [13]).
When it comes to the frequency of PP, we found that most do it less frequently than in
the office. The sudden transition to the WFH led engineers to focus on individual tasks,
temporarily reversing the social trend in software engineering [1, 2]. Our findings also
illustrate how RPP is more intense and tiring than pairing in the office, which supports
existing research on RPP being exhausting if performed for a long time [2]. Among
the challenges, we found the difficulty of initiating RPP when trying to merely mimic
the collocated practices. We can speculate that one reason for this is a lack of tools
showing availability [5, 18], or initial failure to create new practices utilizing such tools.
We also found how this changed over time. Our findings support the earlier research
emphasizing the importance of and consensus over good tools for RPP [19, 20]. With
respect to RPP benefits, our study confirms that engineers pair program because they
enjoy it [3], especially as an important mean for socialization while WFH, which goes
beyond RPP for quality and efficacy [11] and is not much discussed in existing literature.
When reflecting on the individual journeys of engineers in our study made, we notice
a few commonalities. We depict them in a conceptual representation of the acceptance
of the work from home setup represented by an inverted Hype Curve1 (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Trends in acceptance of the WFH setup and respective changes in RPP experiences.

1 Hype curve or cycle is a graphical representation of the maturity, adoption, and social application

of technologies, which is developed, used and branded by the American research, advisory and
information technology firm Gartner.
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The traditional Hype Curve depicts the changes in the adoption of new technologies,
starting with a technology breakthrough, the early publicity of which often inflates the
expectations, shortly followed by the disillusionment, then continues with the work
on advancing the technology, reflected in the enlightenment and increased popularity,
finally leading to mainstream adoption. Unlike technology adoption, we believe that
the transition to RPP resembles a vertically inverted curve. In the beginning, many of
the interviewees did not do any RPP, because it was assumed to fail to provide the
experience of the actual collocated PP as experienced in the office. As time went on and
the perceiving temporary mode of working from home turned into a new way of living,
engineers started to experiment with different ways of pairing. At the end of the first
WFH year, RPP became more and more popular, not only as a way to solve complex
problems or teach juniors, but also as a way to facilitate collaboration and interaction
and satisfy the socialization needs. We evidence the rise of experimentation with the
tools and ways of approaching RPP (e.g., changes in the scheduling of regular pairing
sessions). Evidently, not all interviewees have gone through the curve, indicating that
the speed with the RPP adoption varies.
We can expect those who at the moment of our study, have followed remote pairing
occasionally, or who have not yet found the right tool support, will do so in the near future.
This is supported by stories we have collected from those who indicate an increasing
interest in remote pairing over time.
Yet, we also found that several engineers who used to pair program in the office, have
not done it at all, since they were forced to work from home. Besides, our results suggest
that remote collaboration is not as natural as the collaboration in the office, and that the
success of remote collaboration reported by the interviewees in our study highly depends
on the existing social connections. If the future will be a hybrid of remote and office
work, and companies will more willingly hire experts from remote locations, we will no
longer be able to rely or assume that people will know each other well. This leads to a
question, whether future teams will find ways to overcome the threshold of initiating and
maintaining the high level of collaboration or regress to a more transaction-relationship.
From one hand, PP can become a practice to familiarize the team members and keep
the collaboration high even when team members choose to continue working remotely.
On the other hand, if perception of being an “unnatural” or “challenging” practice will
dominate the mainstream opinion, PP might become extinct in the repertoire of the future
software teams.
We believe that given many of the positive effects that are reported from working
from home, findings ways to keep PP in the repertoire of the future teams is important.
The understanding of the RPP and the very nature of future collaborations at the virtual
workplace is one important direction for future research.
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Abstract. Software start-ups develop innovative software products
working with disruptive technologies in time pressure and market-driven
environment. Recently, User eXperience (UX) has become a hot topic
that interests software teams of start-ups. However, software and UX
professionals have struggled to match UX practices into the development
activities, partially because of the lack of resources in the start-ups. This
paper investigates how software start-ups handle UX activities during
software development and how relevant UX is to these companies’ professionals. To achieve our aim, we surveyed 88 professionals who take part
in software teams in star-ups, analyzing the responses using descriptive
and statistical methods. Our results reveal that regardless of having or
not a UX position in the start-up, UX practices are spread in diﬀerent software development phases and not ﬁtting into them. Results also
show although professionals consider UX relevant and recognize important skills to perform UX activities, some obstacles hinder the eﬀective
use of UX in software start-ups. From the survey results, we identiﬁed a
set of challenges to be overcome in consolidating the UX work in software
start-ups. By diagnosing the UX state-of-practice in start-up scenarios
and identifying such challenges, our work contributes to provides relevant
insights to further academic and practical studies in this ﬁeld.
Keywords: Software start-ups · Agile practices
UX practices · UX challenges · Survey
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Introduction

Software start-ups focus on developing innovative products or services, often
disruptive and in challenging contexts [20]. A start-up is a human institution
designed to deliver a new product or service under conditions of extreme uncertainty [21]. To be a start-up, it is not require the company to be small or new.
c The Author(s) 2021
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Start-ups diﬀer from established companies by searching for a scalable, repeatable, and proﬁtable business model with the aim of growing in the market [22].
The continuous seeking for a scalable business model pushes the start-ups to
have changes in their process and operations constantly. Start-ups usually work
with a small team of professionals, exploring new technologies, being marked
by rapid evolution, high uncertainty about customers and market conditions,
and high failure rate [1,20]. The literature has emphasized the need for studies on Software Engineering practices that are speciﬁc and appropriate to the
characteristics of start-ups [20,22].
The combination of innovation and a market-driven context leads to a situation where a speciﬁc (and restrict) set of software development practices may be
useful for start-ups [19]. Besides, some studies point out user experience (UX) as
a critical factor for software start-ups, generating value for users, and creating
competitive advantage [8,12,20,22]. Although diﬀerent UX deﬁnitions are found
in the literature, it is a consensus that UX work can aﬀect a product acceptance
[14]. The ISO-9241 norm [2] deﬁnes UX as “user’s perceptions and responses that
result from the use and/or anticipated use of a system, product or service.” This
norm emphasizes human-centred design, highlighting the adoption of diﬀerent
software development practices, such as user research, interactive design, user
involvement, and cross-functional design teams.
For the Software Start-ups Global Research Network group1 , good UX can
help start-ups to move towards successful and sustainable business creation,
promoting genuine interest from users and opportunities for meaningful feedback
[22]. UX can be crucial to test a value proposition early on [6]. At the beginning
of product development, a good understanding of the problem the software will
solve can helps to ﬁnd a suitable market and drive the UX work. To assess
market interest and to establish a customer base, studies indicate that many
start-ups attempt a balance between customer value by focusing on functionality
and UX while keeping engineering eﬀort minimal [12]. In this sense, a trade-oﬀ
between features, quality, time, and cost can determine the scope of the minimum
viable product [21]. However, there is a gap in knowledge about UX practical
actions more compatible with reality in start-ups. To accomplish this gap, we
carried out a survey in Brazil’s start-up ecosystem to identify how UX work has
been applied in these fast-growing innovative environments. In this paper, we
present our ﬁndings on UX relevance from a software professionals’ standpoint
and identiﬁed a set of challenges faced for the adoption of UX practices taking
into account the reasons, obstacles, and skills needed for UX work.
Our survey’s target audience was professionals working with software development in start-ups, covering start-ups of any size, lifetime, and market segment.
Based on 88 valid answers from professionals who work on software development
positions in start-ups, our results oﬀer a diagnosis about UX, revealing that
although it is considered relevant and present, it remains often in the frontiers of the software development process and not integrated into it. Our work
contributes to research and practice of UX in start-ups, both by bringing more
1

https://softwarestart-ups.org/.
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discussions about the critical role of UX in the diﬀerent phases of software development, as well as by showing that how much have or not have UX positions
allocated in software start-ups can inﬂuence the use of UX in the practice. Additionally, six challenges related to UX adoption were identiﬁed, providing important insights to further academic and practical studies in the software start-ups
context.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related works
to UX in start-ups. Section 3 outlines the research method adopted. Section 4
presents the main ﬁndings and discusses the study limitations and threats to
validity. Section 5 highlights the challenges that start-ups face on UX work.
Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper and presents directions for further work.

2

Related Work

UX’s importance in software development in start-ups was raised in the literature in 2012 [17]. Five recommendations about software engineering practices
for developing start-up products are reported, and Good UX is essential recommendation warns on risks of skipping UX validation in the early stages of the
product conception. In 2016, a global research agenda on software development
in start-ups restated the importance of put UX in practice from the early stages
of software development [22]. However, this work pointed out that it is still an
open question which UX practices are in fact useful for these organizations.
Although software practitioners in start-ups recognize UX’s relevance to
product development, start-ups have faced diﬃculties in setting the UX methods
and practices to the fast-paced environment [6,7]. The software teams’ mindset
and organizations’ culture can often be an obstacle to UX work [16]. There is also
an inﬂuence of the limitations in human resources, common in most start-ups,
which can make it diﬃcult to hire experienced UX professionals [9,12,13].
Collecting users’ feedback about the product appears as the main concern
of start-ups [7,8,12]. User interface prototypes (i.e. mockups and wireframes)
[9,12,17], user testings [9], questionnaires [13] and analysis of data log [7,8] are
mentioned as the UX practices frequently used by software practitioners in that
context. However, start-ups also struggle with the eﬀective use of information
collected about their users [5,8,9]. Moreover, UX methods and practices have
diﬀerent aims depending on the software development stage [12], requiring UXskilled professionals to know which one to use and how to get the best beneﬁt
from their application. Some studies stand out that the relation between UX
and business models could support decision-making about product development
and contribute to a positive image of the organization [9,12,22].
From the literature review, we identiﬁed only two surveys focused on exploring the topic of UX in start-ups [9,15]. In the survey conducted from interviews
with 21 professionals of 20 software start-ups from diﬀerent countries, Hokkanen et al. [9] identiﬁed three main categories of factors that aﬀect UX work in
start-ups were identiﬁed: (1) Strategy, as strategic choices on resource allocation and Product qualities that aﬀect actions for creating good UX; (2) Team
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Qualities, as they can be improved by having UX expertise, domain knowledge,
and UX mindset; and, (3) Interaction with Users that focus on how actively
involving users in their process of creating UX. Salgado et al. [15] conducted a
survey involving 26 small Brazilian software companies of which 17 were software
start-ups. Their survey results pointed out (1) the need of improving the professional awareness of the importance of usability and UX, (2) a demand for more
appropriate usability and UX practices to fulﬁll the context of small businesses.

3

Research Method

Our research method followed the guidelines recommended by Kitchenham and
Pﬂeeger [11]. This survey addressed two research questions. First, what is the
role of UX in the diﬀerent software development activities? Second, how do professionals consider UX in start-ups that have UX-related roles and those that do
not? By answering the ﬁrst question (RQ1), we intend to explore how often UX
activities have been carried out in the start-ups throughout software development, and what UX practices have been employed to support the professionals’
tasks. To address the second question (RQ2), we intend to investigate how professionals perceive UX work in the start-ups by exploring the reasons that drive
and factors that hinder the use of UX practices in the start-up. Furthermore, we
look at UX work relevance and essential related skills in software start-ups from
the point of view of professionals who work in the UX area in comparison with
those professionals with positions only in the software engineering area.
The survey’s target audience was professionals working in software development areas at start-ups in Brazil, including software engineers, software developers, UX designers, testers, project managers, product managers, and software
architects. In this survey, we do not impose any restrictions on the start-up size.
As the data collection method, we prepared an online survey with 26 questions,
including an informed consent describing study objectives and a statement about
the guarantee of participants’ conﬁdentiality and anonymity.
The questionnaire was evaluated in two steps. First, three researchers of
UX, software engineering (SE), and start-up areas reviewed the survey design.
Second, we conducted a pilot test with six graduate students from UX and
SE areas to verify the questionnaire clarity and easiness of understanding. Our
instrument was reﬁned based on that feedback by: (a) rewriting questions; (b)
modifying answers’ format; (c) reordering questions to a more logical sequence;
or (d) splitting questions to improve readability. Despite the survey’s broader
scope, we used a subset of questions related to this paper’s aim, presented in
Table 1. The online survey was open from June until the middle of September
2020. An invitation email was sent directly to start-ups and researchers’ contact
networks, asking to forward it to other potential participants. The respondents
were guided to answer considering the start-up where they currently work.
In our analysis, we ﬁrst veriﬁed responses’ consistency and integrity, eliminating inconsistent, incomplete, and duplicate questionnaires. In the next step,
we did the partitioning of the responses (see Table 1). To analyze the responses
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Table 1. Survey questions
No.

Question (simpliﬁed version)

Type

Q1

How many years of experience do you have?

Multiple-choice –

RQ

Q2

What roles do you play in the start-up?

Multiple-choice –

Q3

What year was the start-up founded?

Free text

Q4

What market-segment does the start-up operate in?

Multiple-choice –

–

Q5

How many employees does the start-up have?

Multiple-choice –

Q6

What frameworks and methodologies are applied?

Multiple-choice –

Q7

How long has the start-up been using UX practices?

Multiple-choice RQ1

Q8

How often is UX applied in the following software development
activities: (i) software ideation, (ii) product speciﬁcation, (iii)
requirements analysis, (iv) design and prototyping, (v)
development, (vi) testing and integration, (vii) deployment, and
(viii) maintenance

Likert scale

Q9

For the start-up’s development team, how often do the following
activities occur: (a) user involvement in the requirements
elicitation, and (b) user involvement in prioritizing requirements

Multiple-choice RQ1

RQ1

Q10 What UX practices has the start-up used?

Multiple-choice RQ1

Q11 Does the start-up have speciﬁc UX-related positions? *options
with diﬀerent team conﬁguration

Multiple-choice RQ2

Q12 What are the reasons that do the start-up use UX practices?

Multiple-choice RQ2

Q13 Which factors hinder the use of UX practices in the start-up?

Multiple-choice RQ2

Q14 How much the skills are needed for collecting, interpreting and
analyzing UX data: (a) know-how to collect feedback, (b)
know-how to interpret feedback, (c) know-how to collect user
information, (d) know-how to interpret user information, (e)
ability to analyze a large amount of data

Likert scale

RQ2

Q15 How much the skills are needed to perform UX work: (a)
experience in graphic design, (b) know-how to perform activities
with the user, (c) knowledge in usability theories, (d) knowledge
of heuristics

Likert scale

RQ2

Q16 How important the items are to the software team: (a) UX
practices in product development e (b) having a mindset focused
on programming

Likert scale

RQ2

related to RQ1, we did a ﬁrst division based on the respondent’s information on
how long the start-up has been using UX practices (Q7). Regarding responses
related to RQ2, we did a second division based on the respondent’s information
about whether the start-up had UX positions (Q11) to analyze the responses
from Q12 and Q13. To analyze how much certain skills were necessary to perform UX activities (Q14 and Q15), we did a third division, considering whether
the respondent plays a UX-related role or not (Q2). Finally, we considered the
last two divisions to analyze how relevant is UX to the development team evaluating the inﬂuence of having a mindset focused on programming (Q16).
We analyzed the data using descriptive and statistical methods. A nonparametric test Kruskal–Wallis (KW) was applied to verify statistically significant diﬀerences between observed groups [18]. For cases where the KW test
showed a signiﬁcant diﬀerence, we ran a post hoc analysis using the Dunnett’
method [3] to identify the diﬀerences.
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Results

A total of 99 responses have been collected, out of which 88 have been used in
our analysis as valid responses. Invalid responses refer to 9 duplicate answers, 1
with incomplete answers, and 1 with inconsistent answers. Of the 88 respondents,
about 80% of them have more than 3 years of professional experience, and out
of these, 29 respondents have more than 10 years. About 51% of respondents
(45 of 88) play roles only in the software engineering area, 23% of respondents
(20 of 88) play roles only in the UX area, and 26% of respondents (23 of 88)
accumulate positions in both areas.
Of the 43 respondents who informed work on UX-related roles, the main
reported roles were UX Designer (38–88%), and UX Researcher (21–49%).
Regarding SE-related roles, we mainly found Software Developer (33 of 88)
and Software Architect (16 of 88). About 40% of respondents played the role
of product manager (35 of 88) and 23% product owner (20 of 88). The respondents’ start-ups develop products for diﬀerent market segments, and some of
them for more than one segment. The three most cited start-ups segments are
Information Technology, Finance, and Education.
Figure 1 introduces a heat map chart presenting the number of start-ups
that ﬁt into each category related to some characteristics, such as size (in terms
of employees), foundation year, and the amount of time start-ups have been
applying UX practices. Lighter colors represent that few start-ups ﬁt into those
categories, whereas darker colors represent that plenty of start-ups ﬁt into those
categories.

Fig. 1. Start-up time applying UX practices by size and foundation year.

Regarding the frameworks and methodologies applied in start-ups (Q6), the
participants were allowed to select more than one option. SCRUM (55–63%) and
Kanban (54–61%) are the most recurrent among respondents. Only respondents
who work at start-ups that apply UX practices (78 of 88 respondents) mentioned
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Design Thinking (41–53%), Design Sprint (31–40%), and Lean UX (25–32%).
The least applied methodology is Hypothesis-driven development (5–6%).
4.1

UX in the Software Development Activities

We asked the participants how often UX is applied throughout software development (Q8), how often activities involving users occur (Q9), and which UX practices were commonly used in the start-ups (Q10). Of the 88 valid responses, 78
respondents answered these questions, while the other 10 respondents reported
that their start-ups did not use UX practices. To analyze these questions, we
split the 78 participants’ responses according to information about how long the
start-up has been using UX practices (Q7). We found that 18 respondents were
from start-ups that have applied UX for up to 1 year, 32 respondents from startups that have applied UX from 1 to 2 years, and 28 respondents from start-ups
that have applied UX for over 3 years.
Table 2. UX in the software development
Software ideation

Product specification

Always

Often

Rarely

Never

Always

Often

Up to 1 year

33%

33%

28%

6%

Up to 1 year

28%

44%

28%

0%

From 1 to 2 years

38%

41%

19%

3%

From 1 to 2 years

28%

59%

13%

0%

Over 3 Years

64%

25%

11%

0%

Over 3 Years

71%

29%

0%

0%

p-value: 0.041*
Requirements analysis

Rarely

Never

p-value: 0.001*
Design and prototyping

Always

Often

Rarely

Never

Up to 1 year

22%

33%

33%

11%

Always

Often

Rarely

Up to 1 year

44%

44%

11%

From 1 to 2 years

28%

47%

22%

Over 3 Years

43%

36%

0%

3%

From 1 to 2 years

53%

34%

13%

0%

11%

0%

Over 3 Years

75%

18%

p-value: 0.038*
Development

Never

7%

0%

p-value:

0.112

Never

Testing and integration
Always

Often

Rarely

Never

Always

Often

Rarely

Up to 1 year

22%

44%

28%

6%

Up to 1 year

22%

44%

22%

11%

From 1 to 2 years

38%

28%

25%

9%

From 1 to 2 years

22%

41%

25%

13%

Over 3 Years

43%

43%

14%

0%

Over 3 Years

39%

43%

14%

0%

p-value:

0.206

Deployment

p-value: 0.067*
Maintenance

Always

Often

Rarely

Never

Always

Often

Rarely

Never

Up to 1 year

28%

33%

28%

11%

Up to 1 year

39%

33%

17%

11%

From 1 to 2 years

16%

47%

25%

13%

From 1 to 2 years

19%

28%

47%

6%

Over 3 Years

43%

32%

14%

11%

Over 3 Years

29%

57%

14%

0%

p-value:

0.178

Users in requirements elicitation

p-value: 0.033*
Users in requirements prioritizing

Always

Often

Rarely

Never

Up to 1 year

44%

22%

33%

0%

From 1 to 2 years

13%

50%

25%

13%

Over 3 Years

43%

39%

18%

0%

p-value: 0.022*

Always

Often

Rarely

Up to 1 year

33%

33%

33%

Never
0%

From 1 to 2 years

13%

56%

22%

9%

Over 3 Years

36%

46%

18%

0%

p-value:

0.115

Start-ups applying UX: up to 1 year (N = 18) | from 1 to 2 years (N = 32) | over 3 years (N = 28)
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UX in the Software Development. In Table 2, we see the respondent’s perception of how often the start-ups are concerned with applying UX in the software development. Overall, almost 90% of respondents stated to use UX practices more often during product speciﬁcation, design, and prototyping activities,
while more than 40% of them rarely apply it in the software maintenance. We
found that more than 80% of start-ups working with UX for more than 3 years
are signiﬁcantly more concerned with it during the software ideation (p-value
0.041) and requirements analysis (p-value 0.038) activities than the start-ups
that started using UX less than a year. Besides, more than 80% of start-ups
that have applied UX for more than 3 years are signiﬁcantly more concerned
with involving users in eliciting requirements (p-value 0.022), applying UX in
testing and integration (p-value 0.067), and maintenance (p-value 0.033) than
the group of start-ups using UX from 1 to 2 years. In the product speciﬁcation
phase, we found that both groups with applied UX for less than 1 and 2 years
diﬀer signiﬁcantly from the group that has applied UX for longer.
UX Practices Applied in the Start-Ups. Table 3 presents the respondents’
information about which UX practices are used in their start-ups, as well as their
frequency. Overall, the most commonly applied practices are prototyping (66 of
78), user interview (63 of 78), and usability testing (51 of 78). Heuristic evaluation (28 of 78), storyboard (26 of 78), and card sorting (19 of 78) are the least
used practices in start-ups. KW test revealed a statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence
in four practices: user interview (p-value = 0.05), usability testing (p-value =
0.006), personas (p-value = 0.007), and storyboard (p-value = 0.004). The post
hoc test indicated that start-ups from Up to 1 year group use signiﬁcantly less
of these practices than the star-ups from over 3 years group.
Table 3. UX practices applied in the start-ups
Up to 1 year (N = 18)* 1 to 2 years (N = 32)* Over 3 Years (N = 28)*
UX Practices

F

Always Often Rarely Always Often Rarely Always Often Rarely

Prototypes

66 11%

28%

22%

31%

38%

25%

43%

39%

7%

User Interview 63 11%

28%

33%

31%

34%

16%

39%

36%

11%

0.049*

Usability Test

51

6%

17%

33%

31%

16%

6%

43%

32%

11%

0.006*

Personas

48

6%

22%

28%

25%

28%

9%

39%

21%

4%

0.007*

User Flow

40 11%

11%

0%

19%

28%

13%

32%

25%

4%

0.263

Heurisctic

28 11%

6%

11%

22%

16%

0%

32%

4%

4%

0.196

Storyboard

26

6%

22%

19%

13%

0%

29%

7%

4%

0.004*

Card Sorting
19 0%
6%
0%
9%
6%
0%
* Time period that the start-ups have applied UX practices

25%

18%

4%

0.612

0%

p-value
0.076

Figure 2 shows the UX practices used according to the foundation year of the
start-ups. From the heat map chart, we can see that the newer companies (i.e.
<3 years) use more personas technique than user testing. This result shows that
these organizations need to have more details on the users’ characteristics. These
organizations are in the early stage of product exploration, and, consequently,
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Fig. 2. UX practices applied in the start-ups.

the users are not well deﬁned, the product is not stable, and they are subject
to pivot more. In older start-ups (i.e. >3 years), the testings are running more
frequently than in newer ones, which can be a consequence of their product has
already achieved a degree of maturity and been considered stable.
4.2

UX Work from the Perspective of Start-Ups Professionals

To explore perceptions about the main reasons why the start-up uses UX practices (Q12) and the main factors that hinder their usage (Q13), we divided
the participants’ responses considering whether or not respondents’ start-ups
had UX-related professionals (Q11). Of the 78 respondents who answered these
questions, we found that 33 respondents were from start-ups that have a fully
or partially dedicated UX team (UX-Team), 25 respondents were from start-ups
that have at least one fully or partially dedicated UX professional (UX-Pro), 12
respondents from start-ups that do not have a UX professional (No-UX ), and
8 respondents from start-ups that train employees from other areas to do UX
work (Train-E ).
Reasons for Using UX. Table 4 summarizes the results on the reasons that
lead start-ups to apply UX practices in the development of their products. From
the respondents’ point of view, the three main reasons for the start-up to use UX
practices are to create value for the user (70 of 78), create successful products
(66 of 78), and create value for business development (56 of 78). KW test reveled
a statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence in respondents’ opinions on obtaining competitive advantages (p-value = 0.020). This reason was highlighted by 67% (39
of 58) of respondents from UX-Pro group. In the opinion of respondents from
Train-E group, the two main reasons to apply UX are the successful product
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Table 4. Reasons for using UX

Reasons

Overall

UX-Team UX-Pro No-UX Train-E

(N = 78) (N = 33)

(N = 25) (N = 12) (N = 8) p-value

Create value for the user

70 (90%) 94%

88%

92%

75%

0.454

Create successful products

66 (85%) 91%

84%

67%

88%

0.264

Create value for business development

56 (72%) 79%

72%

67%

50%

0.425

Obtain competitive advantages

46 (59%) 76%

56%

25%

50%

0.020*

Reduce risk of injury inherent in the
creation of new features

37 (47%) 55%

36%

58%

38%

0.418

Acquire more users

34 (44%) 55%

32%

33%

50%

0.311

Present a more professional image of the 32 (41%) 39%
product

32%

58%

50%

0.458

Understand how to sustain the long-term 26 (33%) 36%
28%
50%
13%
0.324
business model
UX-Team = fully or partially dedicated UX team | UX-Pro = fully or partially dedicated UX
professional | No-UX = No UX professional | Train-E = the start-up trains employees when
necessary.

creation (7 of 8) and the value for the user (6 of 8), and the least cited reason
is about understanding how to sustain the long-term business model (1 of 8).
Factors that Hinder the Application of UX. Table 5 presents respondents’
opinions about factors that make it diﬃcult to apply UX practices. Overall, more
than 40% of respondents pointed out that the main diﬃculties are the short time
available (36 of 78) and the scarce ﬁnancial resources (31 of 78). Unsurprisingly,
lack of a designated professional to work with UX is a diﬃculty most often
Table 5. Factors that hinder the application of UX
Factors

Overall

UX-Team UX-Pro

(N = 78)

(N = 33)

No-UX

Train-E

(N = 25) (N = 12) (N = 8)

p-value

Short time available

36 (46%) 48%

36%

42%

75%

0.280

Few ﬁnancial resources

31 (40%) 30%

36%

50%

75%

0.113

Lack of consensus on UX relevance,skills,
and responsibilities

28 (36%) 42%

36%

25%

25%

0.654

Dispersion of UX information

28 (36%) 36%

32%

50%

25%

0.660

Lack of a professional designated to work
with UX

25 (32%) 9%

24%

92%

63%

0.001*

Diﬃculty ﬁtting UX work using agile
practices

23 (29%) 33%

32%

17%

25%

0.724

Communication and collaboration gap
between UX and other professionals

25 (32%) 48%

20%

25%

13%

0.031*

Late start of UX activities

20 (26%) 27%

32%

17%

13%

0.618

Diﬃculty transforming UX needs into design 13 (17%) 12%
solutions

16%

17%

38%

0.398

Diﬃculty knowing how to get infor-mation
from users

12%

0%

25%

0.397

9 (12%) 12%

Few start-up-speciﬁc UX practices
7 (9%)
6%
16%
8%
0%
0.455
UX-Team = fully or partially dedicated UX team | UX-pro = fully or partially dedicated UX professional
| No-UX = No UX professional | Train-E = the start-up trains employees when necessary.
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pointed out by respondents from start-ups that do not have UX professionals,
while the diﬃculty related to communication and collaboration gap between UX
and other professionals is a diﬃculty most often pointed out by respondents
from start-ups that have UX teams.
Skills to Perform UX Activities. To explore how much certain skills were
necessary to carry out UX activities from respondents’ viewpoints (Q14 and
Q15), we analyzed 78 responses considering whether or not the respondents
played the role of UX in the start-up (Q2). We found 43 respondents who play
some UX-related role in their start-ups and 45 respondents who play roles only in
the area of software engineering. See the results in Table 6. Overall, skills knowhow to collect and interpret feedback and Know-how to collect and interpret user
information were considered much-needed for the group of professionals who
play the UX-related role (an average of 72% of them), and to a lesser proportion
for SE professionals (an average of 54% of them). When running the KW test,
we found no signiﬁcant diﬀerences between groups.
Table 6. Skills to perform UX activities
Skills

Know-how to interpret feedback

Play UX role
MN

NE

79%

19%

No-play UX role

LN
2%

NN
0%

MN

NE

69%

31%

LN
0%

NN
0%

p-value
0.330

Know-how to collect feedback

72%

26%

2%

0%

51%

49%

0%

0%

0.079

Know-how to interpret user information

72%

23%

5%

0%

54%

43%

3%

0%

0.138

Know-how to collect user information

67%

23%

9%

0%

46%

46%

9%

0%

0.094

Knowledge in usability theories

47%

35%

19%

0%

40%

49%

6%

3%

0.978

Ability to analyze a large amount of data

37%

40%

16%

5%

31%

20%

31%

17%

0.066

Knowledge of usability heuristics

35%

47%

16%

2%

23%

46%

17%

6%

0.308

Know-how to perform activities with the user

33%

49%

14%

5%

40%

37%

20%

0%

0.592

Experience in graphic design
19% 47% 26%
9%
MN much-needed | NE needed | LN a bit needed | NN unnecessary

17%

54%

23%

3%

0.533

UX Relevance and Focus on Programming. The question about the importance of UX practices for the development team considering a mindset focused on
programming from the respondents’ perspective (Q16) was analyzed in two ways.
Table 7 shows on the left side, the results considering the relation of UX relevance
and the UX positions in the start-ups (i.e., UX-Team, UX-Pro, No-UX, TrainE). On the right side, the table shows the results considering a mindset focused
on programming. We found out that there are no signiﬁcant diﬀerences between
groups in both questions, according to the KW test. Regarding the importance
of UX, only 13% (10 of 78) of the respondents responded that UX is rarely
important for the development team. Development teams are always concerned
with UX in the opinion of 46% (19 of 41) of respondents within UX-Team and
Train-E groups. Table 7 also shows an overall perspective of the results by dividing the data into UX and SE professional groups. As in the previous analysis,
we did not ﬁnd signiﬁcant diﬀerences between these groups for both questions.
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Threats to Validity

The respondents’ perception and their inadequate knowledge of the domain are
potential threats to the internal validity of surveys [4]. We conducted a pilot
test with researchers in the UX domain and start-ups to check possible problems with the survey questions, and then, we reﬁned the instrument to mitigate
misinterpretations by respondents. The survey participants were recruited using
a convenience sampling [4]. Regarding external threats referring to sample representativeness and heterogeneity within the target population [23], we use a
network of start-up professionals and researchers distributed in diﬀerent states
of Brazil to engage professionals working for software start-ups and playing different roles.
Table 7. UX relevance and focus on programming
UX relevance

Focus on programmingp

Groups

N Always

Often Rarely Never Always

Often Rarely Never

UX Team

33 45%

36%

15%

0%

30%

36%

27%

3%

UX Pro

25 36%

48%

12%

4%

32%

56%

12%

0%

No-UX

12 33%

58%

8%

0%

25%

33%

25%

17%

Train-E

8

38%

13%

0%

38%

38%

25%

0%

50%

p-value = 0.859
Plays UX role

p-value = 0.476

43 44%

42%

12%

0%

40%

33%

23%

2%

Does not play UX role 45 38%

38%

20%

2%

18%

58%

18%

7%

p-value = 0.300
p-value = 0.146
UX Team = fully or partially dedicated UX team | UX-pro = fully or partially dedicated
UX professional | No-UX = No UX professional | Train-E = the start-up trains employees
when necessary.

We reﬁned our questionnaire by changing some types of questions, such
as adopting the multi-point Likert scale to mitigate possible construct threats
referring to measurement fails. In multiple-choice questions, we add the option
“other” to avoid an exhaustive list of possible answers. And, for all multiplechoice and Likert scale questions, we include the “I do not know” option to
avoid inconsistent responses. Due to space limitations, however, we did not add
the answers to these options in the tables of this paper. Speciﬁcally, the list of UX
practices and the reasons and obstacles statements for using UX in the start-up
were derived from existing studies [8,9,15]. To mitigate the evaluation apprehension eﬀect, we have guaranteed the respondents anonymity and made the survey
results available through a technical report. Regarding conclusion threats, we
used the Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric tests and the Dunnett’ method that are
appropriate to perform multiple comparisons from multiple choice answers or
the Likert scale [18].
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Challenges for UX in Software Start-Ups

Regarding RQ1, our ﬁndings revealed that in start-ups applying UX for over
3 years, UX is more present in the diﬀerent software development activities, and
the adoption of UX practices is less frequent for start-ups that apply UX for
less than 3 years. This result suggests these start-ups become more mature in
understanding the importance of UX and using UX practices in their work.
Regarding RQ2, our results revealed that independently of the start-up having UX-related roles, respondents considered the creation of value for the user
and the business reasons for using UX. The respondents also pointed out the lack
of resources and time as the main impediments that blocked UX adoption. Our
ﬁndings showed that UX is considered relevant even in start-ups where there
were no UX professionals. The ability to handle user information from diﬀerent
perspectives was seen as the primary skill to conduct UX work in start-ups.
Taking into account our ﬁndings, we outline some challenges on UX work in
start-ups as the following:
Challenge 1 - Matching UX Work into Agile Practices to Running
at Diﬀerent Stages of Product Development. Frequently, start-ups guide
their software development by agile practices [20]. Nevertheless, we found that
although the professionals see the UX relevance, they face diﬃculties of ﬁtting
UX work into agile practices, as shown in Table 5. Furthermore, our results
showed that UX’s concerns are spread throughout the diﬀerent frequency of
application for start-ups that applied UX for up to 1 year (see details in Sect. 4.1).
These results can indicate these start-ups are struggling to add the UX work to
their software development activities. However, providing a good user experience
(UX) from the beginning of product development can have a meaningful positive
impact on product acceptance [5].
Challenge 2 - Making Practices Leaner for UX Work. When adopting
UX practices, start-ups are often concerned with the cost their application can
bring, requiring them to ﬁnd a balance between the UX work application and
the less resource-consuming [22]. The pressure to put the product on the market
and the lack of UX professionals can be among the causes for a low frequency
on the application of UX practices. A report on design maturity points that
organizations with less expertise in UX have diﬃculty accommodating practices
throughout the software development process [10]. From a similar perspective,
the report results can explain why start-ups that have been applying UX for
less than 1 year do not frequently use UX practices (see Table 3). Especially
for early-stage start-ups, UX practices need to be adopted to do just enough
to validate the product ideas without waste resources [5]. Nonetheless, a key
question continues unanswered: “how to make UX practices more lightweight in
order to be incorporated into the start-ups daily work?”.
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Challenge 3 - Adjusting the Pace of UX Work in a Highly Reactive
Environment. Our ﬁndings pointed out that creating successful products is
a trigger for UX’s work (see Table 4). However, it may be harder for start-ups
to add UX practices into their software development process by being highly
reactive to market demands. When the start-up decides to change its product drastically, UX work may need to be started from scratch, e.g., conducting
research with a new group of users [5]. In addition, UX professionals may have
to deal with the frustration of discontinuing a project if they are not prepared
to work at the pace of these innovation-driven environments. Start-ups do not
always have UX specialists who may be involved in assessing the business model
from the early stages.
Challenge 4 - Aligning UX Work with the Business Model and User
Needs. In our survey, the most cited reasons for applying UX in start-ups are
create value for the user and create value for business development, as shown
in Table 4. However, the lack of resources and time to conduct UX activities
appeared as factors that harm UX activities (see Table 5), while the understanding how to sustain the long-term business model is not seen as an important
factor by professionals in start-ups that have UX-related roles (i.e., UX-Pro, see
Table 4). This result could be a consequence of UX not being seen as a crosscutting attribute. Our results have similarities with others from the literature
which also point out that UX impacts on the business model and is important
to create a user-product linked [9,12,22].
Challenge 5 - Training and Skills Development to Perform UX Activities. Our results showed that professionals from start-ups that do not have
a designated UX professional recognize the importance of this professional for
carrying out UX work (see Table 5). Also, our results show that both professionals from start-ups with and without UX-related roles have similar perspectives
about the skills needed to perform UX activities (see Table 6). In addition to
expertise in UX, Hokkanen et al. [9] highlighted the expertise of domain as an
associated factor that should drive how and what type of UX can be created
and tailored to the start-ups’ business niche. In the same work, the participants
reported that two key factors to UX work are the development of the abilities
to get user feedback and to promote user involvement. Our results restate the
concerns on collecting and handling user feedback and information (Table 6), as
discussed in [5,7,9,13]. However, we add a new detail by showing that these concerns are seen as important skills by professionals independently if they have or
not UX-related roles. These ﬁndings lead us to the idea that there is a common
consciousness about what skills should be developed or improved by start-ups
professionals. We have not found out in the literature the best practices or lessons
learned about how to introduce these skills in start-ups’ teams.
Challenge 6 - Conducting Research with Real Users. Although usability
testing appeared as an often approach used by start-ups, the literature shows
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that professionals face diﬃculties in conducting user testing with real end-users
[7]. In many situations, user testing is carried out with friends and with other
internal members of the start-up. Diﬀerently of the literature, know-how to get
information from users did not appear in the top as an obstacle to applying
UX (Table 6). Hokkanen et al. [8], however, point that start-ups had challenges
in collecting meaningful information from users and need of a systematically
way to handle user information. Our sample did not provide us inputs to get
an explanation of our diﬀerent result. However, we consider this issue deserves
a better further investigation.

6

Conclusions

This paper presented an investigation on the UX state-of-practice in software
start-ups from a survey conducted with 88 professionals who work in software
start-ups in Brazil. The respondents were in UX and SE positions. In our analysis, we addressed the role of UX in software development and the main practices
used in the fast-paced environment of start-ups. We also looked at the reasons
that inﬂuence or hinder UX work, the essential UX-related skills, and UX relevance from professionals’ point of view. In summary, our ﬁndings showed that
even considering UX relevant, professionals have faced problems to ﬁt UX in the
software development work, regardless of having UX-related positions allocated.
We concluded that more than developing professionals’ mindset about UX relevance, software start-ups need a set of practices to support decision-making
about how and when UX work can be eﬀectively embedded into their software
development activities.
By analyzing these issues in a critical way, we have identiﬁed a set of challenges faced by software start-ups in the adoption of UX practices. The identiﬁcation of these challenges is a signiﬁcant contribution achieved by this work
since these can be used to drive actions on start-ups and to guide future studies
on the ﬁeld. Besides, our discussion provides insights to encourage researchers
and software practitioners to carry out more in-depth investigations on topics,
such as the UX value for users and business, and UX in the volatile scenario
of early-stage start-ups. Future work includes examining the remaining survey
questions and the replication of our survey to other start-up ecosystems.
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#2020/10429-8, São Paulo Research Foundation (FAPESP), and grant 313312/2019-2,
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Abstract. Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) systems are increasing in signiﬁcance within software services. Unfortunately, these systems are not ﬂawless. Their faults, failures and other systemic issues have emphasized
the urgency for consideration of ethical standards and practices in AI
engineering. Despite the growing number of studies in AI ethics, comparatively little attention has been placed on how ethical issues can be
mitigated in software engineering (SE) practice. Currently understanding
is lacking regarding the provision of useful tools that can help companies transform high-level ethical guidelines for AI ethics into the actual
workﬂow of developers. In this paper, we explore the idea of using user
stories to transform abstract ethical requirements into tangible outcomes
in Agile software development. We tested this idea by studying master’s
level student projects (15 teams) developing web applications for a real
industrial client over the course of ﬁve iterations. These projects resulted
in 250+ user stories that were analyzed for the purposes of this paper.
The teams were divided into two groups: half of the teams worked using
the ECCOLA method for AI ethics in SE, while the other half, a control
group, was used to compare the eﬀectiveness of ECCOLA. Both teams
were tasked with writing user stories to formulate customer needs into
system requirements. Based on the data, we discuss the eﬀectiveness of
ECCOLA, and Primary Empirical Contributions (PECs) from formulating ethical user stories in Agile development.
Keywords: User story
Intelligence
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· Agile development · Ethics · Artiﬁcial

Introduction

During recent years, the role of ethics has been emphasized in the context of Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) and Autonomous Systems (AS). In the ﬁeld of Software Engineering (SE) however, few tools or methods are available for systematically incorporating ethics into development. Furthermore, AI ethics has seldom been studied
from the perspective of practical application in SE. Ethically aligned AI/AS development principles and guidelines exist [1], yet as recent research demonstrates [2],
there are still major challenges in translating these to practice.
c The Author(s) 2021
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Overall, AI ethics currently seems to be an area with a prominent gap
between research and practice [2]. While we now have some degree of consensus
on what AI ethics is and what ethical principles and issues are important to
consider in AI development [1], translating these principles into concrete action
is challenging [2,3]. Organizations and developers seem to struggle with turning
ethical guidelines into tangible requirements.
We have attempted to tackle this issue by proposing a method for implementing AI ethics in SE. The method is called ECCOLA.
The ECCOLA method has been iteratively developed and validated. This
current paper reports on one of these iterative validations. Additionally, we wish
to better understand how AI ethics should be practically applied to design and
development. Another goal of the paper in the context of ethics, is to examine
user stories and further knowledge of how to write ethical user stories in terms of
translating ethical principles into tangible engineering requirements. ECCOLA
will be discussed in greater detail in the next section.
Writing user stories is a practice commonly used to help deﬁne requirements
during development, especially in Agile software development. Thus, we felt that
ethical user stories could be one way of making (AI) ethics a part of the workﬂow
of developers. To study user stories in the context of (AI) ethics, we conducted an
empirical study of 15 projects. These projects were split into two, with half of the
project groups using the ECCOLA method to guide the user story writing process, and the other, the control group, writing user stories without ECCOLA yet
with another set of non-ethically oriented cards (‘placebos’). The main research
question of the current study is: “How can Non-Functional ethically-oriented
User Stories be written with the assistance of the ECCOLA method?”

2
2.1

Background
Implementing Ethics into Software Development

Research seems to point to both challenges and beneﬁts in applying ethics within
Agile methods. Miller and Larson [4], on human values in Agile software development, highlighted the importance of developers acquiring an awareness of and
skill in performing ethical analysis. This was in order to be able to evaluate
development methods on a more sophisticated level. Yet, developers may experience diﬃculties in articulating ideas about human values, due to their technical language orientation [4]. While comparing Agile Principles with software
ethics, Judy [5] concluded that the conversation of ethical dilemmas is largely
absent from the Agile context. Particularly in instances where ethical issues do
not directly aﬀect business value or teams. Miller and Larson [4] call for tools
of ethical analysis; they propose that parties involved in software development
need intellectual skills and a vocabulary that will help them understand and
communicate competing human duties, values and consequences.
Agile practices are “designed to navigate essential complexity” [5]. Their
growing rate of adoption is based on an inclination towards harnessing values
and culture in development processes and practices [5]. At the same time, Miller
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and Larson [4] propose that through deontological analysis, the Agile Manifesto
itself can be seen to place emphasis on human values. According to Judy [5], the
Agile community serves as a “vital resource” for peers with shared values.
It would seem that ethical building blocks exist in the Agile methodology
itself, but applying ethical analysis tools could further improve the situation
through clarifying ethical targets and what they mean in action, even in the
absence of “standard” methods.
To address the unique challenges posed by information technology (IT), concepts such as Information Ethics, and further, Computer Ethics, have emerged.
The discussion around guidelines and codes of conduct for ethical considerations, as well as initiatives to promote ethical software development, progress
as technology evolves. For example, the ACM Code of Ethics and Professional
Conduct for ethical software development dates back to 1992. It was subsequently updated to better suit the advancement of technology in 20181 . This
ACM Code of Ethics, as an example of an acknowledged resource of computer
ethics, presents principles of responsibility for all who “use computing technology
in an impactful way”. It considers ethical principles such as prioritizing human
well-being, trustworthiness, fairness and privacy.
The ethical principles of computer ethics proceeded into the evolving discussion of autonomous, intelligent technologies. Debates and discussion regarding AI
ethics has produced a widely recognized understanding of AI ethics guidelines,
that consist of partially the same principles as those in computer ethics. For
example, a study of the guidelines [1] identiﬁed a “global convergence emerging around ﬁve ethical principles”, namely: transparency, justice and fairness,
non-maleﬁcence, responsibility and privacy.
When discussing ethics in IT, Value-Sensitive Design (VSD) is also worthy to mention. Having emerged from the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
community in the 1990s, it is “a theoretically grounded approach to the design
of technology that accounts for human values in a principled and comprehensive manner throughout the design process” [6]. It has been utilized in various
domains and tools including a ToolKit (for envisioning practices), consisting
of 32 cards for envisioning the use case scenario themed in stakeholders, time,
values, and pervasiveness [7].
While codes for ethical conduct in SE exist, an issue across domains of software development is in that these codes do not carry over into practice. As
suggested by [8], any number of guidelines, policies, and procedures to encourage ethical behavior cannot guarantee their implementation. They state that,
“credible results and a strong discipline of empirical software engineering are
based on mutual trust that everyone will behave ethically” [8]. However, this
trust has not proven to be suﬃcient in facilitating ethical thinking. For example, McNamara et al. [9] replicated a prior behavior ethics study, and found out
that explicitly instructing participants to consider the ACM Code of Ethics in
relation to the impacts of their software development decision-making had no
inﬂuence on actual ethical decision-making itself. In the ﬁeld of AI ethics, [2]
1
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discovered a gap between research and practice regarding the ways in which AI
ethics are implemented. While on the one hand, AI ethics are discussed in academic circles, on the other hand, discussions had not carried over to industrial
application.
2.2

ECCOLA Method and It’s Application

Inspired by the challenges of implementing ethics in AI development, the
ECCOLA method [10] used in the current study, was developed with the intention to provide developers with “an actionable tool for implementing [AI] ethics”.
The method considers topics of AI ethics created in reﬂection of AI ethics principles from relevant literature while aiming to make them more practical and
applicable for development. The ECCOLA method is a deck of 21 cards, with
eight (8) themes and one to six (1–6) topics in each theme (see Table 1). Developers can utilize the ECCOLA cards to implement the various ethical consideration
prompts in software development by using the questions provided on the cards.
Each card consists of one topic like the theme transparency considers topics
under Communication and Explainability, while Accountability considers topics such as Auditability and Ability to Redress. One additional card, called the
Game sheet, explains how the method is used in practice. The cards are split
into three sections to motivate what to do while providing a practical example.
The cards also contain a note-making space to make it even more practical in
real life development work.
Table 1. ECCOLA card themes
Card themes (8)

Card number (0–20) Card amount (total 21)

Analyze

#0

1

Transparency

#1–6

6

Safety & Security

#7–9

3

Fairness

#10–11

2

Data

#12–13

2

Agency & Oversight #14–15

2

Wellbeing

#16–17

2

Accountability

#18–20

3

ECCOLA is a modular, sprint-by-spint process, where relevant cards are
chosen in advance in order to make the method manageable and focused in the
proceeding development work. This process results in a paper trail of ethical
choices to be made during the development of software product.
In short, the three (3) phases of prepare, review and evaluate are repeated
in every iteration during the development process. Decisions and card selection
processes become easier and more productive when developers/users familiarize
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themselves with the card themes and contents. The cards are to be sorted into
three (3) piles before development. The ﬁrst pile is for the planning stages of the
project. The second one is for diﬀerent parts of the development and the third
pile, if needed during the project’s ﬁnal phase. The project or product deﬁnes
what cards are selected and utilized at diﬀerent development stages. Tutorial
sessions are held before the interested parties start to deploy the method. The
sessions contain some exercises and an introduction to the method and AI ethics,
if needed. In this sense, ECCOLA is, in Agile methodology, a continuum for
ethical building blocks in the form of an analysis tool and this we will elaborate
upon more in the coming paragraphs.
2.3

User Stories in Ethically Aligned Software Design

User stories in the ﬁeld of SE and Agile software development connect the two
sides of software project parties - business and development - in relation to information about customer requirements [11]. User stories are highly apt for Agile
environments (as originated from the XP method) due to the fact that they can
be utilized for planning iterations and within iterative development processes
[11]. From the outset, Agile practices “focus on the development and delivery
of only those features that are really useful to customer” [12]. These methods
are applied in development projects with fast moving targets, where development teams and applied tools should adapt easily to changes [13]. As the name
suggests, this provides software projects with manageable agility, particularly in
terms of bringing value to customer needs. This value delivery is enabled through
requirements engineering (RE) practices such as user stories [12].
User stories serve as mediators or boundary objects between users and the
development team. In the user story process, the decision-making and idea of the
software outcome is spread along the development project duration [11]. This
simple yet unifying function oﬀers the development team an eﬀective tool to
handle information just-in-time. In practice, user stories are handwritten cards
or paper notes generated by the customer team. If the customer is not involved
in the process the product owner - part of the development team - answers for
the customer software requirement needs.
The user story card or template generally contains two sections that describe
the requirements at a high level. This is formulated into three leading sentences:
“As a <role>, I can <action>, so that <goal>.” This progresses with acceptance criteria that are utilized to evaluate the user story execution [14]. Based
on Cohn’s [14] original developments, Dimitrijevic et al. [12] capsulize the user
story process into seven steps: user stories gathering, user role modeling, acceptance testing, estimating and planning releases and iterations, as well as tracking
and communicating. These seven areas of user story processing emphasize the
unpretentious nature of what the process components should entail.
The user stories are classiﬁed according to functional and non-functional
requirements. The functional requirements represent stories that are “comprehensible by both the developer as well as the customer team... and it’s a discrete
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piece of functionality; that is, something a user would be likely to do in a single setting” [11]. The goal for requirements that are classiﬁed as non-functional
requirements address the system needs, e.g. performance, availability, usability,
security and capacity [11], which represent the system quality in general. Ethical requirements can be classiﬁed as non-functional requirements as they share
similarities with quality requirements, for instance in terms of qualities such as
security.

3

Research Framework

Sketching and prototype generation have been described as extensions of designer
and developer cognition (see e.g., [15]). Likewise, for decades cards have been
used as highly practical and eﬀective tools for not only materializing thoughts
but also representing how we mentally structure, categorise, and prioritise information [16].
Through utilizing cards in combination with light weight methods such as
user stories in Agile processes, we may observe beneﬁts from several perspectives: 1) concretizing the mental arrangements of information through arranging
the cards; 2) physically re-ordering these cards to ﬁnd better alternatives and
smoother streams of logic; 3) direct information and guides for development; and
4) the ability to test user logic – in and of itself, and/or in light of the system
and its re-design/re-development or improvement, and/or in relation to software
developer logic while translating ideas generated form the cards into coherent
and actionable stories (from scenario to program) [17].
In this study, we empirically evaluated the ECCOLA method. ECCOLA is
a method for implementing AI ethics, which we have presented in an existing
paper [10] and brieﬂy above. The advantage of thinking tools such as cards and
user stories – the types of tools utilised within this current study – for instance,
are that they can be used repeatedly and iteratively throughout the design and
development process. As their forms and functions also suggest, not only are
these tools instruments for extending and validating thought, but they are also a
means of engaging multiple minds – the input of several or many people – within
the thought structuring, or cognitive development-action process. This facilitates
and enables collective cognition through teams and developer-stakeholder (enduser) interactive and iterative processes [18]. In terms of designing for immaterial
qualities, or non-functional requirements such as ethics, values and emotional
experience for instance, these forms of tools are highly valuable as they serve to
connect immaterial qualities to tangible and concrete design and development
decisions.
For this study, we selected four cards for the teams to apply to their processes
in order to see how using ECCOLA would aﬀect how the teams take ethical issues
into account while writing user stories. These cards were predetermined and were
the same for each team, i.e., in this case the development teams did not pick the
cards themselves. Due to research technical reasons, only four cards were chosen
to conduct this study. We discuss the role of ECCOLA in this study in detail in
the next section.
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Study Design

In this section, we discuss the methodology used in the study. The purpose of the
study was to understand how user stories could be written in terms of integrating ethical considerations (principles) into the actionable logic of the interaction
design and SE process. The study was conducted as an experiment in a controlled research setting via the university’s distance learning tools. According
to Wohlin et al. “experiments involve more than one treatment to compare the
outcomes. For example, if it is possible to control who is using one method and
who is using another method, and when and where they are used, it is possible
to perform an experiment” [19]. Our main interest was to compare the output
of two types of user story generating student groups - the test groups utilising
ECCOLA and a control group utilising a card set without explicitly concentrating on ethics. ECCOLA was used as a framework to guide the user story creation
in the student groups who were assigned the test group role. The main goal of
ECCOLA as a development tool and artefact is to aid the translation of seemingly non-functional requirements such as ethics, into operational SE actions.
This experimental setting was considered apt for determining ECCOLA’s eﬀectiveness from this perspective.
4.1

Data Collection Methodology and Study Context

In the current study, focus was placed on the production of ethical user stories
through utilising ECCOLA cards. ECCOLA had a two-fold function in this
exercise: 1) as a guide for deliberating ethics in SE based on ethical AI principles;
and 2) as a subject of appraisal - we sought to validate ECCOLA’s eﬀectiveness
through its operationalization in user stories. In order to achieve this, data was
collected in the form of user stories (n = 298) from 15 project teams. Out of these
15 teams, nine teams utilized ECCOLA to aid the user story writing process,
while six did not. Originally there was a more equal delegation of the two groups
(ECCOLA and non-ECCOLA/control), but some groups were merged to avoid
undermanned teams as some students opted to not complete the course.
The data for this study were collected from a Master’s level Information Systems (IS) course at the University of Jyväskylä, Finland. In the course, students
worked in teams of 3–5 students to carry out a project for a real case company.
The duration of the software project was six weeks. During this time, the
students received ﬁve assignments, one each week after the ﬁrst week’s introductory lecture. These assignments comprised two parts: non-technical and technical. The non-technical part was the focus of this study and formed the basis of
data collection. User stories were discussed during the lectures to familiarize the
teams with the practice of producing them.
The students were split into teams based on self-evaluations of their software
development skills. In a pre-course questionnaire, students were asked to evaluate
their conﬁdence in programming abilities in any programming language on a
scale of 0 to 100. Students were organised in an ascending order based on their
level of programming conﬁdence, and divided incrementally into teams (i.e., the
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most conﬁdent students into one group, the least conﬁdent into another, and the
rest in between). Division was made in this manner in order to avoid imbalance
of technical skills, and thus, workload distribution within each team.
For demographic data, students were also required to report their previous
work experience in software engineering/development, in Agile development, and
their experience in utilizing Scrum (see Table 2). While 61 percent of the students
reported to have at least some experience in SW development (the distribution of
experience levels between students in both ECCOLA and non-ECCOLA groups
were similar) some diﬀerence in experience related to Agile development and
Scrum can be seen between the two groups - to the beneﬁt of the ECCOLA
group. Students’ experience in Agile development can be seen to relate to their
prior knowledge about user stories as user stories are used as a RE tool in agile
development work.
Table 2. Demographic data of working experience
Work experience:

How much work experience in
the field of software
engineering/development do
you have?

How much
How much
experience in Agile experience of Scrum
development do you do you have?
have?

ECCOLA —– Control

ECCOLA-Control

ECCOLA-Control

None

38% —————–41%

49%———-64%

51%———-64%

Less than 1 year

28% —————-23%

26%———-27%

28%———-23%

1–5 years

28% —————-36%

21%———-9%

15%———-14%

6–10 years

3%———–0%

0% ——————0%

3%————0%

More than 10 years 3% ——————0%

0%————0%

0%———–0%

N/A

3% ——————0%

3%————0%

3%———–0%

TOTAL

100%————-100%

100%——–100%

100%——-100%

These teams were then split into two groups (X for odd numbers and Y for
even numbers). Teams in group X used ECCOLA to help devise user stories,
while group Y did not. Group Y, however, also received a set of cards. The cards
issued were created for the present study setting. These cards contained instructions on writing user stories but did not discuss ethical issues. The purpose of the
second set of cards was to encourage a sense of equal treatment between groups.
Furthermore, the equality in issuing all groups with card sets was to ensure that
learning outcomes were not compromised by perceived varying conditions and
resources (i.e., tools at each group’s disposal). Materials such as Card decks X &
Y, the User Story Template, instructions and weekly assignments can be found
at external repository at Figshare2 .
As the course progressed, so too did the user story development process. During the ﬁrst week of the project, after gaining a ﬁrm understanding of user stories,
the groups were to write 4–6 user stories that featured functional requirements.
Each user story was written on a template provided to the teams.
2
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The ﬁrst week’s assignment required the students to utilize one card from
their given set that comprised a Stakeholder Analysis theme. The second week’s
assignment focused on examining the customer need/desired product description
and writing 4–6 user stories through the lens of non-functional requirements
(NFR). Students were informed about the diﬀerences of functional and nonfunctional requirements including examples of both types of requirements. For
the rest of the project timeline the groups with X deck were allocated three
additional cards to reference (four cards in total): Stakeholder Analysis, System
Reliability, Privacy and Data, and System Security. The groups with Y deck
were provided with two new cards in addition to Stakeholder Analysis (three
in total): Non-Functional Requirements and Functional Requirements.
After the second week, each week featured user story revision, creation of new
user stories if applicable, and a check to see if user stories were implemented into
the product. At the end of the course, the groups were to review and return all
their user stories with concluding remarks about the implementation process.
4.2

Data Analysis

The data was analyzed with coding techniques according to Grounded Theory
Method (GTM) and the INVEST model. The use of GTM in IS studies varies
in application rigour (degree of adoption) and type of research contribution [20].
There is no “unique, generally accepted set” of GTM procedures to guide the
coding process [20], and the use of the method has evolved since its development.
Regardless of the type of application, a key concept in GTM includes coding as
a way to classify themes that arise in the data.
Before commencing analysis, the user stories were submitted by the student
teams, categorized by assignment/week, and ﬁnally summarized in a table. The
data were then analyzed in three phases. First, we looked at the data quantitatively in order to gain an overview and to look at any quantitative diﬀerences
between the data from the two groups of teams. This was done due to the high
volume of otherwise qualitative data.
In the second phase, we utilized a GTM approach to code the user stories one
at a time. This process was carried out iteratively, with the list of codes updated
during the process as new codes emerged. We chose this approach due to the fact
that this is a novel area of research: we were not able to identify any existing
studies on writing ethical user stories. Moreover, we chose a GTM approach
as it is well-suited for discovering phenomena inductively [20]. We wanted to
study the data by limiting possibilities for bias as much as possible. We also did
not know which aspects of user story creation the use of ECCOLA might aﬀect
and how. Thus, we saw the need to examine the ﬁndings against a blank slate,
making GTM ideal. In analyzing the user stories, we applied the GTM coding
methodology of open coding, a coding where initial labels are attached to data
[20]. The codes were not pre-determined, as we wanted to ﬁrst apply themes to
the data, and later categorize them in terms of their relevance to the research.
It is possible, however, that a researcher bias from previous AI ethics research
may have contributed to the themes that arose from the data.
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In the third and ﬁnal phase, we utilized the INVEST model. According to the
INVEST model, the quality of the user stories can be evaluated with six attribute
lists, in a method called INVEST [11,12]. The acronym, introduced by William
Wake (2003) stands3 , for: I as an Independent, N as a Negotiable, V as Valuable
to Purchasers or Users, E as an Estimatable, S as Small and T as Testable. A
good user story can be composed through these elements, particularly when:
it is not dependent on other user stories; can be negotiated as it does not go
into detail; brings value to the customer; can somehow be estimated in terms of
resourcing and anticipated amounts of customer support; and is small in size in
order to be as accurate as possible for producing estimations. It should also be
testable to assure the accuracy of the requirements.
To operationalize INVEST, ﬁrstly two teachers from the course evaluated
the user stories through the framework. Each teacher analyzed equal number
teams producing the user stories. Both teachers evaluated as many control group
teams and ECCOLA teams each to reduce any potential bias. Then, one of
the researchers scored all the user stories using INVEST, independently of the
teachers’ evaluations. The evaluation was binary: either a user story fulﬁlled the
requirements of an INVEST attribute or not.

5

Findings

As discussed in the study design section, we collected 298 user stories from 15
student teams. These teams were split into two groups: group Y (the control
group, i.e. the teams that did not use ECCOLA) and group X (the teams that
used ECCOLA). Group Y had six teams in it, whereas group X had nine. Overall, group Y produced 119 users stories (average 19,8 per team) and group X
produced 179 user stories (average 19,9 per team).
In the GTM coding, each story was attributed three high-level themes: (1)
stakeholder, (2) requirement, and (3) technical orientation (T) vs human orientation (H). Inside these themes were lower level codes attributed to each theme,
as seen in Fig. 1. Not all codes were present in every user story. For example,
every user story had some stakeholder(s) present but the stakeholder(s) varied
between user stories. Additionally, the human orientation vs. technical orientation codes were mutually exclusive, serving as a way of categorizing the user
stories into two groups.
Whether a particular user story was human-focused or technology-focused
was considered interesting from the point of view of ethics. This was of interest from the ECCOLA viewpoint, as we wished to understand to what extent
ECCOLA might have inﬂuenced the user stories in relation to, e.g. consideration for human aspects. While this was a binary split in our analysis, the stories
involved both human and technical aspects of the system, and were categorized
based on which aspect was more dominant.

3
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The ECCOLA group produced more human-centric user stories (61%) than
technology-centric ones (38%). The control group, on the other hand, produced more technology-centric user stories (65%) than human-centric user stories
(31%). Based on these results, it seems that the use of ECCOLA could encourage
developers to be produce more human-centric user stories.
PEC1: (Primary Empirical Contribution): Using ECCOLA seems to result in
more human-centric user stories.

Fig. 1. Grounded theory coding from user stories

Regarding the codes under the other two themes, the codes under the requirement theme were largely similarly represented in the user stories of both groups.
For example, security codes were found in exactly 15% of the user stories of both
groups. Thus, ECCOLA did not seem to result in any signiﬁcant diﬀerences in
the requirement codes.
The only notable diﬀerences could be seen in the usability and agency codes.
The usability code was present in 29% of the user stories of the ECCOLA group,
but only 9% of the user stories of the control group. The agency code was present
in 8% of the ECCOLA group’s user stories, but only in 2% of the control group’s.
It could be that the ECCOLA cards, in addition to resulting in more humancentric user stories in general, also served to highlight the user in terms of e.g.,
ease of use. The agency %’s in both groups were ultimately so low that it is
too weak of an indicator of anything based on this data alone. Thus, using
ECCOLA did not seem to increase consideration related to the ECCOLA card
themes (System Security, Privacy & Data, and System Reliability) that were
present in the cards utilized by the ECCOLA groups.
PEC2: Using the ECCOLA cards did not aﬀect how the teams wrote user stories
in terms of the themes present in the cards.
In addition to the GTM analysis, we utilized the INVEST framework to
analyze the user stories. The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 3.
Overall, the ECCOLA teams scored higher in quality according to the INVEST
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framework. The ECCOLA group had an average INVEST score of 60,68% and
the control group had an average score of 53,17%. The ECCOLA teams scored
higher in every category of the INVEST framework aside from V(aluable). All
the highest individual team scores were also in the ECCOLA group.
PEC3: Teams using ECCOLA produced higher quality user stories when measured using the INVEST framework.
Additionally, one of the largest diﬀerences in the INVEST scoring categories
could be seen in the I(ndependent) category. Average INVEST scores for I –
Independent for ECCOLA teams was 69,92% and for Control teams 46,54%. The
user stories of the ECCOLA groups were notably more stand-alone than those of
the control groups, i.e. they overlapped less in concepts. This can be beneﬁcial
as independent user stories can be produced and tackled before subsequent ones
are written (as opposed to e.g., functionality 1 ->functionality 2).
PEC4: Using ECCOLA results in more independent user stories that consider
the software from a wider perspective than just that of its functionalities.
Table 3. User store quality
Group

I

N

Control

46,54% 8,80%

V

E

S

T

Average

78,12% 70,53% 52,00% 63,01% 53,17%

ECCOLA 69,92% 12,88% 72,74% 81,25% 62,34% 64,97% 60,68%
Diﬀerence –23,38 –4,08
5,38
–10,72 –10,34 –1,96
–7,52
INVEST analysis is conducted with binary coding. 1=User story fulﬁlled
the requirements of an INVEST attribute 0=User story didn’t ﬁll the
requirements. Shown on the table is percentage of positive scores.

In addition to the general INVEST analysis of all the user stories produced
during the project, we looked at the second week’s user stories in detail. During
the second week, the teams were tasked with producing non-functional user stories. The scores for each group and how they diﬀered from the average INVEST
scores of that group can be found in Table 4. Based on these scores, ECCOLA
seemed to improve the quality of the non-functional user stories. More importantly, the overall good INVEST scores of the non-functional user stories of the
ECCOLA group seem to support the idea that non-functional user stories can
be written with ECCOLA, and particularly user stories of high quality.
In summary, the teams utilizing ECCOLA, while writing more human-centric
user stories, considered ethical aspects in their user stories more than the control group. The control group largely focused on traditional SE aspects such as
features and other technical design properties (Table 4).
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Table 4. Non-functional user story quality

Group

I

Control group - Week 2 scores

92,61 % N/A 77,71 % 44,46 % 29,56 % 29,68 %

N

V

Control group - diﬀerence from avg

46,07

ECCOLA group - Week 2 scores

82,24 % N/A 71,14 % 68,87 % 53,33 % 51,11 %

N/A 4,83

E
–26,07

S
–22,44

T
–33,33

ECCOLA group - diﬀerence from avg 12,32
N/A –1,60
–12,38
–9,01
–13,86
INVEST analysis is conducted with binary coding. 1=User story fulﬁlled the requirements of an
INVEST attribute 0=User story didn’t ﬁll the requirements. Shown on the table is percentage
of positive scores.

PEC5: Non-functional user stories can be written with the assistance of the
ECCOLA method.
These ﬁndings and observations indicate that the team members utilizing the
ECCOLA cards consider ethics in user story processing, while the control groups
concentrated more on traditional SE development activities such as features and
other technical design properties. Even though the chosen ECCOLA cards were
the most technically-oriented the end result was then a human-oriented approach
to user story production.
5.1

Validity Threats

In discussing ethical user stories, one limitation to consider is related to construct
validity. How to measure the level of ethical consideration? This is also a general
question related to studying the implementation of AI ethics. In this case, we
have utilized a framework based on existing literature (ECCOLA). While there
is currently no universally accepted consensus on what AI ethics is and what
principles it should comprise, ECCOLA is constructed from some of the most
prominent AI ethics principles (many of which e.g. [1] discuss).
Another potential limitation of the study is the empirical setting. To improve
the reliability of the results, we chose an A/B testing based study setting and
formed standardized procedures for data collection and analysis. We also utilized
student data in this study. In this regard, we turn to Höst et al., [21] who
argue that the diﬀerences between students and professionals are not statistically
signiﬁcant. We also argue that the use of students is justiﬁed by the novelty of
the topic: we are not aware of any existing study that has looked into ethical
user stories.

6

Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied ethical user stories through the lens of the
ECCOLA [10] method. In an experiment, we had developer teams (n=15) write
user stories related to a real-world project. These teams were split into an
ECCOLA group that utilized the tool to support them in writing user stories, and a control group that did not use ECCOLA to do so. We analyzed 298
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user stories from these teams using two diﬀerent analysis approaches. In Table 5
below, we summarize the Primary Empirical Contributions (PECs) of this study
that we highlighted in the preceding section. Here, we discuss the implications
of these ﬁndings before concluding the paper.
Table 5. List of primary empirical contributions
PEC Description
1

Using ECCOLA seems to result in more human-centric user stories

2

Using the ECCOLA cards did not aﬀect how the teams wrote user
stories in terms of the themes present in the cards

3

Teams using ECCOLA produced higher quality user stories when
measured using the INVEST framework

4

Using ECCOLA results in more independent user stories that consider
the software from a wider perspective than just that of its
functionalities

5

Non-functional user stories can be written with the assistance of the
ECCOLA method

As the summarizing PECs in the above table show, the ECCOLA method
[10] seemed to improve user stories in various ways. However, PEC2 also highlights an interesting observation in that ECCOLA did not make the user stories
notably more focused on the themes of the ECCOLA cards in question. Moreover, the ECCOLA cards used in this study contained typical SE themes such as
system security and privacy & data. These themes should be familiar for anyone
concerned with SE and thus their lack of an eﬀect in this study needs to be
considered when moving forward with developing the method. Even if overall,
ECCOLA produced positive results in this study, the contents of the cards may
need adjusting based on PEC2.
Aside from evaluating ECCOLA, this study provides an initial look into
writing ethical user stories. Bridging the gap between research and practice in
AI ethics has been a recurring challenge in the area, with companies struggling to implement abstract ethical guidelines in practice [2,3]. User stories can
help us bridge this gap. Ethical issues should be considered as non-functional
requirements among other ‘-ilities,’ such as usability and quality, and user stories
can help companies formulate them into such. Although the ECCOLA method
resulted in more ethical user stories in this study, it is but one option for supporting the creation of user stories that involve ethical consideration.
User stories traditionally place emphasis on Functional Requirements (FR)
over Non-Functional Requirements (NFR) [22]. Depicting NFRs as User Stories
has been suggested to include certain added challenges compared to FRs, such
as that NFRs are not backlog items themselves, but rather constraints on development that are deﬁned in the acceptance criteria for multiple backlog items4 ,
4
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and being solution-wide, they may conﬂict with the user story requirement of
independence5 . The use of user stories in deﬁning NFRs is not a novel concept,
but the perceived diﬃculties taken into account, the creation of NFR user stories
in this paper can be deemed successful.
Indeed, this study serves as Proof-of-Concept for ethical user stories. Using
ECCOLA, developer teams were able to produce non-functional user stories that
received high scores in INVEST (a framework for evaluating user stories). To
facilitate the implementation of ethics in diﬀerent context, such as AI ethics, formulating ethical issues into user stories can go a long way in making ethical issues
tangible. Industry expert Mike Cohn posited that producing non-functional user
stories is challenging but possible6 , and our results seem to support this idea in
the case of ethics as well, at least from the point of view of INVEST.
Future studies should look further into how ethics could be more easily transformed into requirements in SE. While user stories provide one possible avenue
for doing so, other alternatives are also worth investigating. If the challenge in
implementing ethics in practice (AI ethics or otherwise) is that ethical principles are diﬃcult to translate into code and action, we should look into tools that
developers are familiar with in order to make this process more accessible for
those working hands-on with these systems.
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Abstract. Agile software development methods have been increasingly adopted by many organizations at diﬀerent organizational levels.
Whether named agile adoption, agile transition, agile transformation,
digital transformation or new ways of working, the success of embracing
this change process mostly remains uncertain. This is primarily because
there are many ways of evaluating success. Based on the existing agile
assessment models, we developed a model of principles with associated
practice clusters that serves as a core for a new agile assessment model
that is capable of assessing agile organizations at diﬀerent scale. Towards
our ultimate goal to establish a lightweight, context-sensitive agile maturity model, we validated our initial ﬁndings in an expert interview study
to identify improvement points, and ensure the at hand model’s applicability, coherence and relevance. The results of the interview study show
that the structure as well as the content of our assessment model ﬁts
with the experts’ expectations and experience.
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Introduction

Agile software development methodology has been a well investigated topic over
the past two decades. Its potential towards enabling more lean and customer
oriented value creation processes makes it valuable for almost any organization. On the other hand, it is known that the success and potential impact
of agile software development methodology is dependent on how it is put in
practice. While it is clear that merely applying certain practices comes short
in reaping the value of agile methodology, enforcing it to inappropriate organizational contexts or considering it as a silver bullet generates more harm than
they help. In order to enable contextually appropriate adoptions, one important
criterion is identifying the current state of an organization. Contextual appropriateness itself is a function of culture, complexity of problems at hand, form
of the value to be delivered and potentially many other aspects. Therefore, in
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order to evaluate an organization’s current state with respect to the application of agile software development methodology, manifold aspects are required
to be rigorously assessed. Yet, the questions including but not limited to how
to structure such an assessment model so that it provides enough ﬂexibility to
be applicable to diﬀerent organizational contexts, which aspects to consider in
the evaluation without compromising from practical applicability, how to ensure
objectivity of the results, how to identify improvement areas and guide organizations towards those improvement areas remain unanswered. Though there exist
multitude of models and various methodologies towards achieving this goal, the
existing models mostly lack both meticulous scientiﬁc and industrial validation,
practical applicability and contextual appropriateness.
Our aim with this research endeavour is to tackle this unsolved, complex
problem, without compromising from the aforementioned essential attributes.
Tuncel et al. [1] state that there could be two approaches for model development. Based on our experience in evaluating the process maturity of development organizations, we could develop an assessment model for the agile software
development methodology context. Or, we could assess existing agile maturity
assessment models, identify their valuable components and concepts, learn from
their mistakes and develop a model based on the existing scientiﬁc body of
knowledge. We have been pursuing the latter approach. In this paper, we mainly
explain the process of identifying ﬁve principles derived from the Agile Manifesto
[2] as one of those valuable components of the existing assessment models. These
are the condensed pillars of agile software development methodology, which are
ideally capable of reﬂecting the reality of an organization with respect to their
agility. Following up on this, we discuss the practice clusters we establish within
each of these principle pillars. These principles and clusters in the end, form the
structural boundaries of the proposed assessment model. In this process itself,
we aim to act agile and iterate over the model elements multiple times. In this
paper, we share the results of this ﬁrst iteration, which is provided by means of
expert interviews. Other parts of the assessment model, e.g., the questions for
each cluster as well as the assessment and aggregation model are out of scope for
this paper. In order to investigate the importance, relevance and completeness of
the consolidated principles and clusters within this ﬁrst iteration, we formulated
the following research questions:
– RQ1: Do the pillars of principles suﬃciently cover the relevant aspects of
agility in practice?
– RQ2: Do the clusters of a principle suﬃciently operationalize the principle?
– RQ3: Does the importance of clusters diﬀer considering the organizational
levels?
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we provide the necessary background
information in the theory behind assessment model construction, and summarize
front-line studies that provide an assessment model. In Sect. 3, ﬁrst, we elaborate
on the research methodology. Second, establish the landscape for the structure of
the proposed agile assessment model. Third, we discuss the validation procedure
of the presented elements of the proposed agile assessment model. In Sect. 4,
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we share the results of the interview and objectively refer to the outcomes of
the answers. In Sect. 5, we reﬂect on the results, share our key ﬁndings and
discuss the potential threats to validity and our approach towards overcoming
these limitations. Finally, in Sect. 6, we summarize our research and provide an
outlook to the potential next steps to be taken.

2

Related Work

As discussed in Sect. 1, developing an agile assessment model that does not lack
essential attributes is a challenging endeavour and there have been attempts
towards this direction. It is important to highlight that, whether an assessment
model or a maturity model, these models consist of multiple components: an
overall structure such as which subject areas are to be asked for in an assessment,
elements to look for within those subject areas, questions to ﬁnd out about
the state of these elements, a method for calculating the leveling structure and
an aggregation mechanism. Since the scope of our research is establishing and
validating the initial component mentioned above, this section discusses ﬁrst, the
existing studies that are relevant for establishing a structure for an assessment
model, then, the pioneer studies that oﬀer such a model structure themselves.
2.1

Model Development Approaches

De Bruin et al. [3] propose a structured generic framework for developing a
maturity model. The framework consists of six distinct phases of model development, namely: Scope, Design, Populate, Test, Deploy and Maintain. Then, they
discuss each of these phases in detail by means of exemplifying them over two
well-established models. It is reﬂected by the authors that, the scope setting
procedure of the model is followed by the actual design, both of which occur
prior to populating the model.
Becker et al. [4] establish an eight step procedure for developing maturity
models. This procedure provides not only the distinct phases but also the activity ﬂow and the logic to be followed throughout the development process. The
authors provide eight requirements for maturity model development, which are
derived from the design science research guidelines provided by Hevner et al. [5].
The study highlights the importance of starting the model development procedure by comparing the model to be developed against the existing models, as
well as following an iterative procedure for the entire development process.
Wangenheim, von et al. [6] highlight the relevance of the process of creating
software process capability/maturity models (SPCMMs) for the ﬁeld of software
engineering. This relevance is motivated by means of discussing how harmful can
the misuse of SPCMMs be for the organizations. Authors provide ﬁve distinct
phases as Knowledge identification, Knowledge specification, Knowledge refinement, Knowledge usage and Knowledge evolution. These phases encompass total
of sixteen steps including but not limited to deﬁning the scope, developing a
draft, validating the draft. It is explicitly mentioned that sound theoretical basis
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and proper evaluations of the models with respect to validity, reliability and generalizability are lacking in most of the models. This study concludes by noting
the need for methodological support to enable model validations.
Maier et al. [7] mention the importance of maturity grids in terms of
their capacity to enabling organizational capability assessments. Upon reviewing
twenty four diﬀerent grid structures, authors provide guiding reference points for
maturity grid development and deﬁne four phases, and thirteen decision points
corresponding to these phases. These four phases are Planning, Development,
Evaluation and Maintenance. Moreover, they provide the applicable decision
options for each of these decision points.
2.2

Assessment Models

Sidky et al. [8] propose one of the essential approaches for guiding organizations’ adoption process of agile practices. To achieve that, authors deﬁne an
agile adoption framework consisting of two components: The agile measurement
index and the four stage process that together provide assistance for adopting
agile practices. The provided measurement index is formed by agile levels, principles, practices and indicators. Five principles of the measurement index are
the condensed formulations of twelve agile principles of the Agile Manifesto.
Practices are the elements falling in the intersecting cells of the Level-Principle
matrix. Five levels of on the other hand provide the diﬀerent stages of adoption.
The four stage process utilizes this measurement index. The model is explicitly
highlighting the importance of tailorability of the ﬁve levels, by describing the
challenges behind reaching a consensus on the assignment of practices to the
levels. It is concluded that the framework received overall positive feedback, yet,
has signiﬁcant room for improvement.
Qumer and Henderson-Sellers [9] deﬁne an agile software solution framework
that is built upon an agile conceptual aspect model, that is accompanied by an
agile toolkit and a four dimensional analytical tool. Authors deﬁne a method
core comprising ﬁve aspects, namely: Agility, People, Process, Product, Tools,
and an Abstraction aspect to reﬂect an agile software development methodology. While the agile toolkit consists of seven main components, the provided
analytical tool focuses on the following four dimensions: Method scope, Agility
characterization, Agile value characterization and Software process characterization. To complement these two components of the framework for process adoption, authors establish the Agile Adoption and Improvement Model (AAIM).
AAIM is built on the following three agile blocks: Prompt, Crux and Apex and
six agile levels. This study emphasizes the relevance of having a model that
is applicable to diﬀerent situation speciﬁc scenarios in the domain of software
engineering.
Fontana et al. [10] suggest a framework for maturing in agile software development that has its roots in the complex adaptive systems theory. While explicitly
mentioning ambidexterity as a fundamental attribute towards maturity, the provided framework focuses on the outcomes rather than prescribing practices. The
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core role of people in software development organizations is explicitly acknowledged within the study. The contrast between exploitation and exploration is
represented as an important element for balancing the speciﬁc outcomes and
adopting new practices. Further, by means of a cross-case analysis, the authors
name six pursued outcomes: Practices, Team, Deliveries, Requirements, Product
and Customer. In conclusion, this study draws attention to the importance of
allowing context-speciﬁc practices in the maturing process without compromising from the agile values.

3

An Assessment Model Proposal

As the focal point of this research, this section elaborates on the methodology
behind the development procedure of the proposed agile assessment model, the
overall structure of the model along with the deﬁnitions of core model elements.
Finally, without going into the detailed results, it discusses the validation phase
of the model.
3.1

Methodology

In order to construct a scientiﬁcally founded agile assessment model that is capable of serving the needs of the industry, we have formulated a ﬁne combination of
research methodologies that enables us to perform the necessary research activities in an eﬀective manner. Towards this goal, we have initiated our research
with a Systematic Literature Review based on backwards and forward snowballing described by Wohlin [11], the systematic literature review study allowed
us identifying reusable components of the previously conducted researches, and
the already established assessment models. We have published the results of this
research in [1]. Following up on these research results, we conduct Design Science Research in accordance with Hevner et al. [5]. As described by the authors,
developing the design artifact is the core activity of the design science research.
In the context of our research, building the overall structure of the proposed
agile assessment model maps to this core activity. This core activity is to be
followed by an Action Design Research per Sein et al. [12]. Proceeding with an
action design research implies conducting an intervention, however, it is out of
the scope of this research and is not discussed to great extent.
3.2

Model Structure

The proposed agile assessment model consists of two fundamental elements: principles and clusters. Principles are, as the name suggests, a set of abstract notions
that are essential to the agile software development methodology. Clusters on
the other hand, are the semantic classiﬁcations of the practices of agile software
development methodology within the principles. The proposed model has ﬁve
principles and eighteen clusters within those principles. Its structure is established by the following procedure: Initially, principles that are capable of capturing and reﬂecting the agile reality of an organization are extracted from the
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twelve notable agile assessment models. These twelve models are the prominent
models among the 40+ models we have examined in our previous research [1].
While establishing these principles, we considered the critical views on the principles of the Agile Manifesto in an alignment with Meyer [13] and the degree
of acceptance of these principles in the scientiﬁc literature. As a result, for the
initial structure of the proposed model, a condensed set of ﬁve principles that
are essentially derived from the Agile Manifesto are constructed as-is, based
on the well received proposal of Sidky et al. [8]. Following that, the practices
of agile software development methodology that are either implicitly or explicitly mentioned within these twelve models analyzed in our literature study are
systematically extracted. Because some of these twelve models (e.g., Turetken
et al. [14]) build up on one other (e.g., Sidky et al. [8]), or some (e.g., Patel and
Ramachandran [15]) reuse certain practices such as “User stories are written.”
from another (e.g., Nawrocki et al. [16]), the identiﬁed duplicates in collected
practices are discarded. Additionally, since the scope of the proposed model is
beyond any agile software development framework, in the cases where models
developed speciﬁcally towards a certain framework (e.g., Turetken et al. [14]),
the framework speciﬁc practices are as well left out. In the end, to form the
preliminary structure of the proposed agile assessment model in this paper, the
remaining practices were classiﬁed under ﬁve principles, and with respect to
their conceptual proximity to each other, were clustered underneath those ﬁve
practices. As discussed in Sect. 2, establishing this overarching model structure
encompass the initial steps of the model development. The resulting structure
can be depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Initial structure of the proposed model
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Validation

As it is mentioned in Sect. 1, in order to obtain critical feedback on the proposed model structure, we conducted an interview study. The interview study
involved six domain experts in agile software methodologies. The proﬁles of the
interviewed experts are diversiﬁed from senior software developers, architects to
senior agile coaches, senior process consultants to senior technical team leads,
working in diﬀerent development organizations, least of them having 7+ years of
experience in the domain. The validation interviews focused on receiving feedback with respect to the completeness of the ﬁve agile principles, and the consolidated set of eighteen clusters positioned under these ﬁve principles. During
the interviews, for each cluster, experts were systematically asked to evaluate 1)
how well does the cluster ﬁt to the principle it is positioned within, 2) whether
the cluster is found to be ﬁt into diﬀerent principles as well, 3) whether the
importance of a cluster vary with respect to diﬀerent organizational scales, and
4) whether a clusters requires either a split or a merge with another cluster to
establish a proper level of granularity. Following on top of these cluster speciﬁc
questions, experts were additionally asked to comment on the completeness of
these ﬁve principles with respect to their capacity to reﬂect the agile reality of an
organization, as well as of these eighteen clusters with respect to their capacity
to completely reﬂect the principle they are positioned under. In order to establish the context of a principle and a cluster, descriptions of each cluster (e.g.,
Value Delivery: The organization uses proper methods, techniques and tools for
planning the delivery of value by means of realized user stories, epics or features.)
are provided along with certain exemplary aspects (e.g., Release Planning, Collaborative Planning, Backlog Management, User Stories) to be associated with
that cluster. While the results of this validation procedure and the key observations are reﬂected in Sects. 4 and 5 respectively, the complete list of cluster
descriptions and exemplary aspects can be found at https://bit.ly/3eKj4im.

4

Results

The proposed model structure consists of ﬁve principles and eighteen clusters.
In this section, ﬁrst, we present the achieved results, grouped by each of the ﬁve
principles. For each principle, the expert responses regarding the clusters within
that principle are reﬂected. Particularly, the responses regarding the importance
of a cluster with respect to the organizational scale are visualized by Figs. 2, 3,
4, 5 and 6. Second, we share the results regarding the overall structure of the
proposed model under Sect. 4.6. Due to space limitations, results with relatively
low information are provided at https://bit.ly/3eKj4im.
In the following ﬁgures, S refers to small organizational units such as agile
teams, M refers to the medium level organizational units, which can be interpreted as project or product organizations consisting of multiple teams, and L
refers to large organizational units. Depending on an organizational context, it is
possible to perceive this level as the top level management of development organizations, where orchestration of multiple medium level organizational units are
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required. In agile frameworks addressing scale (e.g., SAFe, LeSS, Nexus) scaling starts from single teams, reach multiple teams or the entire organization. In
order to abstract from speciﬁc agile frameworks and in order to avoid confusion
regarding the terms, we use these more abstract terms small, medium and large.
The coding mechanism of results in the following ﬁgures are as follows: Very
Important: 5, Important: 4, Neither/Nor: 3, Unimportant: 2, Very Unimportant:
1 and I don’t know: -, while E1 to E6 refer to the interviewed experts.
4.1

Embrace Change to Deliver Customer Value Principle

The results indicate that “Lean Mindset” cluster is an overarching cluster. This
implies that it should be reﬂected under multiple principles. In fact, all of the
interviewees explicitly stated that “Lean Mindset” should be reﬂected under at
least two other principles. Additionally, interviewees highlight that the diﬀerence
between the mindset and actual practice may not always be clear, in a way
that one can have a lean or lean-agile mindset, yet fail to practice this mindset
in real life scenarios. When it comes to “Change Orientation” one important
point is, except one of the interviewees, there is an agreement that “Change
Orientation” as well should be reﬂected under multiple principles. On the other
hand, “Iterative and Incremental Value Delivery” is expected to be found also
under “Planning and Delivering Software Frequently”. This is highlighted by
two of the interviewees by the response “Does not ﬁt well”, one of which also
noted that the importance of this cluster is less when larger organizational scales
are considered. Although there is no agreement with respect to its ﬁtness to the
principle it is positioned under, “Flexibility in Value Delivery” is found to be ﬁt
also under “Technical Excellence” by half of the interviewees.

Fig. 2. Embrace change to deliver customer value

4.2

Plan and Deliver Software Frequently Principle

Based on the interview study outcomes, there are two particular observations
regarding this principle. First, except one of the interviewees, both the cluster “Value Delivery Planning” and “Value Delivery Actualization” are found
to be “Fit Very Well” in this principle. Second, all of the interviewees found
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“Value Delivery Actualization” to be the most important for “Small” scale organizational units. While there is no general agreement about under which other
principles to reﬂect these two clusters, an important result can be that “Value
Delivery Actualization” is mostly perceived as in relation with “Technical Excellence”, while “Value Delivery Planning” is associated with “Embrace Change to
Delivery Customer Value”.

Fig. 3. Plan and deliver software frequently

4.3

Human Centricity Principle

One particular shared comment was that it is not easy to make a clear distinction between the clusters “Unit Empowerment” and “Unit Autonomy”. Consequently, the idea to merge two clusters was prominently mentioned. Further,
human related aspects were referred to as so essential yet overlooked aspects by
multiple experts. As it can be observed from Fig. 4, all clusters are found to be
at least “Important”, especially on the scale of small organizational units.

Fig. 4. Human centricity

4.4

Technical Excellence Principle

Regarding the four clusters under this principle, primary remark is that “Continuous Improvement” cluster is perceived as “Very Important” by almost all of the
experts, irrespective of the organizational scale. Another important observation
is that this cluster is expected to additionally be positioned under “Embrace
Change to Deliver Customer Value”, by all but one of the experts.
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Fig. 5. Technical excellence

4.5

Customer Collaboration Principle

While both of the clusters under this principle are found to be “Fit Very Well”
except one case for “Customer Involvement” where it is evaluated as “Fits Well”;
half of the interviewee responses indicate an association with “Embrace Change
to Deliver Customer Value” for both of these clusters. When it comes to the
importance of a cluster with respect to the organizational scale, a pattern can
be observed in Fig. 6. Speciﬁcally when the interviewees posed an answer, all of
them agree that “Customer Decision Making” cluster is “Very Important” for
middle level and larger organizational units, whereas its importance decrease as
the organizational scale gets smaller.

Fig. 6. Customer collaboration

4.6

Overall Structure

Figure 7 shows that the diﬀerent backgrounds of the interviewees provide certain
patterns in the results. Particularly, the importance of a cluster with respect to
diﬀerent organizational scales can be captured by the color transitions among
the cells. The experts with consulting or coaching roles for example, seem to put
more importance on the small organizational units, than the experts with software implementation focus. Based on the collected responses, the initial model
structure is to be updated with “Change Orientation” and “Continuous Improvement” becoming overarching concepts. Further, “Unit Empowerment” and “Unit
Autonomy” clusters are to be merged.
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Discussion

Based on the results of our interview study, this section discusses the important ﬁndings under two groups: general ﬁndings and cluster speciﬁc ﬁndings.
Then, it provides answers to the research questions. Finally, in Fig. 8, we share
the updated structure of the proposed model after an iteration over the discussed ﬁndings. General ﬁndings touch to the important remarks with respect
to the overall structure of the proposed model, whereas cluster speciﬁc ﬁndings
reﬂect some of the important patterns observed regarding the clusters. Figure 7
is formed by merging the aforementioned tables in their order of presentation.
This consolidated view is provided to allow the reader to observe certain vertical
patterns that can be associated with expert proﬁles. The complete table reﬂecting the ﬁtness of each cluster with respect to the principles they are positioned
under, as well as whether they also ﬁt under multiple principles can be found at
the URL provided in the Sect. 4.

Fig. 7. Importance of clusters with respect to the organizational scales
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General Findings

Both Principle and Cluster Completeness are Highlighted. Although some additional remarks and suggestions were provided by the interviewees, all of the
experts appreciated the completeness of the model elements.
Descriptive Texts and Exemplary Aspects Help Defining the Boundaries. Experts
provided positive feedback on being given clear cluster descriptions, example
practices, artifacts and aspects associated with clusters so that they can easily
establish the context of a cluster.
There Is No “One, All Agreed Positioning” of the Clusters. The concepts and
practices of the agile software development methodology are perceived very differently based on the background and experience of the individuals.
In Fig. 7, we observe that most of the average cluster values are greater than
or equal to 4.00. This is expected as the underlying elements of the model are
extracted from the scientiﬁc literature. Where the average values fall under 4.00,
it can be observed that it is caused by the distance of the larger organizational
units to the implementation level concerns of software development. Even though
there is no agreement on a single model structure, the experts provided great
insights towards improving the proposed model to capture the reality of an
organization. These ﬁndings show that the initially proposed model structure
was too simplistic for reﬂecting the reality.
5.2

Cluster Speciﬁc Findings

Technical Excellence Clusters Act as a Prerequisite for Frequent Delivery. Technical excellence is mostly interpreted as the ﬁrst step towards making frequent
delivery possible, as frequent delivery implies a certain level of automation, and
involves making architectural decisions.
Technical Excellence Clusters are Perceived as Relatively Less Important for
Higher Level Organizational Units. As technical excellence clusters are reﬂecting more the implementation level concerns, their importance is perceived to
decrease as the scale of the organization increase. The lower importance score of
the technical clusters on higher levels were therefore not surprising for us.
Customer Collaboration Clusters Contribute to Planning. Especially for large
organizational units, customer collaboration is commented to be very important,
and is perceived as an enabler of the delivery planning activities.
Human Centricity Clusters are Well Perceived. In almost all of the interviews,
human centricity clusters received positive feedback. It is often commented that,
people play a central role almost in any process, and if the aim of a model is to
capture the reality with respect to agile, people should never be overlooked.
RQ1: Do the Pillars of Principles Suﬃciently Cover the Relevant
Aspects of Agility in Practice? The principles are evaluated to be complete
in terms of reﬂecting the world of agile. Only one of the experts stated that
communicating the purpose of agile transformation and the role of management
should be reﬂected in this structure more explicitly.
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RQ2: Do the Clusters of a Principle Suﬃciently Operationalize the
Principle? The clusters are evaluated to be suﬃcient and complete in terms
of spanning the principles they are positioned under. Only one of the experts
mentioned that the budgeting aspects may be necessary to position under a
principle appropriately.
RQ3: Does the Importance of Clusters Diﬀer Considering the Organizational Levels? From Fig. 7, we observe that the importance of clusters
diﬀer with respect to the organizational scale. This is an important ﬁnding as
it can help conducting contextually appropriate assessments, where the scale of
the organization is considered as a component of the organizational context.

Fig. 8. Updated structure of the proposed model

5.3

Threats to Validity

In this section, we discuss the validity threats and our attempts to ensure a high
quality of research by keeping these threats minimal. We are aware of the four
validity threats namely Construct Validity, External Validity, Internal Validity
and Reliability as deﬁned, and tailored to the software engineering domain by
Yin [17] and Runeson et al. [18] respectively. However, as our methodology is
not a case study research, not all four of these validity threats are covered in this
section. Rather, we concentrate on the following two aspects as they are found
to be more relevant for our methodology:
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Construct Validity reﬂects how properly the examined concept represents
the ideas of the researchers. Therefore, should there be any misunderstandings
between the researchers and the interviewed parties with respect to the deﬁnitions or concepts that are being discussed, they should be addressed. In our
interview study, in order to proactively avoid potential misunderstandings, we
provided descriptive texts for each cluster, as well as exemplary practices falling
under that particular cluster. This approach allowed us to establish the boundaries and the context of the inspected cluster. As our interview partners positively commented on the cluster descriptions and exemplary aspects, we can
assume that we were able to properly tackle this threat to validity.
External Validity refers to the generalizability of the derived results from
a research activity. In our research, validation of the consolidated agile principles and agile practices is performed by means of expert interviews. This procedure makes the validation susceptible to converge towards and be speciﬁc to
the potentially strong personal opinions of experts. In order to overcome this
threat, ﬁrst, we derived the principles and practices from scientiﬁc literature.
This scientiﬁcally grounded approach allowed us to have a safety net, in terms
of the further validation of the elements within the model. Moreover, as a second attempt to ensure the external validity of clusters and the structure of the
model, we have selected experts from diﬀerent business organizations. Each of
these experts has more than 7 years of experience in the domain of agile software development methodologies, and provide their expertise in the spectrum
of domains from consulting to software architecture. To conclude, although it
is generally accepted that statistical generalizability should not be expected in
empirical studies, we have put strong emphasis on ensuring the external validity
of our ﬁndings.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

This section summarizes our research and provides an outlook to the further
research that is necessary in order to further improve the proposed agile assessment model following up on the validation procedure. Given the points discussed
under Sect. 4 and Sect. 5, there is an overall positive feedback to the proposed
elements of the assessment model, and this provides a promising outlook for
the future of our research. Our research motivates the need towards building an
agile assessment model based on an in depth, comparative analysis of the existing
models. While learning from the relatively weaker aspects of the existing models,
we established our model structure based on principles of the Agile Manifesto.
The clusters of practices are also reﬂecting approximately twenty years of scientiﬁc analysis of agile software development activities starting from Nawrocki
et al. [16], to Laanti [19].
Our endeavour towards iterative and incremental development of this model
requires us to frequently consult experts and receive continuous feedback on
the evolving elements of the proposed model. As discussed in Sect. 2 to a great
extent, establishing the boundaries and the overall structure of the assessment
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model is an important step of assessment model development which needs to
be followed by populating the assessment matrix with practices. In our context,
this maps to identifying which practices should go under which clusters, which
practices should be discontinued or marked as irrelevant for contemporary development activities of the organizations. In the following steps, it will be necessary
to further reﬁne the practice clusters and establish boundaries across the principles for the clusters that are relevant for multiple principles. Once the overall
structure such as which subject areas are to be asked for in an assessment, and
which elements are to be looked for within those subject areas suﬃciently identiﬁed, a method for calculating the leveling structure, as well as the appropriate
questions to ﬁnd out about the state of these elements to be looked for need to
be clariﬁed. As the next step, we will develop questions for all clusters and validate them with detailed interviews with a focus on completeness and suitability
for agile assessments. Upon completing these remaining phases, we will develop
an aggregation mechanism so that meaningful outcomes can be retrieved when
an assessment is conducted.
These activities are planned as part of an action design research described
by Sein et al. [12]. By means of an action design research, we will be able to not
only employ the proposed assessment model in real business environment, but
also receive feedback regarding the methodology behind the assessment.
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Abstract. Context: Twenty years after the publication of the agile manifesto,
agility is becoming more and more popular in different contexts. Agile values are
changing the way people work together and influence people’s mindset as well as
the culture of organizations. Many organizations have understood that continuous
improvement is based on measurement.
Objective: The objective of this paper is to present how agility can be measured
at the team level. For this reason, we will introduce our questionnaire for measuring
agility, which is based on the agile values of the manifesto.
Method: We developed a questionnaire comprising 36 items that measure
the current state of a team’s agility in six dimensions (communicative, changeaffine, iterative, self-organized, product-driven and improvement-oriented). This
questionnaire has been evaluated with respect to several expert reviews and in a
case study.
Results: The questionnaire provides a method for measuring the current state
of agility, which takes the individual context of the team into account. Furthermore, our research shows, that this technique enables the user to uncover
dysfunctionalities in a team.
Conclusion: Practitioners and organizations can use our questionnaire to optimize collaboration within their teams in terms of agility. In particular, the value
delivery of an organization can be increased by optimizing collaboration at the
team level. The development of this questionnaire is a continuous learning process
with the aim to develop a standardized questionnaire for measuring agility.
Keywords: Agile · Questionnaire · Measurement of agility · Agile values ·
Team level

1 Introduction
In more and more industries, agile values [1] are changing the way people work together
and influence people’s mindsets. This can be seen in the increasing spread of agile process models [2]. The establishment of the term Agile in software development began
© The Author(s) 2021
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with the Agile Manifesto in 2001 [3]. As a reaction to the influence of the increasing
trend of digitalization in software development, the Agile Manifesto defines the values
and principles for a new approach to the development of digital products, which differs from traditional software development [3]. Agile transformation is understood as
a development away from traditional process models towards agile process models in
the development of digital products [4]. In the 1980s, Takeuchi and Nonaka [5] had
already stated that a sequential phases approach to product development is not well
suited because of the lack of flexibility. Digitalization leads to an increasing dynamic of
user requirements, which in turn leads to ever shorter development cycles and shorter
product launch times. These developments impact the way in which users are involved
in the development process [4, 6]. In response to these changes, the solution approach
postulated in the Agile Manifesto requires a shift in the focus of software development
from process and project to people and product [1].
Agility is a mindset that must be transferred to the specific context of its user, and so,
strongly depends on the individual situation. The emergence of an agile way of working
takes place here in the context of agile transformation through the adaptation of agile
values [1]. An important part of the Agile mindset is continuous improvement based on
feedback. For this purpose, measurement is pursued in many subject areas. Research has
already dealt with the measurement of agility in recent years. Many of the approaches
are concerned with measuring the process using artefacts and workflows [7]. However,
the Agile values are not taken into account by these approaches. Agile is more than a
process; hence it is important to start with people working together to measure agility.
In this paper we present our questionnaire for measuring agility. Our research is
guided by the following research question:
‘How can agility be measured at the team level?’
Our understanding of agility is influenced by the agile values [1]. We decided to
focus on the team level because the team is responsible for value delivery in agile
product development [8].
Our questionnaire was developed by means of scientific methods. Therefore, the
current state of research in the field of measuring agility must be sufficiently considered.
For this reason, a literature review was conducted. This literature review serves as the
starting point of the construction process for the questionnaire, which must consistently
follow the rules of science in order to be able to make generalizable statements about
the reality of experience.
The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 provides an overview of related work.
Section 3 presents the research method used to develop the questionnaire to measure
agility. Section 4 presents the results including the complete questionnaire. Section 5
discusses the significance of the results and limitations. At the end, Sect. 6 concludes
with a summary of this paper and our future research projects.

2 Related Work
We used a literature review to identify models for measuring agility. We looked at models
that measure agility across the levels of organization, team, and individual to obtain a
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comprehensive picture of related work. Furthermore, we analyzed related work in terms
of their methodology for measuring agility. The results are presented in the following.
On the one hand, we identified and evaluated seven maturity models [7, 9–14]. to
measure agility in the development of digital products. On the other hand, we evaluated
two questionnaires [15, 16].
The authors of the models justify their creation primarily with the realization that no
suitable model for agile maturity levels had yet been established at the time of creation
[7, 11, 14]. In this respect, it is evident that the identified models are in an early phase of
development and have not been consistently and actively developed since their creation
[17]. So far, none of the maturity models examined has been sufficiently evaluated and
empirically proven.
We can conclude that further conceptual and empirical research is required to enable
valid application of the models [16, 17]. In general, these publications make it clear
that there is a need for structured approaches to support agile transformation. This view
is confirmed in other sources [3, 16]. The need for agile transformation support along
with the lack of validation of existing models confirms the need for research. The Agile
Manifesto was used as a basis for developing the identified maturity models [7, 9, 10].
In general, the determination of the agile maturity level in the identified models is
largely independent of the process model; it is based on the basic concept of agility [17].
Although they originated independently, many of the maturity models examined have a
comparable structure. However, it can be seen that the maturity models emerged against
fundamentally different theoretical backgrounds and intentions [17]. Accordingly, the
requirements that must be achieved with increasing maturity levels are strongly related
to the individual context in which the models were defined. Therefore, no uniform, hierarchical model of the requirements for agility across the maturity models could be gained
from the analysis of the maturity models [14]. In addition to the context-dependent applicability, the different theoretical backgrounds in the creation of the models examined
also mean that the results are not comparable across models when applied [17]. Even
though all maturity models depict agility and most have a similar number of maturity
levels, it cannot be said that users of different models with the same maturity level are
equally advanced in the agile transformation.
The questionnaires (see [15, 16]) studied offer an approach to determining progress
in agile transformation that is independent of maturity levels. The scales defined by the
questionnaires correspond to the construct of process fields in the maturity models. They
delineate different sub-areas of the domain of agility from each other [18]. A hierarchical
prioritization of the queried agility requirements is, therefore, not necessary.
The analysis of the identified models has shown that the models each show different
ways to achieve agile maturity, while the questionnaires aim to determine agile maturity.

3 Research Method
This paper presents our questionnaire for measuring agility at the team level. Our aim is to
develop a standardized questionnaire to measure agility. The results of the measurement
should enable suitable measures to be derived and prioritized and the agile transformation
to be driven forward in a targeted manner, taking into consideration the agile values.
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This section first explains the development of the questionnaire. The development of
the questionnaire was carried out by considering the research question ‘How can agility
be measured at the team level?’. We, therefore, define the requirements below:
• Determining of a representative overall impression of the current state of agility at the
team level
• Focusing on agile values independent of the application of methods
• Supporting the agile transformation process
• Covering all dimensions of the concept of agile transformation
• Talking up the least possible time and effort for testing (maximum 10 min)
• Considering the user-specific context of the participant
The aforementioned requirements were derived from the issues we identified in the
related work (see Sect. 2). In order to be able to advance the agile transformation in a
targeted manner with appropriate measures, a comprehensive overall impression of the
current state of agility is required. By focusing on the agile values, the application of
the questionnaire is not limited by the use of a specific agile approach. Furthermore,
the need for a short testing time is justified by the conception, that the measurement of
agility needs to be done in an agile way. We think that a complex and time-consuming
method for measuring agility is in conflict with the concept of agility itself. To take
into account, that every agile transformation differs based on the specific context, in
which the transformation takes part, this specific context needs to be assessed in the
questionnaire.
The development of the questionnaire is a continuous learning process. In the beginning, we started with a literature review (see Sect. 2) and an expert survey in order to
identify a list of potential items for our questionnaire (see Sect. 3.1). Then, after the
first version of the questionnaire was created, we conducted a pretest (see Sect. 3.2).
Afterwards, we adapted the questionnaire to the context of public administration and
evaluated it (see Sect. 3.3). We also conducted another expert survey to review the comprehensibility of the items and the assignment to the six defined dimensions of agility
(see Sect. 3.4).
3.1 Initial Construction of the Questionnaire
The maturity models and questionnaires for implementing and measuring agile transformation identified in the literature review (see Sect. 2) form the starting point for the
construction of the questionnaire. Each of these models defines elementary questions
for assessing the current state of agile transformation, which are referred to as indicators in the following. The 539 indicators identified were completely reworded in the
construction of the questionnaire so that they could be considered as potential items.
After sorting out duplicate and irrelevant indicators, the remaining 386 indicators were
assigned to agile values. Afterwards, the indicators defining a common behavior were
grouped. These groups were then combined and reformulated into a potential item that
reflects the underlying behavior of the assigned indicators. This process resulted in 83
possible candidate items of the questionnaire (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Process of construction of the questionnaire

Through an empirical selection based on an expert survey with five experts the 28
most relevant items were selected as assessment questions for the questionnaire. The
aim of these assessment questions is to evaluate the current state of agility.
These 28 items were then assigned to the defined six dimensions of agility (see
Sect. 4.1). The illustration of this mapping is shown in Sect. 4.3.
The assessment of agility through the assessment questions is initially independent
of the specific context of the questionnaire user. In order to take the user-specific context
into account, weighting questions were added to the assessment questions. Furthermore,
demographic questions to capture the demographic situation of the user were included
in the questionnaire. Based on the implementation of a case study, the demographic
questions were reduced from five to two questions (see Sect. 4.2). The result of the
construction process is a questionnaire comprising 36 items.
3.2 Pretest
Subsequent to the construction of the questionnaire, a pretest was conducted. The pretest
represents a prototypical testing of the questionnaire before the actual data collection is
carried out; it is an indispensable prerequisite for preparing the main survey [19].
This pretest serves to determine the quality of the items and dimensions as a result
of the construction process of the questionnaire. For this pretest, the authors constructed
an online version of the questionnaire in the German language. The online questionnaire
contains all three groups of questions demographic questions, assessment questions, and
weighting questions, and was extended with an introduction that clarifies the context of
use for the participants, it contains all three groups of questions. Sixty participants from
different companies took part in the pretest. The companies belong to different industries
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(e.g. insurance, consulting, software development, e-commerce). The data from these
participants was used to analyze the quality of the questionnaire.
The statistical evaluations of the results of this pretest confirmed that we were on the
correct path in our development and, so, could continue with further studies.
3.3 Evaluation in the Public Administration Sector
The development of the questionnaire aims to ensure that the questionnaire can be used
in any user-specific context in the future. In order to evaluate the questionnaire in a
broader context, it has already been adapted for use in public administrations.
The digital transformation impacts the way products are developed, leadings to an
increased focus on project work in public administrations. In the context of public administration, user-centricity is a central aspect in the development of digital products because
of the diversity of the target group. The agile paradigm supports a high degree of usercentricity through its focus on people and the product. The employees of the public
administration increasingly show a readiness for agile practices and implicitly for topics
of user involvement.
For the use of the questionnaire in public administrations in Germany, an expert
survey was conducted with 26 experts in three iterations, with the aim of adapting the
wording of the items to the user-specific context. Based on the expert survey conducted,
it was shown that the questionnaire can be adapted to the user specific context. Furthermore, the dimension team-centered was also renamed self-organized. This renaming
will now be adopted for the dimension in the following. The adaptations showed that the
development of the questionnaire is a continuous learning process; further adaptations
are necessary.
After adapting the questionnaire to the context of public administration, we were able
to apply the questionnaire in a first case study to three teams of a public administration
in Germany and successfully determine the current state of agility within these teams.
The results of the survey show a representative overview of the current state of agility
at the team level. The case study also showed that due to team sizes between five and eight
team members, the anonymity of the survey based on individual demographic questions
could no longer be guaranteed. Therefore, the items of the demographic questions were
reduced (see Sect. 4.2).
3.4 Expert Survey
During a further expert survey in two iterations, the items of the assessment questions of
the questionnaire were reviewed again and linguistically adapted. In the first iteration,
five experts were asked about the comprehensibility of the items. They were furthermore,
given the task to assign the items to one or more of the six dimensions of agility, as we
defined them (see Sect. 4.1). In this first iteration, four of the 28 items of the assessment
questions were rated as not clearly understandable. Furthermore, the items were not
clearly assigned to the dimensions. These results were carried over into a second iteration.
Within the second iteration, the four items that were not clearly understandable could be
adjusted in their wording in conversation with six agile experts. The experts judged the
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divergent assignment of the items to the dimensions to be dependent on the linguistic
understanding of the items, the ambivalence of the items and the experience horizon of
the experts from the first iteration. This divergent assignment shows the relevance of the
need for further research.

4 Results
The following section presents our questionnaire to measure agility at team level. Owing
to the adaptations already carried out, the questionnaire presented in this paper is a
Version 2.0. Three groups of questions were defined: demographic questions, assessment
questions, and weighting questions. The 36 defined items (see Sect. 3.1) were assigned
to these three question groups.
4.1 Defining Six Dimensions of Agility
In order to develop a suitable questionnaire that takes agile values into account, we
defined six dimensions of agility. For the definition of the dimensions, the agile values
were compared with the traditional values. Based on the agile expression of the defined
value pairs, the six dimensions communicative, change-affine, iterative, self-organized,
product-driven, and improvement-oriented have been defined for the questionnaire. The
construction was based on a mixed strategy with aspects of intuitive, rational, criteriaoriented, and factor-analytical construction. These dimensions may change in the future
as we identify the need for them, based on future study results.
The meaning of the six dimensions for the agile approach - as distinguished from
the plan-based approach in respect of the development of the questionnaire - is defined
as follows:
Communicative
For the sequential processing of the plan, the plan-based approach defines a formal
process that must be strictly followed in the implementation of the plan. In the agile
transformation, this focus shifts. Here, the focus is on direct communication, both within
the development team and with the customer.
Change-Affine
In the plan-based approach, a change in requirements represents an unforeseen deviation
from the plan. This can only be integrated into the plan with great effort and, so, it
results in a negative attitude towards changes. In the agile approach, the product and
requirements are reviewed by the customer in several feedback cycles in order to avoid
developing the product without taking the customer’s needs into account. Identified
changes are seen as adding value to the product for the customer, resulting in an open
attitude towards change.
Iterative
Since a change in requirements is not expected in the plan-based approach, the product
is created through the linear processing of the initially defined plan. In contrast, the agile
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approach provides for iterative development with regular reassessment of open requirements. The requirements that have to be implemented in the iteration are processed by
the team in accordance with the pull principle.
Self-organized
The plan-based approach is characterized by a strong hierarchy-centricity in respect of
project management. A leading authority takes the decisions in the project and delegates
the tasks to the development team. In the agile approach, the development team itself
accepts a high degree of responsibility in the project. The team works in a self-organized
way and can take decisions independently of a leading authority.
Product-Driven
The plan-based approach is characterized by a high degree of documentation. In the
agile approach, less value is placed on documentation. The focus here is on the product
to be created. Much of the documentation can be replaced by direct communication. The
close cooperation, therefore, enables a stronger product centricity, with consideration of
the customer’s benefit.
Improvement-Oriented
The strong orientation towards the project plan results in the plan-based approach in the
fact that deviations from the plan must be answered for. The resultant apportionment
of blame can be avoided in the agile approach through constant cooperation. Regular
retrospectives are used to constantly try to improve the project approach in order to
generate a product with high customer benefit.
4.2 Demographic questions
In order to capture the demographic context of the participants, five demographic questions were first constructed. The case study showed that because of the size of a team,
anonymity in the survey results cannot be maintained (see Sect. 3.3). Based on these
findings from the case study, the demographic questions were reduced to Item 1 and
Item 2 (see Table 1).
Table 1. Demographic questions
ID

Item

1

How would you assess your competence in the field of agile development of digital
products?

2

How would you describe the way you think and act in your daily work?

These demographic questions can be used to verify whether the self-assessment of
competence and working methods correlates with the results of the survey.
In the questionnaire, the demographic questions are asked at the beginning of the
survey, since they are a suitable introduction to the survey.
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4.3 Assessment Questions
The 28 items selected by the experts in the construction process (see Sect. 3.1) were
assigned to the previously defined dimensions (see Sect. 4.1), as shown in Table 2.
These items are used in the questionnaire to assess the agility of a team. The first
column of the following tables defines a unique abbreviation for each item, which is
used to reference the items.
Table 2. Assessment questions
ID Dimension

Item

3

Communicative

Each team member is aware of the tasks of the other team
members

4

Communicative

The source code is considered a collective property by the entire
team

5

Communicative

The team meets on a scheduled basis several times a week to
exchange information directly

6

Communicative

Communication involves all team members

7

Communicative

All project stakeholders know the current progress of the product
development

8

Communicative

The customer or his representative can be contacted directly at
any time in the project

9

Communicative

Requirements are gathered from the customer in collaboration
with the team

10 Communicative

Team members are provided appreciation for their work

11 Change-affine

Proposed changes in the requirements can be adapted by the
customer during the project

12 Change-affine

Each iteration is completed with the delivery of the working
product to the customer

13 Change-affine

Changed requirements are seen as an added value of the product
for the customer and not as an additional workload

14 Change-affine

The customer regularly inspects the working product with regard
to the realization of the business value

15 Iterative

The autonomous assignment of tasks is not restricted by
organizational procedures

16 Iterative

The developers determine their tasks autonomously from the open
requirements

17 Iterative

Projects can be started without fully defining the requirements at
the beginning of the project

18 Iterative

Detailed project planning is only available for the next iteration
(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

ID Dimension

Item

19 Self-organized

The scope of work for an iteration is decided by the team

20 Self-organized

The team is accountable for its actions

21 Self-organized

Decisions regarding the execution of their own work can be made
by the team without the involvement of a managing authority

22 Self-organized

The entire team actively collaborates on project planning

23 Product-driven

Productive working time is used for work on the product

24 Product-driven

The customer is directly participating in all project decisions

25 Product-driven

All subject matter experts are actively involved in the
identification of the requirements

26 Product-driven

Documentation is critically reviewed for its value

27 Improvement-oriented In regular retrospectives, the approach of the project is reflected
with the aim of improvement
28 Improvement-oriented All team members actively participate in continuous
improvement in the project
29 Improvement-oriented Sights gained from retrospectives are turned into concrete
improvement measures
30 Improvement-oriented Improvements can be explored experimentally during the project

Except for the communicative dimension, which comprises eight items, all dimensions include four items. The items of each dimension form a psychometric scale.
According to Döring and Bortz [20], a psychometric scale is a summary of items that
together measures a characteristic of a complex construct. By forming a scale, the theoretical construct described by the dimension can be captured more precisely than by
querying it with a single item [20].
The items are formulated as statements. For every statement the participant is asked
to indicate the extent to which the behaviour required by the items apply to thinking
and acting in his or her current developmental environment. According to Moosbrugger
and Kelava [21], a discretely graded rating scale is suitable for answering this type of
question. Regarding the scale points, a 7-point Likert scale was chosen. On the scale, the
participant is asked to choose between the extremes ‘totally agree’ and ‘totally disagree’.
The individual scale points are verbalized as follows: totally agree, agree, rather agree,
neutral, rather disagree, disagree, totally disagree.
The scale has an odd number of scale points, which means that neutral middle
category is present. The participant is, therefore, not forced to give a tendency, as would
be the case with a scale with an even number of scale points [19]. With an uneven
number of scale points, however, there is a risk that the mean category will not be used
exclusively in the sense of the mean characteristic expression, but also if comprehension
problems occur or the answer is refused. This mixture of response behaviour, known as
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confounding, is to be relativized by the additional option of no response on the response
scale [21].
Regarding scale points, a number of five or seven is suggested in the literature for
odd scales [19, 22]. A fewer number of scale points leads to a loss of information, as
the participant cannot give the answer with sufficient differentiation [19]. More scale
points can lead to cognitive overload, as the participant is no longer able to differentiate
meaningfully between the response options [21]. Based on the results of Finstad [22], it
was decided to use the higher differentiability of a 7-point scale.
4.4 Weighting Questions
In order to fulfil the objective of taking the user-specific context into account, the questionnaire was supplemented with weighting questions. For each of the six dimensions
of the questionnaire, an additional item was defined that asks about the importance of
the dimension for the user. Accordingly, the items of the scales can be weighted in a
manner specific to the context. For the formulation of the weighting questions, a concise
description of the behaviour of the team required by the dimension was chosen.
The questions are listed in Table 3. As with the assessment questions, a unique
abbreviation is given.
Table 3. Weighting questions
ID Dimension

Item

31 Communicative

The agile team should communicate frequently and directly with
each other

32 Change-affine

The agile team should react quickly and flexibly to volatile
requirements

33 Iterative

The agile team should develop the product in several iterations

34 Self-organized

The agile team should operate autonomously as a self-organized
team

35 Product-driven

The focus of the agile team should be on the product to be created

36 Improvement-oriented The agile team should continuously improve the development
process

Analogous to answering the assessment questions, the weighting questions are rated
on a 7-point Likert scale. In contrast to the assessment questions, however, the questions
do not ask for agreement but for importance. For this reason, the naming of the scale
points for the weighting questions is chosen as follows: particularly important, important, rather important, neutral, rather unimportant, unimportant, particularly unimportant. To preclude any confusion, the scale was also supplemented here with the option
of no answer.
We have learned in a case study that it is valuable to have an introductory workshop
before carrying out the questionnaire. On the one hand, the team can build a shared
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understanding as regards the objectives of the questionnaire and to define common
goals among the team. On the other hand, it is helpful in terms of reducing bias during
the questionnaire study, because the dimensions can be discussed in order to build a
shared understanding regarding the wording and meaning.

5 Discussion and Limitations
In the previous sections, we presented our questionnaire for measuring agility at the
team level as well as the construction process of our questionnaire. In the following, we
want to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the questionnaire.
During our journey to create our questionnaire, we conducted several studies (see
Sects. 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4) and discussed it with many experts. We learned that our questionnaire is able to assess the agile values with the assistance of the six dimensions
(communicative, change-affine, iterative, self-organized, product-driven, improvementoriented: see Sect. 4.1). Moreover, the additional weighting questions allow us to include
the respective context of the respondent as well as define the objective of the survey.
In our case study, we learned that we can analyze how the current state of agility is
perceived. For example, one study showed that a team has very different perceptions
in respect of the understanding of agility and agile working. The difference in these
perceptions in cooperating teams leads to misconceptions about the way of work. Such
a work environment can lead to a breakdown of trust and commitment between teams,
which furthermore leads to dysfunctionalities according to Lencioni [23].
We also found that the implementation of the survey must be accompanied by an
expert. The implementation of the questionnaire should be carried out in a moderated
fashion. On the one hand, it is important to reach a shared understanding of the objective.
On the other hand, it is important to interpret the results correctly and derive measures
based on the measurement. Furthermore, the moderated implementation of the questionnaire causes a stronger analysis of the contents and, so, leads to a reflection of one’s
own work as well as the work in the team. For this reason, we are currently working on a
process model for the application of the questionnaire [24, 25]. In summary, this means
that practitioners and companies can use the questionnaire to optimize collaboration
within their teams. Optimizing collaboration has a positive effect on the value delivery
of the team and, hence, on the success of a company.
In addition, our questionnaire for measuring agility has some limitations. The expert
survey has shown that the items of the assessment questions (see Sect. 4.3) cannot be
clearly assigned to the defined dimensions. This ambiguous assignment of the items to
the defined dimensions can be caused by the different kinds of linguistic understanding
of the items, the environment, the experts’ horizon of experience, or also the ambiguity
of the items. The expert surveys showed that adjustments with regard to the linguistic
formulation were repeatedly necessary. We are currently in the process of conducting
further studies, in which we will investigate the assignment of the items to the dimensions
by means of statistical analysis.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presented an overview of the current state of research on the development of a
questionnaire to measure agility at the team level. Our questionnaire for measuring agility
includes 36 items, assigned to these three question groups (2 demographic questions, 28
assessment questions, and 6 weighting questions). In order to develop a suitable questionnaire that takes the agile values into account, we used the six dimensions communicative,
change-affine, iterative, self-organized, product-driven, and improvement-oriented.
Firstly, we provided an overview of the related work. We identified and analyzed
seven maturity models and two questionnaires for measuring agility based on a literature
review. In addition, the research method for the development of the questionnaire was
specified.
We presented our research method, including the initial construction of the
questionnaire, a pretest, a case study, and further expert surveys.
By conducting the expert surveys, an optimization in the wording of the developed
items of the assessment questions was already achieved. The pretest and the case study
already show that the questionnaire is suitable for measuring agility at the team level
and that the current state of agility can be captured. Furthermore, the case study showed
that the results of the questionnaire can be used to identify dysfunctionalities in teams.
In future work, we want to create a standardized tool for supporting the agile transformation of an organization. We are already conducting further studies on this in Spain. On
the one hand, the aim is to develop a standardized questionnaire for measuring agility.
Conducting the expert survey and the case study shows that the development of this
instrument is a continuous learning process. Further research is required to develop this
instrument into a standard. On the other hand, we want to elaborate on our process model
for using this questionnaire within the agile transformation.
Acknowledgements. This research is partially supported by NICO (Nuevas Iniciativas para el
Aseguramiento Temprano de la Calidad Funcional y no Funcional en Procesos y Productos Software Orientados al Usuario) (PID2019-105455GB-C31), which is funded by Spanish Ministry of
Science, Innovation and Universities.
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Abstract. While many organizations embark on agile transformations,
they can lack insight into the actual impact of these transformations
across organizational layers. In this paper, we collect new and study
existing evidence on the impact of agile transformations on organizational performance across teams, programs and portfolios. We conducted
an international survey collecting the perceptions of agile coaches, transformation leads and other relevant roles, and we correlated levels of
agile maturity to the perceptions on dimensions of organizational performance. Based on 134 responses from 29 countries across 16 industries, (1)
we consolidated understanding of the beneﬁts of agile transformations
based on prior evidence and our data from a more diverse and larger
sample, (2) we identiﬁed the dimensions impacted by agile transformations as being productivity, responsiveness, quality, workﬂow health and
employee satisfaction & engagement and (3) we traced speciﬁc beneﬁts on
those dimensions to individual organizational layers of teams, programs
and portfolios, showing the magnitude of impact of each dimension per
layer. Overall, we can conclude that agile transformations have a variety
of strong organizational beneﬁts. This aggregated evidence allows reﬂection on transformation trends, but also enables organizations to optimize
their agile transformation eﬀorts.
Keywords: Agile transformations · Agile portfolio management
Software development · Organizational performance

1

·

Introduction

While many organizations embark on an agile transformation to make their
businesses more agile and responsive, the actual impact of those transformation eﬀorts is often not well understood. Agile transformations are a relatively
new and complex organizational phenomenon. Initially developed and applied
c The Author(s) 2021
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within individual teams and initiatives with a focus on software development,
organizations have begun to apply it at an enterprise level, impacting multiple
organizational layers such as teams [6,27], programs and portfolios [28], as well
as multiple business domains such as HR, ﬁnance and sales [21].
While agile transformations are frequently thought to provide better alignment with client needs, better involvement of business and users, as well as better
and more transparent planning [28], their impact is historically understood from
the perspective of an agile software development capability due to their roots in
that domain [6]. Current studies consider their impact only on individual levels,
mostly within teams and individual organizations. For practitioners, this is problematic, as it is diﬃcult to understand the expected beneﬁts and how those beneﬁts relate to the necessary investments required to adopt agile ways of working.
In this paper we report on our international study, presenting for the ﬁrst time
a view on the impact of agile transformations across the domains of portfolio, programs and teams. To academia we present a model of agile maturity and organizational performance, depicting how organizational performance is impacted
through growth of agile maturity across the levels of portfolios, programs and
teams during agile transformations. To practice we provide examples of what
impact organizations can expect from undertaking an agile transformation.

2

Related Work

In this section we will brieﬂy elaborate on the deﬁnition and history of agile
transformations with their associated challenges, and then discuss extant literature on the impact of agile transformations on organizational performance. This
will transition into the research question as posed in the following section.
2.1

Agile Transformations and Their History

In order to overcome the challenges of adoption and achieve the beneﬁts of agile
methods in the context of larger enterprises, organizations embark on a Agile
Transformation Process [8,13]. The development and adoption of agile at scale,
agile project and portfolio management can be historically described in at least
four successive stages:
(1) Team-level agile: At ﬁrst, in the late 1990 s, a number of frameworks and
methods were created to deal with an increasing number of failing software development projects. The academic roots lie with Takeuchi and Nonaka [29], whose
product development game was translated and expanded into frameworks such
as Scrum [24] and XP. Today these frameworks are known under the umbrella
of agile methods, facilitating shortened feedback loops and better aligning work
with business needs.
(2) Cross-team and program-level agile: The success of Scrum leading up to
2000 brought about the desire to execute larger initiatives in an agile way. However, as Scrum was originally designed for initiatives or projects with an optimal
team size of 5–9 individuals, organizations began experimenting with ways to
coordinate several agile teams to deliver initiatives requiring larger workforces.
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This led to the creation of Scrum of Scrums. Other frameworks focusing on
smaller organizations have been developed, such as Nexus, which limits itself to
80 people.
(3) Enterprise agile: An increasing adoption of Scrum in organizational settings, while successful on the one hand, challenged the existing roles and responsibilities in organizations applying these frameworks. As Scrum requires more
interaction between users, sponsors and teams, it often clashes with standard
organizational structures and workﬂow [5]. Hence, as of approximately 2010,
frameworks began appearing that allowed the embedding of large-scale agile IT
initiatives into enterprises, the most prominent being the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) [12], LeSS (Large-Scale Scrum) and the Spotify model.
(4) Business agility: From 2018 onwards, companies and framework creators
adjusted their thinking from IT-driven to organization-wide agility [1]. While the
term can be traced back to earlier academic literature [16], terms such as agile
ﬁnance, agile marketing, agile sales and agile HR began appearing later [21].
2.2

Understanding Individual Transformation Journeys

Strategies Employed: Frameworks tend to have ideal implementation roadmaps,
but the implementation strategies actually employed may vary. For example,
there is a team-per-team transformation, a department-per-department implementation and a ‘big bang’ approach to full organizational change. Further, a
new department or even company can be set up to be agile-native. Diﬀerent companies approach this in diﬀerent ways, and therefore achieve diﬀerent results.
Challenges Involved: When undergoing agile transformations, commonly
reported challenges are (1) resistance to change, (2) diﬃculty of implementation resulting from vague terminology and a lack of clear guidance from literature and (3) the integration of non-development functions, e.g. projects being
iterative means funding needs to be iterative, which is not always the case [5,18].
Agile Maturity Across Diﬀering Organizational Layers: Companies have transformed to become agile to varying degrees across diﬀerent organizational layers,
including teams, programs and portfolios. All three layers are addressed by the
SAFe framework [12], but other frameworks such as LeSS, the Spotify model
and the business agility framework do not necessarily acknowledge them.
The SAFe layers can be summarized as follows [12]: Team level : a set of teams
responsible for the development of User Stories based on Features identiﬁed at
the Program level. Program level : a team of teams building upon a set of 5–
12 teams, responsible for the development of Features to be developed by the
underlying teams. Portfolio level : the portfolio management team deﬁnes the
strategic themes, translates those into a portfolio-backlog, and allocates it to
respective program layers as appropriate. Thus, based on the scaling principle,
the program layer builds on multiple underlying teams. While portfolios build
on multiple programs respectively, they apply a diﬀerent workﬂow in which the
programs within the portfolio might be competing for resources [28].
Progress in becoming agile can be measured in terms of agile maturity, using
the ﬁve levels identiﬁed and proposed by Laanti [14], as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Transformation maturity model based on Laanti [14]

2.3

The Impact of Agile Transformations

Practitioner literature promises high-impact numbers in decent alignment with
reported metrics. For example, SAFe presents the following beneﬁts [12]: 10–
50% happier, more motivated employees, 30–75% faster time-to-market, 20–
50% increase in productivity, 25–75% defect reduction1 . However, these ﬁgures
are currently supported only by anecdotal evidence from supplied case studies
with limited reproducibility, as reported without e.g. sample size or calculation
methodology. Additionally, practitioner frameworks generally report qualitative
improvements as opposed to strict metrics.
More academically, previous research by Laanti [15] outlines a model to evaluate organizational improvements, and applies it to measure the perceived beneﬁts of agile. In this research, Laanti collects agreement with statements that
claim, for example, quality improvement as a result of agile transformations on
a seven-point scale, as presented in Table 1. Reported values show an average
reported mean of 5, suggesting some, though limited, agreement. The natural
limitations of this are that degree of improvement is not measured, and a lack of
diﬀerentiation is made between organizational levels. Olszewska [20] provides a
quantitative analysis of performance in agile contexts. Both ﬁnd positive results,
and in combination with other studies, agile has started being associated with
factors such as (1) improved quality [25], (2) added value [22], (3) faster time-tomarket, (4) better responsiveness to change [15,20] and (5) lower development
cost [30]. Past studies have the shortcoming of being limited to case studies,
or not adjusting for the penetration of agile throughout diﬀerent organizational
levels. Concretely, solely IT being agile as opposed to the entire organization
being agile may result in diﬀerent organizational improvements.

1

In the most recent 5.1 version of the SAFe framework, the impact is presented as
30%, 75%, 35% and 50%, respectively resembling the means of the original ranges.
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3

Research Question

Extant literature suggests adopting agile methods across the layers of an organization, meaning pursuing an agile transformation is associated with improved
organizational performance. However, empirical support is scarce, primarily
researching agile at team level. Past research has not considered agile presence at
diﬀerent organizational levels, and practitioner frameworks even go so far as to
claim that adopting agile methods is associated with equal performance improvement at all levels, meaning the team, program and portfolio level. This research
aims to ﬁll that gap by investigating organizational performance associated with
agile transformations at those diﬀering levels. As such, the research question of
this paper is: What are the beneﬁts of undergoing an agile transformation?

4

Methodology

In order to both answer our research question and attain a suitable level of external validity, data from a wide range of agile practitioners was needed. Hence,
we developed a survey to obtain a suitable sample size. Surveys are easy to distribute, thus facilitating sample size, and are self-administered, thus minimizing
desirability biases through anonymity [11].
4.1

Survey Design

In order to answer our research question, we designed a survey in ﬁve segments:
(1) Context; (2) Agile transformation; (3) Agile maturity; (4) Organizational
performance; and (5) Satisfaction. To improve survey quality, multiple versions
of the survey were tested and subjected to expert input. This resulted in adjusted
questions to ensure all participants were able to answer.
(1) Context: The survey ﬁrst gathers relevant descriptive information to verify representativeness of the sample. It includes questions on the participant’s
role in the organization and its transformation, as well as the company’s size
and industry.
(2) Agile transformation: This section ﬁrst veriﬁes whether the company has
completed an agile transformation, or is in the process of one, or plans to transform in the future. Second, it explores what strategy was employed to initiate
the transformation, and what transformation framework was utilized. Third,
the scope of the initiative is assessed, verifying how much of the organization is
transforming.
(3) Agile maturity: Laanti [14] presents a maturity model distinguishing three
common organizational levels in agile: portfolio, program and team. If suﬃcient
eﬀort is put in, companies move through these levels from beginner, novice,
ﬂuent, advanced to eventually world-class. What needs veriﬁcation is as follows:
as companies scale their agility, will the beneﬁts of agility scale as well? Similarly,
as companies level up their agility, will the beneﬁts follow? Participants were
asked to rank their company in terms of proﬁciency for each organizational
level.
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(4) Organizational performance: To evaluate the impact of the agile transformation, participants were asked to input their perceived percentile improvements
on the following metrics, as adopted from Laanti [15]: eﬀectiveness of development; quality of the product; transparency of development; increased collaboration; work being more fun; work being more organized; work being more planned;
autonomy of development teams; earlier detection of bugs/errors/defects; work
being less hectic. These measures were employed to facilitate comparison with
existing literature.
(5) Transformation satisfaction: Satisfaction with the transformation was
evaluated on a seven-point Likert scale with the following question: How satisﬁed
are you with the results of the transformation (so far)?
4.2

Data Collection

The survey was distributed through online communities on platforms such as
LinkedIn and personal networks. Furthermore, to ensure sample representativeness, relevant practitioners were approached directly, simultaneously targeting
relevant companies and ensuring a variety of seniority level. The collection period
spanned three weeks from 11 July to 21 August 2018. During this time frame,
264 people started the survey, and 134 completed it, resulting in a response rate
of 51%.

5
5.1

Results
Descriptive Statistics

Roles of Participants: The principal roles of participants within the diﬀerent
transformations as reported were Agile Program Coach (26.12%) and Transformation Manager/Lead (21.64%). Other roles were Team Coach (21.64%), Transformation sponsor (8.21%) and DevOps coach (5.22%).
Size of Organizations: Most participants are employed in large organizations.
This means that most companies in this sample have more than 50,000 employees
(38.06%). The next largest group of respondents (23.88%) work within companies
with an employee number of between 1,001 and 5,000. The remaining respondents were from companies with fewer than 1,000 employees (19.4%), between
20,001 and 50,000 employees (9.7%) and between 5,001 and 20,000 employees
(8.96%).
Industry: A large proportion of the participants come from three speciﬁc industries. These industries are software (21.64%), ﬁnancial services (17.91%) and
professional services (15.67%). The probable reason for these higher percentages is that the agile way of working is more prevalent within these industries. The remaining responses were from workers in the following industries:
telecoms (6.72%), utilities (5.97%), health care (4.48%), retail (4.48%), government (3.73%), manufacturing (3.73%), consumer products (2.99%), public
services (2.24%), transportation (2.24%), insurance (0.75%), media & entertainment (0.75%), internet services (0.75%) and education (0.75%).
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Transformation Details

Transformation Strategy: Participants were asked about the strategy used
to implement large-scale agile within their company. Most companies used
the bottom-up (team-by-team) strategy (42.54%), whereas others used the
department-by-department strategy (29.1%), the big-bang strategy (11.94%),
the new department strategy (7.46%) and the new company strategy (0.75%).
Eight per cent of the participants said they used another strategy or no strategy
at all.
Agile Frameworks Applied: The largest group of participants reported using the
R
R
(SAFe
) (42.11%). Other participants reported the
Scaled Agile Framework
use of Scrum of Scrums (19.55%), internally created methods (14.29%), Enterprise Scrum (3.01%), Large-scale scrum (2.26%), Lean management (2.26%) and
Nexus (0.75%). Other participants responded they used another or no framework
for the transformation (15.79%).
Capital Investment: The largest group of participants indicated that the transformation had needed an investment of between e500,000 and e2 million (26.72%).
The other participants responded that the investment needed was between e2
and e10 million (25.19%), between e100,000 and e500,000 (16.03%), less than
e100,000 (14.5%), more than e50 million (9.16%) and between e10 and e50
million (8.4%).

Fig. 2. Agile maturity across portfolio, program and team layers

Maturity: As seen in Fig. 2, on team level the biggest group of participants
assessed their company as being at advanced level (29%). The other participants
estimated that their organization was ﬂuent at team level (23%), novice at team
level (20%) and beginner at team level (19%). A smaller group estimated it to
be at world-class level (8%). On program level, the biggest group of participants
estimated their company to be at novice level (32%). The other participants
estimated that their organization was at beginner on program level (26%), ﬂuent
on program level (18%), advanced on program level (18%) and world-class on
program level (7%). On portfolio level the biggest group of participants estimated
their company at beginner level (38%). The other participants estimated that
their organization was at novice level (25%), ﬂuent at portfolio level (17%),
advanced at portfolio level (14%) and world-class at portfolio level (7%).
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Table 1. Perceived impact of agile transformation on various metrics associated with
dimensions of organizational performance. Mean and three quartiles are reported for
our own data. For comparison (discussed in Sect. 6.2), reported means are reproduced
from Laanti [15] and Olszewska [20], and reported ranges from SAFe [12]. Laanti
reported on a seven-point Likert scale, rather than improvement percentage.
Survey data
Mean Q1 Q2

Q3

[15]
[20]
Mean Mean

Productivity
Increases the eﬀectiveness of
development

SAFe [12]
Range
20–50%

60%

40% 69% 81% 4.97

Features / Money spent
(Hustle metric)

483%

Responsiveness
Improves time-to-market

67%

49% 72% 90%

30–75%

Customer service request
turnaround time

24%

Lead time per feature

64%

Quality
Improves the quality of the
product

61%

47% 70% 81% 4.70

Enables the earlier detection
of defects

67%

50% 71% 89% 4.77

Number of external Trouble
Reports (TR)

−188%

Avg # days of Open
External TR

31%

Defect reduction

25–75%

Workflow health
Number releases per time

400%

Number of days between
commits

38%

Makes work more organized

57%

32% 59% 81%

Makes work more planned

55%

31% 55% 80% 4.50

Employee satisfaction &
Engagement

10–50%

Makes work more fun

63%

44% 70% 84% 4.61

Makes work less hectic

49%

21% 50% 73% 3.64

Increases the autonomy of
development teams

64%

50% 70% 82% 4.86

Increases collaboration

75%

60% 79% 91% 5.04

Increases the transparency of
development

70%

50% 75% 91% 5.13
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Satisfaction with Transformation: The biggest group of participants was moderately satisﬁed with the results of the transformation (38.06%). Other groups of
participants were slightly satisﬁed (20.9%), extremely satisﬁed (18.66%), slightly
dissatisﬁed (8.21%), neither satisﬁed nor dissatisﬁed (7.46%), moderately dissatisﬁed (3.73%) and extremely dissatisﬁed (2.99%).
Organizational Impact: Our results regarding perceived impact of agile transformations on various dimensions of organizational performance are reported in
Table 1. For each dimension, the perceived impact on one or more associated metrics was measured. For these, we show the mean impact, as well as the impact at
ﬁrst, second and third quartile of the distribution. The second quartile (median)
reﬂects the central tendency, which is highest for Increases collaboration at 75%
improvement and lowest for Makes work less hectic at 50% improvement. The
ﬁrst and third quartiles capture the inter-quartile range (IQR) showing smallest
dispersion for Increases collaboration with IRQ = 91% − 60% = 31% and largest
dispersion for Makes work less hectic with IQR = 73% − 21% = 52%.
Portfolio Program Team

Metric

Dimension

0.450*

0.511*

0.487*

Increases the e ectiveness of development

Productivity

0.373*

0.381*

0.382*

Improves time-to-market

Responsiveness

0.322*

0.450*

0.450

Increases the quality of the product

0.357*

0.437*

0.413*

Enables the earlier detection of defects

0.263*

0.356*

0.263*

Makes work more planned

0.303*

0.379*

0.305*

Makes work more organized

0.121

0.212*

0.225*

Makes work more fun

0.426*

0.363*

0.359*

Makes work less hectic

0.298*

0.350*

0.372*

Increases the autonomy of development teams

0.279*

0.297*

0.244*

Increases collaboration

0.237*

0.319*

0.332*

Increases the transparency of development

Quality

Employee satisfaction
& engagement

*= p < .05

Fig. 3. Correlations between maturity at diﬀerent organizational layers and metric
improvement per dimension. In bold we show the strongest correlations (above 0.45).

5.3

Correlation Analysis

The model shown in Fig. 3 shows the correlations of agile maturity on a particular layer with organizational performance per metric. Pearson correlations were
used to allow for signiﬁcance testing and due to the linearity of the expected relationship between maturity and performance. Except Makes work more fun, all
metrics correlated with agile maturity are signiﬁcant at P<0.05 across all organizational levels. The strongest correlations, and thus the largest improvements
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associated with improved agile maturity, are as follows: Increases the eﬀectiveness of development with coeﬃcients between 0.45 and 0.51; Enables the earlier
detection of defects improving between 0.36 and 0.44; improvements in Makes
work less hectic between 0.36 and 0.43. Notably, no metrics seem to respond uniformly across organizational levels. In terms of the proposed research question,
all metrics seem to undergo relevant improvements as a result of undergoing an
agile transformation.

6

Discussion

Our discussion starts with general observations (6.1), and then goes into separate
dimensions (6.2) and organizational layers (6.3).
6.1

The Impact of Agile Transformations: General Observations

We now discuss the impact of agile transformations, comparing our data with
existing literature, beginning with general observations, and continuing with
a discussion of the individual dimensions in Sect. 6.2. To allow comparison of
results across existing studies and our data, we grouped the metrics of Laanti [15],
Olszewska [20] and SAFe [12] into a hierarchical classiﬁcation in Table 1.
Our data suggests that agile transformations positively impact organizational
performance across all employed metrics. An observation one can make while
looking at Table 1 is that all studies report rather large improvements.
Further, one can observe that the impact diﬀers per organizational layer. For
example, an increased maturity on program level shows the strongest impact,
correlating with the dimensions of Productivity, Quality and Workﬂow health
(see Fig. 3). Most notably, increasing agile maturity at the program level has a
correlation coeﬃcient of 0.511 with Increases the eﬀectiveness of development,
and one of 0.450 with Increases the quality of product, as shown in Fig. 3. The
weakest correlation is found with Makes work more fun at the program level at
0.212. Satisfaction with the transformation is positively associated with performance beneﬁts, except for the Improves time-to-market metric. However, dissatisﬁed respondents still report an average performance improvement of 45%. The
highest satisfaction shows an average performance improvement of 77%. This
is in line with previous research ﬁnding that satisfaction with change predicts
performance beneﬁts of that change, while asserting that agile transformations
in and of themselves are beneﬁcial.
Comparing our data to the results of Laanti [15], Olszewska [20] and
SAFe [12], one can observe that reported performance improvements vary significantly. We identify three potential interpretations of this cross-study variance.
A rather obvious explanation is that the applied metrics diﬀer and the measurements have been taken diﬀerently across the various studies. An increased
acceptance and maturity of agile methods in practice could be another potential explanation. Yet another reason could be that the impact is contextual
and varies greatly across the surveyed organizations. Previous studies and
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professional reports (cf. State of Agile Survey [26] and Business Agility Report
[1]) indeed indicate an increase in acceptance and adoption of agile methods in
practice.
6.2

Impacted Metric Dimensions

We will now continue to discuss the individual metrics presented in Table 1 and
their measurements.
Overall, our results correlate with previous ﬁndings that organizational performance improves as a result of agile transformations. Diﬀerences can be found,
however, in the magnitude of this improvement, with Olszewska occasionally
reporting very high numbers [20]. These diﬀerences may be caused by the differences in sample, since both Laanti and Olszewska report ﬁndings from within
a single organization. Furthermore, comparison is challenging due to diﬀerent
scales and operationalization of concepts. Notwithstanding these diﬀerences, the
beneﬁts of agile transformations are conﬁrmed through improved replication
across a larger sample.
We will now continue to discuss the impact of agile transformations across the
ﬁve identiﬁed dimensions of (1) Productivity, (2) Responsiveness, (3) Quality,
(4) Workﬂow health and (5) Employee satisfaction & engagement, with their
respective metrics as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Productivity: Deﬁned as total output divided by total input, improvements
in productivity come from both eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness [2]. Factors inﬂuencing productivity in software development can be categorized into product
(e.g. complexity, size), process (e.g. maturity) and development environment
(e.g. languages, development tools) [17,31]. SAFe reports a 50% improvement
in productivity in general. On Increases the eﬀectiveness of development, our
reported improvements almost double Laanti’s results.
Responsiveness: Responsiveness here refers to quickness of response to either
customer or market demand [2]. Responsiveness in software development is generally associated with a mature use of agile practices and processes [23] and team
conﬁguration (e.g. application of feature teams with an end-to-end responsibility over a (sub)product [19]). We report similar Time-to-market improvements
at 67% as SAFe’s 20–70%, though without a range, which suggests our results
may be higher. More concretely, Olszewska reports an improvement of 24% and
64% on Customer service request turnaround time and Lead time per feature
respectively. This shows that responsiveness can be expected to improve, but
depending on operationalization, diﬀerent results may be achieved.
Quality: Deﬁned as a measure of excellence, both product and development
quality fall under this category [2]. In software development, the ISO 25010
standard delineates two overarching categories: product quality and quality in
use. These have eight and ﬁve categories respectively, which in turn have 31
and 11 sub-categories [10]. While the complexity of quality may therefore not be
fully covered in existing agile literature, results seem to unite in ﬁnding beneﬁts
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of agile transformations. Laanti reports a fair degree of agreement on Increases
the quality of the product (4.70/7) and Enables the earlier detection of defects
(4.70/7), which is mirrored by our results of 61% and 67% respectively. The
Increases the quality of the product and Enables the earlier detection of defects
reported here fall into the range reported by SAFe under defect reduction, as does
Olszewska’s Average days of open external reports (31%). Notably, the Number of
external trouble reports worsened, meaning increased, with 188% as reported by
Olszewska [19]. This may have been caused by the increased number of releases,
since there would be more opportunities for trouble reports to be logged within
the same time frame.
Workflow Health: Workﬂow refers to the way that work is organized, or the
sequence of steps in a work process [2]. A workﬂow can be called healthy, when
the work is well organized and planned, in which case individual tasks are executed and (intermediate) products are delivered at a steady pace. Thus, the
notion of workﬂow health concerns the internals of the work process, which is
linked to, but distinct from, the other categories such as employee satisfaction
or productivity. The results presented here correlate with existing literature in
emphasizing the beneﬁts to be achieved by pursuing an agile transformation. A
transformation Makes work more organized by 55%, and Laanti reports agreement on improvements here (4.50). Olszewska’s metric of the Number of days
between commits reports a slightly lower improvement of 38%. Olszewska also
reports an impressive improvement in Number of releases per time of 400%.
Important to distinguish is that increases in Number of releases per time are
aﬀected not only by workﬂow health, but also by the size of an individual release.
In agile software development, individual pieces of work are to be small, suggesting the workﬂow health improvement, its presence implicitly agreed upon, may
not reach 400%.
Employee Satisfaction and Engagement: This section here follows the definition: employees being happy and actively engaged with their job due to the
job itself and the overall working conditions [2]. Higher satisfaction and engagement leads to higher individual performance, and literature has found a positive
relationship with ﬁrm growth as well as retention rates [3,9]. Increases collaboration and Increases the transparency of development are the highest evaluated
metrics in Laanti’s study as well as ours. Interestingly, all metrics except Makes
work less hectic (49%) exceed the range given by SAFe of 10–50%. Makes work
less hectic is also the only metric where participants reported a negative impact,
with 3.61 [15].
Customer Satisfaction: The table notably does not include this concept,
which is a limitation of our data set as well as of existing agile literature. A
faster time-to-market is not valuable if what is delivered is not valued by customers.
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The Relevance of Organizational Layers

In this subsection we will discuss the correlation of impact with reported maturity across teams, programs and portfolios. Figure 3 presents the results of the
correlation analysis between the maturity model and the impact dimensions.
While the impact dimensions discussed by Laanti [15], Olszewska [20] and
SAFe [12] generally do not discriminate between organizational layers, looking
at the types of metrics used, it can be assumed that those metrics are most
applicable at the program and team layers. Due to the absence of portfolio-level
metrics (e.g. portfolio performance metrics such as maximizing the portfolio’s
overall economic value, strategic alignment and portfolio balance, or satisfaction
metrics such as decision eﬀectiveness [4]), for the sake of comparability, we will
therefore discuss the impact on the program and team layers.
Following our analysis, we see that the perceived impact on performance is
not consistent across organizational levels, meaning that performance improvement at the portfolio level is not equal to that at the team or program levels.
Notably, only the Makes work less hectic improvement increases when scaling from program to portfolio level. All other metrics’ improvement is decreased
to varying degrees. Since scaling agile to the portfolio level is a relatively new
phenomenon, the associated complexity may not allow the beneﬁts to actualize
to their full extent. Another explanation may be that intrinsic diﬀerences in
the beneﬁts of agile at the portfolio and program level exist. The portfolio level
oversees several programs whereas the program level is, simply put, a group of
teams. Making a parallel with a portfolio of business units is useful. The coordination costs of having multiple business units is well established in literature,
and signiﬁcant changes in the business unit operation necessitate adjustments in
how the portfolio is managed. This would suggest that scaling agile to the portfolio layer adds a degree of complexity that companies may not be equipped to
manage. This interpretation is supported by the fact that the lowest agile maturities are reported at the portfolio level. Further, at the portfolio level, diﬀerent
metrics matter, e.g. Improves time-to-market is likely to be valued higher than
Enables the earlier detection of defects. The program level is a group of teams,
suggesting that improvements as a result of an agile transformation should follow the same mechanisms. However, the portfolio is not a sum of programs and
follows a diﬀerent scaling mechanism [28]. For these reasons, it is not unusual
for performance improvement at the portfolio level to be perceived diﬀerently
(i.e. lower) than at the program and team level.
6.4

Limitations

Although we applied a rigorous method when designing the questionnaire and
collecting the data, multiple limitations are present in the current paper. Particularly, in survey-based research, three main types of bias can be found and are
discussed here: sampling bias, response bias and non-response bias.
Sampling bias is the bias related to the way respondents are selected. We
note that the majority of responses stem from participants who tend to be
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responsible for agile transformations (e.g. Agile Program Coaches and Transformation Managers and Leads), which may lead to self-selection bias, but also
to more high-quality answers, as those participants are expected to have the
best overview of the transformation. We addressed sampling bias by sharing the
survey with diﬀerent communities rather than those purely involved with agile
methods. Nevertheless, self-selection bias might have occurred as a result of the
research being an online survey. Responses from additional business stakeholders and software developers aﬀected by the transformation would be a valuable
addition to future research.
Response bias can be encapsulates friendliness bias and social desirability
bias. As perceptions rather than concrete improvements (‘hard-data’) were collected, the results are open to potentially biased responses. The scale used for
organizational performance could be a source of bias as it was presented as a
0%–100% range. This may have deterred participants from selecting 0, and also
did not allow participants to indicate a decrease in performance. However, results
are somewhat robust since participants who reported low satisfaction with their
agile transformation still reported a minimum performance increase of 40%. As
the survey was anonymous, we further believe that response bias due to socially
desirable answers was mitigated.
Non-response bias is a bias where participants are unwilling to take or complete the survey, resulting in under-representation of speciﬁc viewpoints. With
a rather high response rate of 51%, we believe that the non-response bias is
limited. Still, negative opinions are under-represented, at under 10% of participants. This may suggest that overall, transformations go smoothly, but might
also indicate that the dissatisﬁed group is under-represented in this paper.

7

Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the results of our empirical study on the impact
of agile transformations on organizational performance. Based on an international survey with 134 participants from varying industries and nationalities, we
discuss the perceived beneﬁts.
The contribution of this paper is threefold: (1) we consolidated understanding
of the beneﬁts of agile transformations based on prior evidence and our data from
a more diverse and larger sample; (2) we identiﬁed the dimensions impacted
by agile transformations as being productivity, responsiveness, quality, workﬂow
health and employee satisfaction; and (3) we traced speciﬁc beneﬁts on those
metric dimensions to individual organizational layers of teams, programs and
portfolios, showing the magnitude of impact of each metric per layer.
First, by comparing existing quantitative results with both academic and
practitioner literature, we conclude that agile transformations indeed result
in widespread organizational performance improvements. Importantly, depending on the operationalization of a speciﬁc concept, exact results will vary
between studies. However, the identiﬁed dimensions are conﬁrmed to be positively impacted by the pursuit of an agile transformation with limited dependence on the selected metrics. Second, based on existing literature, including
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input for the described comparison, a comprehensive overview of the impacted
dimensions is established. From an investigation of the non-agile literature, we
posit the unsurprising notion that diﬀerent metrics are appropriate at diﬀerent
layers. A particularly strong candidate is strategic alignment of projects at the
portfolio level. Further, we point out the lack of further, customer-facing metrics,
e.g. customer satisfaction. Third, besides the applicability of individual metrics,
we conﬁrm that the beneﬁts of agile maturity on speciﬁc metrics diﬀer according
to the organizational layer. For example, workﬂow health sees practically equal
improvements at the team and portfolio level, but notably higher improvements
at the program level.
Overall, the level of granularity in understanding these performance beneﬁts
is improved by acknowledging organizational layers and the diﬀerences of performance beneﬁts of agile transformations between them. A more ﬁne-grained
understanding of the impact at diﬀerent dimensions and layers achieved through
our research opens the possibility of building an integrated model of maturity,
impacted metrics and organizational layers, where inter-dependencies within and
across these topics can be investigated. This facilitates a potential adoption and
growth model for organizational agility to optimize transformation paths for
impact. A very recent publication [7] that presents a multi-factorial model of
developer productivity seems to have independently taken a similar approach to
ours, in the way it looks at various dimensions and organizational layers, and
discusses similar metrics to ours. While the authors of that research take the
notion of productivity as their focal point, our perspective is agile transformation, where productivity is just one of various dimensions.
We conclude that agile transformations positively impact organizational performance, with reported improvements in many cases going way beyond 30%
across the reported dimensions.
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Abstract. The Four Key Metrics of DevOps have become very popular
for measuring IT-performance and DevOps adoption. However, the measurement of the four metrics deployment frequency, lead time for change,
time to restore service and change failure rate is often done manually and
through surveys - with only few data points. In this work we evaluated
how the Four Key Metrics can be measured automatically and developed
a prototype for the automatic measurement of the Four Key Metrics. We
then evaluated if the measurement is valuable for practitioners in a company. The analysis shows that the chosen measurement approach is both
suitable and the results valuable for the team with respect to measuring
and improving the software delivery performance.
Keywords: DevOps · Agile · Metrics
IT-performance · Case study

1

· Four Key Metrics ·

Introduction

More and more organizations are adopting DevOps to accelerate delivery speed
and improve quality of their software products [1]. The term DevOps ﬁrst
appeared in 2009 in social media coined by Patrick Debois [2]. Bass et al. deﬁne
the term in their book as “a set of practices intended to reduce the time between
committing a change to a system and the change being placed into normal production, while ensuring high quality” [3]. Companies state that the measurement
of DevOps progress is seen as important but also as very diﬃcult [4]. The State
of DevOps report, ﬁrst published in 2014, provides a view into the practices and
capabilities that drive high performance in software delivery [5]. The researchers
found that only four key metrics (FKM) diﬀerentiate between low, medium,
high, and elite performers: Lead time for change, deployment frequency, time to
restore service, and change failure rate [6]. These four metrics help organizations
c The Author(s) 2021
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and teams to determine whether they are improving the overall IT-performance.
As they are strongly correlated with well-known DevOps practices they are also
known as DevOps metrics [5].
The FKM in the State of DevOps report is based on surveys. While a survey
approach has the advantage that you can raise highly focused questions, and
address a clear target audience, it also comes with several disadvantages: the
absence of a clear deﬁnition of the measurement, no continuous data, subjective
answers, oﬄine data capture and analysis, and extra eﬀort and cost to generate
the data. On the other side, using system data provides the advantage that
these data are instantly available (e.g. the number of User Stories done in a
Sprint), and can be captured and analysed automatically. However, these data
may not be complete with respect to the required DevOps aspects (e.g., cultural
measures) [7]. This work aims to address these disadvantages by automatically
measuring the FKM and evaluate if the automatic measurement of the FKM is
of value for practitioners with respect to improving their performance.
We deﬁned two research questions to be answered by this study.
RQ1 How can the FKM be automatically measured?
RQ2 How valuable is the approach to automatically measure the FKM for software development teams?
RQ1 was answered using a multivocal literature review [8] to include both
state-of-the-art and -practice literature. To answer RQ2 the ﬁndings of RQ1 were
operationalized using a prototype. The prototype was used by a development
team in an industrial context at Swiss Post and we asked the members of the
development team to participate in a survey.

2

The Four Key Metrics (FKM)

This chapter explains the origin of the FKM, describes their original deﬁnition
and explains why they gained a high popularity in industry. While DevOps has
become very popular in industry [1, p. 18] to bring development and operation
close together and deploy new software faster into operation, it was unclear how
you can measure the improvement in DevOps.
Forsgren et al. searched for a performance measurement of software teams
which focus on global outcome in DevOps. That means, in the basic sense of
DevOps, ﬁrstly, a measurement that does not pit development against operations, by rewarding development for throughput and operations for stability and
secondly, focus on outcomes, not output. That means, do not reward people for
putting in large amounts of work, but rather measure results that add business
value. They found that four key metrics diﬀerentiate between low, medium, high,
and elite performers [9]. Forsgren et al. deﬁned the metrics as follows:
Deployment Frequency: addresses minimizing the batch size in a project
(reducing it is a central element of the Lean paradigm). As this is hard to
measure in software, they took the deployment frequency of software to production as a proxy.
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Lead Time for Change: deﬁned as “the time it takes to go from code committed
to code successfully running in production”. Shorter time is better because it
enables faster feedback and course correction as well as the faster delivery of
a ﬁx to a defect.
Time to Restore Service: as failure in rapidly changing complex systems is
inevitable the key question for stability is how long it takes to restore service
from an incident from the time the incident occurs (e.g., unplanned outage,
service impairment)?
Change Failure Rate: the percentage of changes for the application or service
which results in degraded service or subsequently required remediation (e.g.,
lead to service impairment or outage, require a hot ﬁx, a rollback, a ﬁxforward, or a patch).
In recent years, the FKM have gained large attention and popularity in
industry and are applied by many known companies, like Zalando, RedGate,
HelloFresh, PBS or Contentful. The publication of Forsgren’s book “Accelerate:
The Science of Lean Software and DevOps” in 2018 which summarizes their
research [10], and the recommendation of ThoughtWorks in 2019 to adopt the
FKM in their technology radar [11] has further increased the popularity of the
FKM. The DevOps Trends Survey for 2020 carried out by Atlassian shows that
nearly half of the respondents leverage the four key metrics [4, p. 24].

3

Multi-vocal Literature Review

Despite interest from industry [4], at the time of writing there is no research
which suggests/summarizes how to automatically measure the FKM. To be able
to deﬁne a broadly accepted deﬁnition for the automatic measurement we investigated what other researchers and practitioners did in this area. Usually systematic literature review (SLR) studies are conducted to capture the state of a
research topic. However, SLRs focus mainly on research contribution and do not
include grey literature from practice (GL) [8]. As a large majority of software
practitioners do not publish in academic forums, we also included GL to make
sure we get the result of the current state-of-practice in this ﬁeld. Furthermore,
the very current perspective, the relevance for practitioners and the low volume
of published research indicates that not only formal literature should be used to
cover a topic [8].
The multivocal literature review was conducted according to the guideline of
Garousi et al. [8] which considers also the popular SLR guidelines by Kitchenham
and Charters [12]. Literature was included if any of the inclusion and none of
the exclusion criteria are met (see Table 1).
3.1

Systematic Literature Review

The publications of Forsgren et al. (i.e., the book “Accelerate” and the “State of
DevOps Reports”) are listed in Google Scholar and Research Gate. For the SLR,
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Table 1. Multivocal literature review inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion

Exclusion

Contains more detailed deﬁnition than Is not written in English or German
Forsgren et al.
Contains information about automatic Is not text (e.g., YouTube, or Webinar)
measurement or tooling
Contains experience report about the
automatic measurement

Is a book

the relevant/related research was identiﬁed using snowballing starting from their
publications. All 93 unique articles which cited the literature about the FKM
published by Forsgren et al. were retrieved by following the cited links. Citations
from books were not included. 21 articles are not written in English or German
and hence were excluded. Only 7 of the 72 remaining articles treated the topic
“metrics” and none of them contained more information about the FKM than
already presented by Forsgren et al. As no articles from the SLR were included,
no data could be extracted and used in the synthesis.
3.2

Gray Literature Review

For the gray literature review (GLR) Google was used as search engine because
pilot searches have shown that there is no more narrow scope for the source of
information (e.g. only StackOverﬂow or Medium) which returns results. A pilot
search was conducted to ﬁnd which keywords are used when people are talking
about the FKM. This was done by retrieving articles which talk about one of
the four metrics (search for “deployment frequency”, “lead time for change”,
“time to restore service” and “change failure rate”) and screening the articles to
see how the authors bring them into the context of the FKM. As a result, the
following search terms were deﬁned to be used for the GLR.
–
–
–
–
–

DevOps metrics
DevOps metrics accelerate
DevOps metrics DORA
four key metrics DevOps
accelerate metrics deﬁnitions

In contrast to the searches within the formal literature, gray literature search
returns an exhaustive number of results. Thus, stopping criteria need to be
deﬁned [8]. Google has a ranking algorithm which aims to return relevant articles
ordered by priority. That means, the most relevant articles are at the top and
the following stopping criteria were applied.
– Theoretical saturation: As soon ﬁve articles in a row did not match the “Is
about this topic & contains information” inclusion criteria, the next ﬁve articles were screened by only looking at their title. If they were not relevant, the
search was ended.
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– Eﬀort bounded: After reviewing 100 results for a search term, the search was
ended.
Initially, 115 articles/search results were retrieved and screened. 43 out of
those 115 were not about the topic and 5 were not in text form. 16 unique
articles remain which either include a deﬁnition or an experience report.
3.3

Results

This section presents the results of the multivocal literature review. The full list
of retrieved literature is provided online.1
Deployment Frequency: 7/16 articles contain a deﬁnition for deployment frequency. As this metric is already well deﬁned by Forsgren et al. as deployment of
software to production, the deﬁnitions do not widely diverge. They have in common that “number of deployments/releases in a certain period” are counted.
Some state that they only count successful deployment (but successful is not
deﬁned) and some explicit mention that they count deployments to production. For the purposes of automated measurement, a deployment is deﬁned as a
new release2 As this is a speed metric, every deployment attempt is counted as
deployment even if it was not successful.
Lead Time for Change: 9/16 articles contain a deﬁnition for lead time for
change. Like the deployment frequency, the deﬁnition of Forsgren et al. does not
leave much room for interpretation although some deliberately took approaches
diverging from that of Forsgren et al. All suggestions based on the original FKM
deﬁnition measure the time a commit takes until it reaches production, the only
diﬀerence is how they aggregate (i.e., mean, median, p90 etc.). Today it is default
practice to use a version control system for source code. To make an adjustment
to the software system a developer has to alter source code and to put it under
version control. Hence, the commit3 is deﬁned as the “change”. Thus, the lead
time is given by the time span between the timestamp of the commit and the
timestamp of the deployment, as deﬁned in Sect. 3.3.
Time to Restore Service: 8/16 articles contain a deﬁnition for time to restore
service. Five of them deﬁne the time to restore service as mean time for closing an incident in a certain period. One suggests using chaos engineering (i.e.,
introduce a failure and measure how long it takes until it gets discovered and
resolved), there is a suggestion to periodically poll the “status” and record how
long it takes when the status indicates degradation until the degradation gets
restored (but do not mention from where the status is taken). The last suggestion made by two articles assumes that the time to restore service should
1
2
3

https://1drv.ms/x/s!ApmGN3k-vuHI1ZxB8z9SnoO0r0t vw?e=qAuxgW.
A delivered version of an application which may include all or part of an application.
[13, p.296].
Depending on the used version control system this is called e.g. “commit” or “checkin”.
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be calculated for failed releases and thus suggests identifying “ﬁx releases” and
measuring how long it takes from one release to the following “ﬁx release”. The
reasons for a failure are manifold, and frequently rely on human interpretation of
what constitutes “failure” and “ﬁx”, which makes it diﬃcult to fully automate
this metric. Provided that a team has an incident management, the calculation
via incidents is an interesting approach. Since the incident creation could also
be automated, this approach allows a mixture of manual and automated failure
recognition. For this work, we deﬁne the time to restore as the time between
incident creation to closing the incident, like this is stated by the majority of
articles found. This choice was made because there is already an incident management in place, which can be used to gather the data and this seems so far to
be the most reliable source of data.
Change Failure Rate: 9/16 articles contain a deﬁnition for change failure rate.
The diﬀerent suggestions are listed below.
–
–
–
–
–

Percentage of releases that were followed by a “ﬁx release”.
Count of hot ﬁxes in commit messages.
Detect failures by using monitoring metrics and divided by deployments.
Manually mark a deployment as successful or not.
Count rollbacks divided by deployments.

To measure change failure rate, ﬁrst, it has to be deﬁned what a change is.
In all identiﬁed articles a change is indicated by a deployment. Accordingly, the
change failure rate is the ratio of change failures to deployments (see Sect. 3.3).
The next challenge is to identify a failure and attribute it to a change. Unlike for
the time to restore service, the incident management cannot be used for failure
detection as, according to Forsgren et al., a change failure includes all cases
where subsequent remediation was required.4 Especially for development teams
with a good software delivery performance, the team itself will be responsible
for the deployment and any resulting failures will be ﬁxed immediately without
an incident ever existing. As we assume a low change failure rate in the context
of our case study of Swiss Post, we decided to use for our measurements the
manual classiﬁcation of a deployment as a failure by the development team.
Summary: The velocity metrics are more precisely deﬁned and thus the automatic measurement is easier and more straightforward to derive. This is also
reﬂected in the articles found. With the toolchain used by the development
team, the measurement of the speed metrics can be completely automated. The
stability metrics are less well deﬁned, and unlike the velocity metrics, the boundaries can be drawn less precisely. The literature provided various approaches, but
the approaches that would have allowed a fully automated measurement do not
capture all relevant aspects of the metrics. For this reason, we have chosen to
use only partial automation for measuring the stability metrics. We assume that
the change failures are less manifold than failures in general and thus suggest
4

This could be, for example, an automated rollback which is never visible in the
incident management system.
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the creation of a taxonomy of change failures, which will be the enabler for tools
and concepts to automatically detect them.

4

Measure the Four Key Metrics

Based on the earlier deﬁnitions Sect. 3 an application was built to measure the
FKM automatically. The prototype application is divided into two main parts
(green) and several data sources (blue). One is the collector, and the other is
the aggregator. The collector is responsible to gather the necessary raw data,
transform them and write them in a not compressed manner to the storage of
the aggregator (i.e., do no calculations like average). The aggregator enables different calculations and visualizations. This separation aims to enable the usage
of diﬀerent collectors (e.g., for applications which are built and deployment with
another toolchain) and to keep the ﬂexibility of having diﬀerent ways of calculating the metrics (e.g., use the median instead of the mean or use other time
periods). The Fig. 1 shows the components of the prototype.
The collector part was implemented using Jenkins5 (Host/Execute in regular
intervals) and PowerShell6 (collection logic). The aggregator part was Splunk7
(use an index as storage, do calculations using the Splunk Query Language and
visualization with a dashboard). The resulting UI is shown in Fig. 2.

Container Orchestration
Service Namespace

Log Aggregation
Send Events

Index
Aggregator
Get Logs & Metrics

Collector

VCS
Service Repository

Get History

Storage

Delivery Lead Time
Access

Deployment Frequency
Issue Management
Issues

Write

Calculation

Mean time to repair
Visualize

Get Issues

Change Failure Rate
Visualization
Get Image Metadata
Look at

Container Registry
Service Container Images

User

Fig. 1. Concept of prototype to measure the FKM. (Color ﬁgure online)

Deployment Frequency: the deployments are detected by using the pulled
event from OpenShift, which is logged if a Docker image is pulled from a registry.
Those events are sent to Splunk from where the collector gets the data.
5
6
7

https://www.jenkins.io (25.04.2021).
https://github.com/PowerShell/PowerShell (25.04.2021).
https://www.splunk.com/ (25.04.2021).
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Lead Time for Change: the deployments are collected like described in
“Deployment Frequency”. The logged event contains the name of the Docker
image and the version. The comm it hash from which the Docker image was
built is retrievable from Artifactory by using the Docker image name and version. The source code repository URL is also attached as metadata to the Docker
image. With the commit hash of the current deployment and the last deployment, as well as the repository URL, all commits which were newly deployed to
production are retrieved and the lead time for each commit is calculated.

Fig. 2. Dashboard showing the automatic measured FKM.

Time to Restore Service: the Scrum team uses Jira for issue management.
Jira issues of type “incident” are retrieved and the time to restore service is
calculated by taking the time passed from creation of the incident until it was
resolved.
Change Failure Rate: how to collect the deployments was described in
“Deployment Frequency”. Additionally, failed changes are registered by the
team, using a web-based form (implemented with Jenkins). With those two
ingredients, the percentage of failed deployments is calculated.

5

Case Study

To investigate the RQ2 “How valuable is the approach to automatically measure
the FKM for software development teams?”, we conducted a survey after the
development team had worked with the prototype for three weeks. For this, the
prototype was presented and explained to the team. They decided to look at the
metrics once a week as part of an already existing meeting and discuss them.
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Case Description

The study was conducted at the Informatics/Technology function unit of Swiss
Post Ltd. Swiss Post Ltd is the national postal service of Switzerland. The group
consists of strategic subsidiaries which operate in the core markets of Swiss Post
Ltd and function units which are aﬃliated to Swiss Post Ltd. [14].
In 2019 the Informatics/Technology function unit had around 1200 full-time
equivalent employees with about 330 software developers. The unit runs only
projects for internal customers i.e., the IT department does not oﬀer services for
customers outside of the group. The Scrum team consisting of 10 people looked
at in this study is located in the Informatics/Technology function unit and works
for Logistics Services in the area of parcel sorting. Logistics Services is one of the
subsidiaries of Swiss Post Ltd and is among other things responsible for parcel
sorting and delivery. In 2020 Logistics Services delivered 182,7 million parcels
[15]. The Informatics/Technology function unit is under pressure, that new products should be delivered earlier to the customer, and IT must be able to react
faster to changes in the environment. At the same time, the customer expects
consistently high quality. To achieve these goals Informatics/Technology function
unit is undergoing an agile transformation. Beside adopting agile methodologies
like Scrum and Kanban, DevOps practices are being introduced as part of this
agile transformation. The Informatics/Technology function unit is mainly organized project driven but the Scrum team which participated in this study is a
stable product team. In 2020 they started to work on a new software system,
which is one of the core systems for the sorting of parcels. The team also started
to invest in their tool-chain (Fig. 3) and began adopting certain DevOps practices. However, so far, no actions have been taken by the management and the
team to measure the progress of the transformation process and the DevOps
practices with respect to its improvements; so the team is also not able to track
the progress of improvements.

Container Registry
(Artifactory)

Pull
Image

Trigger

Commits reference issues

CI
(Jenkins)

Send
Logs /
Metrics

Log-Aggregation
(Splunk)

Adjust deployment

Push Image

VCS
(Bitbucket)

Container Orchestration
(OpenShift)

Trigger

CD
(Jenkins)

Issue Management
(Jira)

Fig. 3. The toolchain used by the Swiss Post Scrum team.

5.2

Methodology

The research question was divided into sub questions to be answered by the survey. In order to be valuable, a metric should be valid, this concern was addressed
by the sub questions one and two. A metric is considered valuable if the team
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can act on it i.e. it leads to eﬀects. This was addressed by sub question three.
The sub question four aimed to capture the subjective perspective of the team
onto the value of the automatically measured FKM.
1. Are the FKM a valid way of measuring the speed and stability for software
delivery?
2. Can the FKM be used as an indicator for advancing DevOps adoption?
3. What is the eﬀect of measuring the FKM on the teams?
4. Does the development team ﬁnd value in measuring the FKM?
The survey consisted of four parts: demographics, metric measurement, eﬀect
of metric measurement and usefulness of metrics. In the metric measurement
part, the participants were asked for their opinion about the FKM and if they
think that the metrics as deﬁned by Forsgren et al. measure what they claim
to. Furthermore, they were asked how good the automatic measurement implementation reﬂects what the metrics should measure. The eﬀect of the metric
measurement part asked what eﬀects, if any, they expect if the metrics would be
measured long term.8 Finally, the participants were asked how likely they would
recommend another team to use the automatic metrics measurement and what
metric they consider the most important to be automatically measured.9
The questions and our analysis is principally based on Likert scales, and is
therefore a quantitative approach based on self-reported experience and perception. After each Likert scale question, there was the possibility to optionally
explain the rating in free text.
Six out of ten team members participated in the survey. Among them are
four developers and two software architects, aged between 25 and 44. Four of
the participants stated that they already knew about the FKM before they were
introduced by us.
5.3

Results

This section presents the results of the survey about the automatic metrics
measurement. The results are provided online.10
Metrics Measurement. Figure 4 shows what the participants think about the
metrics deﬁned by Forsgren et al. In general, the participants agree (statement
1: 2× strongly agree, 4× agree) that the FKM are a valid way of measuring the
speed and stability for software delivery. The two speed metrics are generally
seen as a valid way of measuring the software delivery performance (statement 2:
2× strongly agree, 3× agree, 1× disagree). There is slightly less agreement about
the stability metrics (statement 3: 1× strongly agree, 3× agree, 2× somewhat
8
9
10

The measurement period was to short to ask for eﬀects that have already occurred.
The full survey can be retrieved here https://1drv.ms/b/s!ApmGN3k-vuHI1ZVZujpZY76IvhC Q?e=AaxwMe.
https://1drv.ms/x/s!ApmGN3k-vuHI1ZtdjwlKBlPYInsY2g?e=V2aBMD.
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agree). The FKM were explicitly picked to make sure teams do not trade-oﬀ
quality for speed. However, it seems there is a piece missing as the participants
are sceptical about the stability metrics showing when a team does this trade-oﬀ
(statement 4: 1× strongly disagree, 1× somewhat agree, 2× agree, 1× strongly
agree).
For the implementation of the automatic measurement there was broad agreement that the measurement of the speed metrics is suﬃcient and moderate agreement about the stability metrics (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 4. Participants agreement about the validity of the FKM, as originally deﬁned by
Forsgren et al.

Fig. 5. Participants agreement about whether the implemented automation is able to
capture the correct measurement.
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Eﬀect of Metric Measurement. Figure 6 the answers to the expected eﬀects
are shown. The left part shows the answers to the question whether the participant expect an eﬀect on the team and/or on the personal behavior. The left side
shows what kind of eﬀect they expect.
The described eﬀects expected for the personal behavior were: Pay more
attention to get the pull requests merged quickly, greater use of feature ﬂags,
better root cause analysis, more team spirit, feeling more responsible for the
work, source of motivation to improve. The eﬀects expected for the team behavior
were: More attention for the software delivery process, less deployment pain and
anxiety, more relaxed environment, encourage some technical practices, putting
some pressure to some team members, source of motivation to improve.

Fig. 6. Expected eﬀects of long term measurement.

Usefulness of the Metrics. The question “On a scale from 1–10, how likely
are you to recommend the metrics measurement to another team?” was answered
with an average score of 8.3 (max: 10, min: 6, sd: 1.5). The participants ranked
the Lead Time for Change as the most important metric to be automatically
measured, followed by Change Failure Rate, Time to Restore Service and the
Deployment Frequency on the fourth rank. The participant with the value of six
explained this score in the free text answer. He wrote that he thinks the most
teams do not yet have the mindset nor the tools to start measuring.

6
6.1

Discussion
RQ1: How to Automatically Measure the FKM?

This question was addressed with a multivocal literature review. We identiﬁed no
scientiﬁc literature which investigated the automatic measurement of the FKM.
The gray literature review revealed sixteen articles which described aspects of
the automatic measurement. Nine of them were published in 2020, three in 2019
and one in 2018, which we explain with the growing interest in DevOps.
The deﬁnitions by Forsgren et al. for the stability metrics (change failure rate
and time to restore service) are not as clear as the deﬁnitions of the speed metrics
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(deployment frequency and lead time for change) and therefore the suggestions
for how to perform the measurement are more diverse for the stability metrics
than for the speed metrics. How to automatically measure the speed metrics only
diﬀers in detail but still, they are context sensitive i.e., some practices applied
by a team can have inﬂuence on the deﬁnition used and also the measurement
implementation (e.g., feature ﬂags, canary releases or Blue/Green deployments).
Worth to mention is the fact that automatic measurement is only possible
if the processes are automated. That means only teams which already invest in
their automation will be able to use the automatic measurement. Thus, a team
might start with tracking their FKM with a survey to get a baseline [7] and as
they advance, they switch to an automatic measurement.
6.2

RQ2: How Valuable Is the Approach to Automatically Measure
the FKM for Software Development Teams?

We addressed this question with a prototype and a survey. The sub questions to
this research question are discussed in the following sections.
Are the FKM a Valid Way of Measuring the Speed and Stability for
Software Delivery? In general the participants agreed that the metrics deﬁned
by Forsgren et al. are valid. There was slightly more agreement about the speed
than the stability metrics. This might be the case because the speed metrics are
easier to measure and more clearly deﬁned. Participants are skeptical about the
stability metrics showing when a team trade-oﬀ quality against speed. A possible
reason is that the metrics will show this trade-oﬀ not in short but in long term.
If a team decides to not constantly refactor the code base, in the short term
they will be faster and not lose stability. However, in the mid to long term the
technical dept will lead to lower pace and to lower stability [16]. Another reason
is that change failure rate and time to restore service do not capture all quality
aspects. Lets imagine a team skips all regression test non-critical parts of the
system. They get faster but more bugs are discovered in production, which makes
the perceived quality of users lower. But the stability metrics will not show this
if the bugs do not lead to failures. Although the stability metrics are valid to
capture the stability of a system, each system has other quality attributes which
should not be traded-oﬀ for speed. As they are individual, each team might
deﬁne additional metrics to capture these attributes.
Can the FKM Be Used as an Indicator for Advancing DevOps Adoption? This question was addressed with a statement with a Likert scale rating.
The participants generally agreed but not strongly. The reason gets unveiled
when looking at the free text answers. There is general agreement that the FKM
are good representatives of DevOps adoption but do not cover every aspect. One
aspect mentioned is the provisioning of infrastructure. A DevOps team might
be fast with existing services but slow when creating a new one. That might
be ﬁne if it’s a very rare event, otherwise it should be optimized as well. In
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his article, Cochran talks about his research about “developer feedback loops”
and mention metrics which might not be covered by the FKM like “Find root
cause for defect”, “Become productive on new team”, “Launch a new service in
production” [17]. However, there is a need to consider that Forsgren et al. do
not postulate that the FKM cover all aspects but say that they are suﬃcient to
divide the teams into clusters. Thus, it would have to be examined whether the
high/elite performers correlate with eﬃcient developer feedback loops.
What Is the Eﬀect of Measuring the FKM on the Teams? The participants mostly agreed that they see value in automatically measuring the FKM and
expect that the long-term measurement will lead to positive eﬀects on the personal and on the team behavior. But they also state that the FKM do not cover
all aspects which are considered as important for quality, speed, and DevOps in
general (see also the sections above). It was mentioned that the intrinsic motivation of getting better will let the team take the necessary actions to improve
the metrics. The intrinsic motivation is important because one should be well
aware of Goodhart’s law which states that “When a measure becomes a target, it
ceases to be a good measure.” [18]. It is not recommended to give a development
team the goal of improving metrics and rewarding them with external incentives.
Furthermore, a team might need to be guided to improve their FKM. The participants who have a noticeable amount of experience in software engineering,
agile and some experience with DevOps only moderately agree that they are
able to inﬂuence the FKM (2× somewhat agree, 3× agree, 1× strongly agree)
and that they know which practices and techniques correlate with each of the
DevOps metrics (3× somewhat agree, 2× agree, 1× strongly agree).
Does the Development Team Find Value in Measuring the FKM?
From the stated expected positive eﬀects and the high recommendation score the
conclusion follows, that the team sees value in measuring the FKM. However, this
have to be seen in the context of this team. One of the participants states that
he belief that a team has to have already the “right” mindset to get a value from
the measurement. If a development team which want to improve it’s software
delivery performance and/or DevOps adoption the automatic measurement of
the FKM are a valuable tool.
The metric with ranked with the highest priority to be measured was the
lead time for change. That one with the next was change failure rate. Which
indicates that there is the motivation to see how fast one can deliver, however,
stability should not suﬀer as a result.
6.3

Limitations

We are aware that the study has several limitations. The SLR part of the MLR
returned no results i.e., no scientiﬁc literature but only gray literature was
included. The lack of scientiﬁc literature is maybe due to the applied methodology (i.e., there are articles, but they are not listed to cite the origin articles used
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for snowballing). The deﬁnitions found are presented in gray literature, those
articles are usually less reliable as they do not apply scientiﬁc methods, not provide many details and are representing the subjective view of the author. Furthermore, it is possible that important gray literature was not included because
a GLR is not exhaustive but certain the stopping criteria are applied.
The research was carried out as a case study. The sample size was small and
homogeneous. Participants of the survey were already high performers according
to FKM and had already invested into their CI/CD processes, else the automatic
measurement wouldn’t have been possible. Hence, the results of the study are
not representative and generalization is only possible to a limited extent. Furthermore, the study is highly context speciﬁc to the Swiss Post environment,
which also limits the generalization. But might still be helpful to companies
with similar setups. Due to time constraints, the duration in which the team
made use of the metrics was too short to ask about perceived eﬀects and we
asked about expected eﬀects. It has to be considered that those eﬀect might not
show up as expected.
6.4

Summary

The ﬁndings indicate that the suggested automatic measurement of the FKM
is a good starting point and a valuable tool for intrinsically motivated software
development teams, which want to improve software delivery performance and
show their DevOps adoption. But the FKM do not cover every aspect e.g. the
developer feedback loops are not covered. Hence, it is important that the development team does not only focus on improving the measurements.
6.5

Outlook

The study found that it is possible to meaningful measure the FKM automatically and the software developers team see it as valuable, the prototype going to
be rolled out for all development teams at Swiss Post (i.e., all teams which create
containerized applications will be able to use it). Professionals and researchers
outside of Swiss Post might adapt the suggested deﬁnitions and ways to automatically measure the FKM, to build tools for measuring the FKM in their
context.

7

Conclusions

In this work we investigated how the four key metrics deﬁned by Forsgren et al.
can be measured automatically and if practitioners think that the metrics are
valuable. We conducted a multivocal literature review to reveal how the four
key metrics are measured by diﬀerent companies in the industry and in other
research projects. Based on those ﬁndings, we created a prototype to automatically measure the metrics. The prototype was used by a Scrum team at Swiss
Post for three weeks. Afterwards, we collected their experience by using a survey.
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The participants of the survey stated that they think that the FKM are a valid
measurement for software delivery performance and that they would recommend
the automatic measurement for another team. However, they also stated that the
FKM are not capturing every important aspect e.g. how fast can infrastructure
be provisioned. Despite of the maturity of the team in terms of experience with
Agile, DevOps, software engineering and their ranking according to the FKM,
it was discovered that the participants only moderately agreed that they think
they are able to inﬂuence the metrics and that they know what practices to
apply to improve. This ﬁnding suggests that especially less mature team need
guidance to be able to improve on the FKM as they are a lagging measurement
and do not directly suggest any actions.
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Abstract. Over the past decade, agile methods have become the favored
choice for projects undertaken in rapidly changing environments. The
success of agile methods in small, co-located projects has inspired companies to apply them in larger projects. Agile scaling frameworks, such
as Large Scale Scrum and Scaled Agile Framework, have been invented
by practitioners to scale agile to large projects and organizations. Given
the importance of agile scaling frameworks, research on those frameworks is still limited. This paper presents our ﬁndings from an empirical
survey answered by the methodologists of 15 agile scaling frameworks.
We explored (i) framework evolution, (ii) main reasons behind their creation, (iii) beneﬁts, and (iv) challenges of adopting these frameworks.
The most common reasons behind creating the frameworks were improving the organization’s agility and collaboration between agile teams. The
most commonly claimed beneﬁts included enabling frequent deliveries
and enhancing employee satisfaction, motivation, and engagement. The
most mentioned challenges were using frameworks as cooking recipes
instead of focusing on changing people’s culture and mindset.

Keywords: Agile scaling frameworks
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Introduction

Ever since the creation of the Agile Manifesto in 2001, practitioners and
academics have devoted a great deal of attention to agile software development methods [1]. Initially, they were designed for small, co-located, and selforganizing teams that develop software in close collaboration with business customers using short iterations [2]. Hence, agile methods have been primarily
applied to projects within the so-called ‘agile sweet spot’, i.e., small and colocated teams of less than 50 persons with easy access to the user and business
c The Author(s) 2021

P. Gregory et al. (Eds.): XP 2021, LNBIP 419, pp. 123–139, 2021.
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experts and that develop non-life-critical software [3]. Given the successful adoption of agile methods in small organizations and projects, also many large software organizations have begun to adopt these methods [4]. However, the adoption of agile methods outside the agile sweet spot poses signiﬁcant challenges to
organizations, such as coordination challenges in multi-team environments [5].
To resolve issues associated with the adoption of agile methods in large-scale
organizations and projects, several agile scaling frameworks, such as Large Scale
Scrum (LeSS)1 and Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe)2 , have been created both by
some custodians of existing agile methods and by others who have worked with
companies to scale agile methods to their settings [4,6,7]. As large organizations
face growing pressures and expectations to become more agile, and the agile scaling frameworks claim to provide oﬀ-the-shelf solutions to scaling, their adoption
has rapidly increased in industry, as conﬁrmed by the yearly non-scientiﬁc survey
on the state of agile development conducted by VersionOne [6–8].
Not only is there a growing interest in adopting agile scaling frameworks
from an industrial perspective [8], but there is also a growing academic interest to study the adoption of these frameworks [6]. A systematic mapping study
by Uludağ et al. [6] uncovered the topic of agile scaling frameworks as a major
research stream in the ﬁeld of large-scale agile development, with a total of 16%
of all published studies related to large-scale agile development. The existing
literature on the scaling frameworks mainly investigates how individual frameworks are adopted based on case studies (cf. [9]) followed by a comparison of
the frameworks based on their underlying characteristics based on literature
reviews (cf. [10]). However, the existing literature on agile scaling frameworks
disregards the following topics: (i) providing a comprehensive overview of agile
scaling frameworks and their evolution, (ii) studying the reasons behind creating these frameworks, and (iii) investigating the beneﬁts and (iv) challenges of
adopting these frameworks. To address this research gap, we conducted a survey
with the creators/methodologists of known agile scaling frameworks and aim to
answer the following research questions (RQs):
–
–
–
–

RQ1: How did the agile scaling frameworks evolve over the years?
RQ2: What are key reasons behind creating of agile scaling frameworks?
RQ3: What are the claimed beneﬁts of adopting agile scaling frameworks?
RQ4: What are the claimed challenges of adopting of agile scaling frameworks?

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we provide
an overview of related work. In Sect. 3, we portray the research design of our
paper. Section 4 presents the result of our survey. In Sect. 5, we discuss our main
ﬁndings and limitations and conclude our study with a summary of our results
and remarks on future research.

1
2

https://less.works/, last accessed on: 03-10-2021.
https://www.scaledagileframework.com/, last accessed on: 03-10-2021.
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Background and Related Work

The successful adoption of agile methods in small teams ignited a new passion
among ﬁrms to start using agile methods in large projects, even beyond software
development, across the enterprise [11]. This phenomenon is often referred as
‘large-scale agile development’ [12]. In line with Dikert et al. [5], we understand
the term ‘large-scale agile development’, as the application of agile methods in
large multi-team settings consisting of 50 persons or more, or at least six teams.
Over the past two decades, software engineers and researchers have devoted
a great deal of attention to agile software development [13]. Within few years,
various agile methods appeared on the landscape, such as Extreme Programming
and Scrum, to name a few [1]. Figure 1 presents the various agile methods, their
interrelationships, and their evolutionary paths [13].
Fiction of universal methods
(Malouin and Landry, 1983)
Prototyping methodology
(e.g., Lantz, 1986)
Spiral model
(Boehm, 1986)

Evolutionary life-cycle
(Gilb, 1988)

New product development game
(Takeuchi and Nonaka, 1986)
Object oriented
approaches
1990

RADical software
development (Bayer
and Highsmith, 1994)

Unified modeling
language (UML) Crystal family
of methodologies
(Cockburn , 1998; 2001)

2000

Internet technologies,
distributed software
development

Rapid application
development (RAD)
(e.g., Martin, 1991)

Dynamic systems
development method
(DSDM, 1995)

Scrum development
process
(Schwaber, 1995;
Schwaber and
Beedle , 2001)

Extreme Programming (XP)
(Beck, 1999)
Adaptive Software Development
(ASD) (Highsmith, 2000)

Rational Unified
Process (RUP)
(Kruchten, 2000)
Feature-Driven
Development (FDD)
(Palmer and Felsing, 2002)

Synch-and-stabilize
approach (Microsoft)
(Cusumano and Selby, 1995;
1997)

Agile manifesto
(Beck et al., 2001)
Agile Modeling (AM)
(Ambler, 2002)

Internet-speed development
(Cusumano and Yoffie , 1999;
Baskerville et al., 2001;
Baskerville and Pries-Heje , 2001)

Methodology
Engineering
(Kumar and
Welke, 1992)

Amethodological IS
development
(Baskerville, 1992;
Truex et al., 2001)

Open Source
Software (OSS)
development

IS development in
emergent organizations
(Truex et al., 1999)

Pragmatic
Programming (PP)
(Hunt and Thomas,
2000)

Fig. 1. Evolutionary map of agile methods [13]

Agile methods adhering to varying degrees to the tenets of the Agile Manifesto3 share some common characteristics, e.g., iterative and incremental development and focus on small releases [1]. The ideal context of applying agile methods in software projects lies within the so-called ‘agile sweet spot’, i.e., small and
co-located teams of less than 50 persons with easy access to the user and business
experts and that develop non-life-critical software [3]. However, applying agile
methods both for larger projects or in larger companies [5], i.e., scaling agile
3

http://agilemanifesto.org/, last accessed on: 03-10-2021.
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methods, involves two signiﬁcant challenges. First, the scaling of agile methods
entails additional scaling and complexity factors that summon ‘bitter spot’ conditions for agile methods, such as a large number of teams, geographical distribution, entrenched culture, or formal governance structures [14]. Second, present
agile methods do not provide suﬃcient guidance on dealing with these scaling
and complexity factors [15]. Thus, custodians of existing agile methods and consultants that have worked with companies in scaling agile to their settings have
proposed several agile scaling frameworks over the last years to address the limitations of the agile methods in large organizations and projects [6,7,10]. These
frameworks incorporate predeﬁned workﬂow patterns to deal with issues related
to large number of teams, inter-team coordination, and customer involvement
[10,16].
Due to the importance of this topic to companies, researchers have started
to study the frameworks’ adoption [6]. Based on a structured literature review,
Uludağ et al. [17] identiﬁed 20 diﬀerent agile scaling frameworks presented in
Table 14 . Secondary studies on the scaling frameworks compare some of them
based on diﬀerent criteria. For instance, Alqudah and Razali [10] juxtapose DAD,
LeSS, Nexus, RAGE, SAFe, and Spotify based on, e.g., team size, available training and certiﬁcates, and the underlying agile methods and practices. Diebold
et al. [18] provide a map visualizing underlying agile practices of diﬀerent frameworks, such as DAD, LeSS, and Nexus, to support organizations in the selection
of appropriate frameworks. Based on 13 agile transformation cases, Conboy and
Carroll [16] provide nine challenges and a set of recommendations associated
with agile scaling frameworks, such as LeSS, Nexus, S@S, and Spotify.
Although agile scaling frameworks have received some attention from academics [6], to the best of our knowledge, there is no other work that provides an
overview of agile scaling frameworks, their evolution, and reasons, as well as the
beneﬁts and challenges of these frameworks.

3

Research Methodology

Survey Design. To answer the research questions, we created a survey following the guidelines suggested by Linåker et al. [19]. We opted to conduct a survey
as it often aims to provide a state-of-the-art overview on particular methods [20],
such as agile scaling frameworks. As a large part of our survey consists of closedended questions to quantitatively analyze the agile scaling frameworks, we used
a survey as it is a suitable means to provide a quantitative description of the data
[20]. The questionnaire consisted of four sections with a total of 22 questions5 .
The ﬁrst section included questions on the framework background, e.g., reasons
4

5

We extended the table by Uludağ et al. [17] by adding a column to show the scaling
levels of the frameworks and expanded the list of the frameworks by two additional
frameworks: HSD and Parallel as their methodologists approached us during two
agile conferences (see Sect. 3). We set the names of agile scaling frameworks whose
methodologists participated in our survey in bold.
Questionnaire link: https://bit.ly/2ZPl69S.

Methodologist

Universo Online S.A
Scaled Agile Inc

Asif Qumer; Brian Henderson-Sellers

–

Rafael Maranzato; Marden Neubert; Paula
Heculano

Enterprise Transition Framework
(ETF)

Mega Framework (Mega)

Ken Schwaber

Doug Rosenberg; Brarry Boehm; Matt
Stephens; Charles Suscheck; Shobha
Dhalipathi; Bo Wang

Jeﬀ Sutherland; Alex Brown

Parallel Agile (Parallel)

Scrum at Scale (S@S)

Scrum Inc

Parallel Agile Inc

Scrum.org

Lean Enterprise Agile Framework (LEAF)

Nexus (Nexus)

Cron Technologies
LeanPitch Technologies

Ron Quartel

–

FAST Agile (FAST)

–

2018

2016

2015

2015

2015

2014

Holistic Software Consulting Ltd 2014

Peter Beck; Markus Gärtner; Christoph
Mathis; Stefan Roock; Andreas Schliep

2014

2014

2014

Mike MacDonagh; Steve Handy

Enterprise Scrum Inc

Mike Beedle†

Enterprise Scrum (eScrum)

ScALeD Agile Lean Development (SALD)

Maxos LLC

Andy Singleton

Continuous Agile Framework (CAF)

2013

2012

Holistic Software Development (HSD)

Cprime

Kevin Thompson

Recipes for Agile Governance in the
Enterprise (RAGE)

Xscale Alliance

Spotify

Henrik Kniberg; Anders Ivarsson; Joakim
Sundén

Spotify Model (Spotify)

2012

Peter Merel

AgilePath

Erik Marks

Enterprise Agile Delivery and Agile
Governance Practice (EADAGP)

2012

2011

2011

2011

2008

eXponential Simple Continuous
Autonomous Learning Ecosystem
(XSCALE)

Disciplined Agile Consortium

Dean Leﬃngwell

Scott Ambler

Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe)

Disciplined Agile Delivery (DAD)

agile42

Adapt Inn

2007

Craig Larman; Bas Vodde

Large Scale Scrum (LeSS)

Gill Framework (Gill)

LeSS Company B.V

1998
2001

Jeﬀ Sutherland; Ken Schwaber

Scrum Inc

Alistair Cockburn

1997

Enterprise

Program

Portfolio

Enterprise

Enterprise

Enterprise

Enterprise

Portfolio

Enterprise

Enterprise

Enterprise

Program

Team

Portfolio

Scaling level

Enterprise

Framework

Set of methods

Framework

Framework

Set of methods

Enterprise

Enterprise

Program

Enterprise

Program

Set of principles Enterprise

Framework

Set of principles Enterprise

Framework

Framework

Framework

Model

Set of practices

Framework

Framework

Framework

Framework

Framework

Framework

Mechanism

Set of methods

Framework

Publ. date Category

Scrum of Scrums (SoS)

DSDM Consortium

Organization

Crystal Family (Crystal)

Dynamic Systems Development Method
Arie van Bennekum
Agile Project Framework for Scrum (DSDM)

Framework

Table 1. Overview of agile scaling frameworks based on [17]
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behind the framework creation and the claimed beneﬁts and challenges. The
second section presented questions about framework evolution, e.g., the framework version history. In the third section, we aimed to capture the lean and
agile foundations behind the framework, e.g., agile practices adopted to develop
the framework. In the ﬁnal section, we collected information on compatibility
between the frameworks. The questions were compiled based on previous studies
[8,17] and the Ask Matrix6 .
Survey Validation. Two experienced researchers validated the questionnaire
from the software engineering research group at TU Munich. Their suggestions
on length, language, and the order of questions were incorporated.
Data Collection. We collected data between August 2017 and September 2019
using the online tool Unipark 7 . We used various approaches to reach out to
the inventors or organizations, i.e., methodologists, that created the frameworks
shown in Table 1. First, we sent out the questionnaire link to 22 methodologists
by email. Second, we contacted some of the methodologists in two of the leading
agile conferences: XP 20198 and Agile 20199 , and emailed them the survey link.
Third, we reached a few methodologists via LinkedIn10 by sending a personal
message with the survey link. We received responses from 15 creators.
Data Analysis. We imported the survey data related to our four research
questions to excel sheets. The ﬁrst two authors analyzed data for all research
questions individually by following Corbin and Strauss’s coding guidelines [21].
We started with breaking down the data into meaningful entities, i.e., open
codes. Later, based on the constant comparison of similarities and diﬀerences,
we grouped the open codes into higher categories of codes called axial codes.
Finally, both authors had a few discussions to compare the open and axial codes
from their analysis. The majority of the codes matched between the two authors,
and only a few adjustments were made by mutual agreement.

4

Results

4.1

RQ1: Evolution of the Agile Scaling Frameworks

Figure 2 shows a time-based overview of the 15 agile scaling frameworks whose
methodologists participated in our survey. Grey rectangles ( ) indicate the
start of development of a framework, whereas green rectangles ( ) show current
versions and blue rectangles ( ) symbolize intermediate versions. Figure 2 also
shows two types of dependencies between the frameworks and their versions:
Dashed arrows indicate the inﬂuence between diﬀerent frameworks, whereas solid
arrows show a predecessor relationship.
6
7
8
9
10

http://www.agilescaling.org/ask-matrix.html, last accessed on: 03-10-2021.
https://www.unipark.com/en/, last accessed on: 03-10-2021.
https://www.agilealliance.org/xp2019/, last accessed on: 03-10-2021.
https://www.agilealliance.org/agile2019/, last accessed on: 03-10-2021.
https://www.linkedin.com/, last accessed on: 03-10-2021.
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According to our survey data, Crystal is the ﬁrst created agile scaling framework which development started in 1997. Nexus, eScrum, and S@S were also relatively early designed compared to most other agile scaling frameworks. However,
it took the methodologists almost ten years to publish these frameworks, e.g., by
publishing their oﬃcial guides. Although nine frameworks were created before
2010, only three of them went public before 2010. Whereas, between 2011 and
2018, twelve frameworks were published. None of the methodologists indicated
stopping the further development of their frameworks. Most frameworks have
multiple versions, whereas four frameworks have only one version, namely Nexus,
LeSS, Spotify, and XSCALE. Gill was initially created as the ASSF framework
(2005-2008), which then evolved into Gill in 2012. The methodologists of Mega
indicated that Mega 1.0 was a derivative of SoS. They also stated that Mega
2.0 was inﬂuenced by Spotify including the idea to extend the adoption of agile
practices to other parts of the organization. The methodologists of Spotify found
inspiration from Craig Larman’s and Bass Vodde’s two books (cf. [22,23]), that
later became LeSS. Spotify was also inﬂuenced by the Program Increment Planning events of SAFe (cf. [24]).
4.2

RQ2: Key Reasons Behind Creating Agile Scaling Frameworks

Table 2 presents 12 reasons behind creating scaling frameworks based on our
survey. These reasons were grouped into four categories: complexity, customer,
market, and organization. The most commonly stated reasons were: improving
the agility/adaptability of the organization, improving the collaboration of agile
teams working on same product, improving the coordination of agile teams working, and improving the synchronization of agile teams working on same product.
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Table 2. Reasons behind the creation of agile scaling frameworks
Reason category Reason

Reported in

Complexity

ETF, SAFe

Dealing with increased complexity

Descaling large product organizations eScrum, XSCALE
in smaller independent entities
Customer
Market

Organization

Delivering higher business value

LeSS

Improving customer involvement

eScrum

Improving the agility/adaptability of
the organization

DAD, Gill, HSD, SAFe, S@S, Spotify

Dealing with changing environments

LeSS

Improving the collaboration of agile
teams working on same product

Nexus, Parallel, SAFe, S@S

Improving the coordination of agile
teams working on same product

Crystal, Nexus, S@S

Improving the synchronization of
agile teams working on same product

FAST, Nexus, SAFe

Enabling the
information/communication ﬂow
between agile teams

Crystal, Mega

Scaling agile to more
people/teams/higher organizational
levels

LeSS, SAFe

Managing dependencies between agile eScrum
teams

4.3

RQ3: Benefits of Adopting Agile Scaling Frameworks

Table 3 presents 30 claimed beneﬁts of adopting scaling frameworks based on
our survey. These beneﬁts were grouped into two categories, namely: business/product and organization/culture. The most commonly mentioned beneﬁts were: enabling frequent product deliveries, enhancing employee satisfaction/motivation/engagement, improving software quality, providing customer/
business value, improving the collaboration of agile teams working on same product, improving the coordination of agile teams working on same product, improving the synchronization of agile teams working on same product.
4.4

RQ4: Challenges of Adopting Agile Scaling Frameworks

Table 4 presents 22 challenges of adopting scaling frameworks based on our survey. These challenges were grouped into three categories: implementation, organization/culture, and scope. The most commonly mentioned challenges were:
using frameworks as cooking recipes and using frameworks without understanding for what reasons they should be applied.

Organization/ Culture

Gill
Parallel

Improving customer satisfaction

Improving eﬃciency

Minimizing software production costs

HSD
XSCALE
FAST
FAST
S@S

Enabling the prioritization of company bottlenecks

Fostering servant leadership

Reducing headcount

Resolving organizational impediments

Improving transparency

DAD

Nexus

Improving team cohesion

Enabling better understanding of the organization and its vision

Mega

Improving organizational performance

Improving workﬂows

Nexus
Spotify

Improving accountability

FAST, Gill
DAD, ETF

Improving agile mindset and understanding

LeSS, S@S

Enabling enterprise agility

Fostering innovation

Crystal, Mega, S@S
Crystal, Mega, S@S

Improving the synchronization of agile teams working on same product

Improving the collaboration of agile teams working on same product

Improving the coordination of agile teams working on same product

eScrum, FAST, S@S
Crystal, Mega, S@S

Fostering the creation of autonomous teams

eScrum, FAST, Mega, SAFe, S@S, Spotify

eScrum

Enabling the release of working products every Sprint

Enhancing employee satisfaction/motivation/engagement

SAFe
Nexus

Enabling faster time-to-market

FAST, Nexus

Enabling continuous integration
S@S

Mega, Nexus

Enabling continuous improvement

Enabling better adaptability to changing market conditions

ETF, Spotify

Providing customer/business value

Enabling shorter feedback cycles

Mega, Parallel, SAFe
LeSS, Mega, S@S

Improving software quality

Business/Product

Reported in
FAST, Parallel, SAFe, S@S, Spotify

Beneﬁt

Enabling frequent product deliveries

Beneﬁt category

Table 3. Claimed beneﬁts of adopting agile scaling frameworks
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Scope

Mega
Mega
LeSS
FAST

Insuﬃcient guidance regarding managers and specialist positions

Requiring co-location of agile teams

Changing the mindset of the organization is diﬃcult

Insuﬃcient guidance regarding product backlog management

Implementation is diﬃcult due to remaining power structures

Mega

LeSS
ETF

Involving non-development units is diﬃcult

Implementation is limited to team level

Gill

Implementation is diﬃcult in traditional organizations

Implementation is not suitable for monolithic applications

FAST
FAST

Implementation is diﬃcult in command and control-style organizations

ETF, LeSS
LeSS

Change resistance

Moving away from agile

Moving back from agile to traditional management approaches

SAFe, S@S
Parallel, SAFe

Lack of management buy-in

Using frameworks without understanding for what reasons they should be applied ETF, Nexus, Spotify

DAD, HSD, SAFe, Spotify

Mega

Insuﬃcient guidance regarding lean practices

Organization/Culture Using frameworks as cooking recipes

FAST
Crystal

Insuﬃcient guidance

SAFe

Implementation overhead

Misconception due to unconventional agile practices

eScrum, HSD
eScrum, Nexus

Reported in

Missing familiarization with framework

Challenge

Implementation

Implementing is diﬃcult due to framework complexity

Challenge category

Table 4. Claimed challenges of adopting agile scaling frameworks
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Discussion and Conclusions
Key Findings

RQ1: How did agile scaling frameworks evolve over the years?
By comparing the evolution map of agile scaling frameworks in Fig. 2 with the
evolutionary map of agile methods by Abrahamsson et al. [13], we observed two
notable parallels. First, similar to the movement of agile methods, the movement
to agile scaling frameworks emerged from parallel innovation both by some inventors of existing agile methods and by consultants who supported organizations
in scaling the agile methods. Second, likewise to agile methods, agile scaling
frameworks have been continuously emerging and evolving after the movement
started. This trend will likely continue as the methodologists of agile scaling
frameworks seem to be committed to improving them in the future. Although
the evolution map visualizes several agile scaling frameworks, users have concentrated on a few frameworks [25], particularly on SAFe and SoS [8]. The most
recent State of Agile survey [8] conﬁrms this by stating that 35% of their respondents adopted SAFe and 16% used SoS. A similar observation can be made for
agile methods, as 58% of the respondents of the State of Agile survey use Scrum,
making it the most commonly used agile method [8].
RQ2: What are key reasons behind creating of agile scaling frameworks?
In total, we found 12 reasons behind the creation of 15 agile scaling frameworks.
The reasons identiﬁed in our survey fall into either the category of improving
the current state of the organization or dealing with the organization’s prevalent
challenges. Both look similar to reasons that trigger an organizational change
[26]. Several reasons, e.g., improving the collaboration and coordination agile
teams working on same product and dealing with changing environments were
found in previous studies on large-scale agile development [27,28]. Other reasons
related to the scaling of agile methods, such as dealing with increased complexity
and scaling agile to more people, were also reported in [9,29–31]. However, to our
knowledge, two reasons found in our survey related to descaling large product
organizations into smaller independent entities and improving customer involvement were not reported by the extant literature on agile development. Surprisingly, several popular reasons for agile, e.g., improving productivity, improving
visibility, and improving predictability, were not reported as reasons [8]. As the
questionnaire’s question was about the main reasons of creating a framework,
these earlier mentioned reasons can be some of the implicit reasons behind the
creation of the 15 agile scaling frameworks.
RQ3: What are the claimed beneﬁts of adopting agile scaling frameworks?
In total, we identiﬁed 30 claimed beneﬁts. The majority of these claimed beneﬁts
were similar to the beneﬁts of agile adoption in general found from recent studies
on agile method, e.g., State of Agile survey [8]. However, the most common
beneﬁt of agile, namely improved productivity [8], was not mentioned by any
methodologists. We also identiﬁed beneﬁts related to reducing headcount and
fostering servant leadership, which were not found in the previous literature on
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large-scale agile development. More research on beneﬁts is needed to establish
scientiﬁc evidence of using these frameworks in the industry. It is also crucial to
understand which practices have contributed to these beneﬁts.
RQ4: What are the challenges of adopting agile scaling frameworks?
We identiﬁed 22 challenges from 15 scaling frameworks. To our knowledge, none
of the framework’s oﬃcial websites has given information related to the diﬃculties encountered while adopting these frameworks. The most common challenges identiﬁed in our study, i.e., using frameworks as cooking recipes and using
frameworks without understanding for what reasons they should be applied, were
not reported by previously published empirical studies. The majority of the
challenges found in our study, e.g., change resistance, moving away from agile,
implementation is diﬃcult due to remaining power structures, and lack of management buy-in, were already reported in previously published studies on scaling
frameworks [16,32–34] and large-scale agile development [5,35]. The challenges
look similar to agile transformation challenges in general. Hence, using an agile
scaling framework is not a silver bullet for scaling agile in large organizations,
but a starting point for an agile transformation [33]. Several methodologists mentioned that leaders and change agents should focus on changing people’s culture
and mindset, rather than using frameworks only as cooking recipes.
5.2

Limitations

We discuss the limitations of our study through the threats, as suggested by
Wohlin et al. [36].
Construct Validity. This threat is concerned whether the questions presented
in the questionnaire represent the attributes being measured. Two survey experts
thoroughly checked the questionnaire and evaluated its’ understandability, clarity, and readability to counteract this threat. Moreover, the questions were compiled based on previously published studies in the realm of agile software development.
External Validity. This threat is about the generalizability of the results. We
aimed to collect responses from all existing scaling frameworks. Out of 22 frameworks, we received responses from 15 methodologists. We could not get responses
from the methodologists of seven frameworks despite contacting them several
times via email. Thus, this threat could not be completely mitigated. However,
we received responses from the most widely adopted scaling frameworks, such
as SAFe, LeSS, DAD, and Spotify [8].
Internal Validity. This threat is concerned with factors that can aﬀect the
relationship between the research process and survey results, i.e., the cause and
eﬀect relationship. We contacted the methodologists via emails found from the
frameworks’ oﬃcial websites. We received conﬁrmation from most methodologists after they ﬁlled in the survey, which ensured that the right persons answered
the survey. We also met some methodologists during the agile conferences personally and asked them to answer the survey.
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Conclusion Validity. This threat deals with the ability to conclude from survey
data. The data was coded independently by two researchers. Both researchers
compared the codes and drew conclusions together to avoid misinterpretation
and misunderstanding of the data.
5.3

Conclusions

Large-scale agile development has received signiﬁcant interest by practitioners
and academics over the last years [37]. As organizations are driven by pressures
to scale and to react fast, agile scaling frameworks are increasingly prevalent in
contemporary software organizations [7,8], sparking a growing academic interest
in studying the adoption of these frameworks [6]. Although there is a body
of knowledge on agile scaling frameworks, less research has been conducted to
provide an overview of these frameworks and their evolution, study the reasons
behind creating these frameworks, and investigate the beneﬁts and challenges
of adopting these frameworks. We surveyed the methodologists behind the agile
scaling frameworks to address this research gap.
Our study provides an overview of 22 agile scaling frameworks of which 15
were covered by our survey. Our study extends extant literature by providing a
map on agile scaling frameworks with their evolutionary paths. Although many
methodologists started creating their ﬁrst frameworks between 2001 and 2011,
most guides on these frameworks were published later on. Our ﬁndings show a
cluster of framework publications between 2011 and 2018, conﬁrming the rising
industry interest in scaling the agile methods. We identiﬁed 12 reasons behind
the creation of the agile scaling frameworks. We revealed two new reasons which
were not reported by the existing literature on agile development: descaling large
product organizations into smaller independent entities and improving customer
involvement. Further, the methodologists claimed 30 diﬀerent beneﬁts of adopting their frameworks related to business, product, organizational, and cultural
aspects. The methodologists also reported two new beneﬁts which were not
described in the previous literature: reducing headcount and fostering servant
leadership. The methodologists recognized 22 challenges in the adoption of the
frameworks of which two were newly discovered in our study, i.e., using frameworks as cooking recipes and using frameworks without understanding for what
reasons they should be applied.
We encourage researchers to investigate further how contextual factors, such
as complexity, multi-product development, or agile maturity, impact a scaling
framework’s selection. We call for cross-case analyses to compare the adoption
of agile scaling frameworks based on common comparison characteristics.
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Abstract. Inter-team coordination in large-scale software development can be
challenging when relying on agile development methods that emphasize iterative
and frequent delivery in autonomous teams. Previous research has introduced the
concept of coordination strategies, which refer to a set of coordination mechanisms to manage dependencies. We report on a case study in a large-scale agile
development program with 16 development teams. Through interviews, meeting
observations, and supplemental document analyses, we explore the challenges to
inter-team coordination and how dependencies are managed. We found four coordination strategies: 1) aligning autonomous teams, 2) maintaining overview in
the large-scale setting, 3) managing prioritizations, and 4) managing architecture
and technical dependencies. This study extends previous research on coordination
strategies within teams to the inter-team level. We propose that large-scale organizations can use coordination strategies to understand how they coordinate across
teams and manage their unique coordination situation.
Keywords: Coordination strategies · Coordination mechanisms · Dependency
management · Large-scale agile · Inter-team coordination · Software
development

1 Introduction
Digital transformation drives new sectors, such as the finance and transportation sectors,
to make use of agile development methods, often in large-scale settings. Despite the
popularity of agile, there are new and complex challenges associated with agile methods in large-scale settings due to the unavoidable coordination required when many
development teams work together [1–3]. When many teams work simultaneously with
large code bases, achieving technical consistency across teams, managing stakeholders,
balancing a shortage of expert resources, and aligning autonomous teams can become
problematic [3, 4]. Practitioners of large-scale agile need to understand how to organize for scale, select optimal large-scale practices, and enable inter-team knowledge
sharing [1, 5]. Development teams need to manage dependencies between, for example,
requirements, testing, integration, and deliverables, working together with requirement
© The Author(s) 2021
P. Gregory et al. (Eds.): XP 2021, LNBIP 419, pp. 140–156, 2021.
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engineers, architects, testers, other teams, and support and expert roles, all while keeping in line with the team’s goals and prioritizations [3]. Many of these aspects represent
coordination challenges, as several parts of the development organization depend on
each other to align their efforts to deliver a software product.
Coordination is often defined as managing dependencies between activities [6], and
effective coordination is considered a critical element for large-scale software development [5, 7]. Successful coordination is achieved by the use of appropriate coordination
mechanisms, defined as organizational arrangements such as meetings, roles, tools, and
artifacts associated with one or more dependencies that allow individuals or teams to
realize collective performance [8]. When a set of coordination mechanisms are used to
manage dependencies, it is known as a coordination strategy [9]. Moving to the inter-team
level, coordination mechanisms, and potentially strategies, are directed at managing the
dependencies between teams [2, 10]. Examples of mechanisms include Scrum-of-Scrum
meetings and communities of practice, where representatives from each team are present
[11], as well as tools and artifacts such as inter-team task boards and project backlogs.
When mechanisms work together to address specific coordination issues, for instance
managing inter-team prioritizations, they form coordination strategies.
While there is a vast literature on coordination in agile software development,
research-based knowledge on inter-team coordination strategies is limited, as existing
empirical studies have focused on coordination strategies within the team [9, 12]. To
better understand the challenges to inter-team coordination and how they can be managed, we address the following research question: How are coordination strategies used
in large-scale agile to manage inter-team coordination challenges?
We conducted a case study over six months in a large-scale program in the public
transportation sector with 16 development teams. We analyzed data from interviews and
field observations to identify the challenges. To guide our analysis, we applied concepts
from the theory of coordination in co-located agile software development [9, 12], or
the theory of coordination, for brevity [8]. This theory was developed in the context of
co-located agile teams [9]. Of particular interest to further exploration is that the theory
proposes one agile coordination strategy [9]. In large-scale contexts, there is likely to
be a mix of typical agile software development practices and more traditional practices.
Furthermore, as large-scale settings are characterized by complex dependencies [2, 3],
there may be more than one strategy at play [10, 13].

2 Background and Related Work
2.1 Managing Dependencies in Large-Scale Agile Development
Dependencies are central to the study of coordination. A dependency is defined as when
the progress of one action relies upon the timely output of a previous action or on the
presence of a specific thing, such as an artifact, a person, or relevant information [12].
Moving to the large-scale level, an inter-team dependency occurs when the output of one
team is required as input for another team’s work [2, 10]. According to a dependency
taxonomy for agile projects [12], there are eight types of dependencies, divided into
three categories: knowledge, process, and resource dependencies. Table 1 summarizes
the eight typxes of dependencies.
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Prior research suggests that there are many and complex dependencies in largescale agile, and that organizational context matters for large-scale coordination. Uludağ
and colleagues [14] studied recurring development patterns and presented an iteration
dependency matrix to visualize dependencies between teams. Sekitoleko et al. [15] investigated challenges associated with communication of technical dependencies in largescale agile. They found challenges such as planning, task prioritization, code quality, and
integration and suggested that these challenges can be addressed by practices such as
Scrum-of-Scrum meetings, continuous integration, and working in an open space [15].
Dingsøyr et al. [5] explored coordination in a large-scale program with a high degree of
task uncertainty and interdependencies and highlighted the importance of scheduled and
unscheduled meetings for coordination by feedback. They also emphasized the need for
changing coordination practices over time [5].
Further, Gustavsson [16] studied coordination in companies that had implemented
the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) and found that SAFe provides several coordination
mechanisms, such as product increment planning meetings, Scrum-of-Scrum meetings,
and program task boards address inter-team dependencies. These, however, required tailoring to the specific contexts of each company [16]. Martini et al. [17] also highlighted
the role of context for coordination between teams. They studied inter-group interaction speed in an embedded software development context, exploring how boundaryspanning roles, activities, and artifacts mitigate challenges, with interaction hindering
speed between teams. Their findings highlight the need for boundary-spanning mechanisms across teams and organizational levels for software architecture, processes, shared
responsibilities, and managing expectations [17].

Process

A form of information is
required for a project to
progress

A task must be completed
before another task can
process and this affects
project progress

Resource

Knowledge

Table 1. Types of dependencies that can affect agile project progress [24, 25]

An object is required for a
project to progress

Requirement: Domain knowledge or a requirement is not
known and must be located or identified.
Expertise: Information about task is known only by
certain persons or groups.
Historical: Knowledge about past decisions is needed.
Task Allocation: Who is doing what, and when, is
unknown.
Activity: An activity is blocked until another activity is
complete.
Business process: Existing business processes cause a
certain order of activities.
Entity: A resource (person, place or thing) is not
available.
Technical: A technical aspect of development affects
progress, such as when two software components must
interact.
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2.2 Coordination Strategies
One way to manage dependencies in software projects is to implement coordination
strategies [9]. The idea that coordination mechanisms can be used together in the form
of coordination strategies is not entirely new. Within software engineering, the concept
has been explored conceptually in co-located [9, 12] and global software development
settings [18]. However, empirical descriptions of the concept are scarce.
Xu [13] proposed eight coordination strategies for large agile projects for empirical exploration, focusing on decision-making, communication, and control as relevant
dimensions of large-scale coordination and encouraging empirical exploration of these.
Li and Maedche [18] conceptually explored coordination strategies within teams in
a distributed setting, suggesting that increased communication within the team facilitates shared understandings within the distributed team. Scheerer and colleagues [10]
described eight types of inter-team coordination strategies, from purely mechanistic to
cognitive and organic, and suggested that future research further explore the concept.
These studies recognize that situational factors influence coordination strategies, which
should also be relevant to the large-scale inter-team context, where teams are often
surrounded by complex organizational contexts [19].
In this paper, we apply concepts developed in the theory of coordination [9, 12]. We
chose this theory as a lens for investigating inter-team coordination because it provides
a framework for analyzing dependencies and coordination mechanisms specific to agile
software development and captures both explicit (such as a Kanban board) and implicit
forms of coordination (such as shared knowledge) [5, 9]. The theory, and in particular the
coordination strategy concept, is relevant also to large-scale contexts because it takes into
account that project complexity and uncertainty, as well as the organizational structure,
influence coordination [9]. The theory of coordination proposes that coordination in
agile software development results from a combination of various agile coordination
mechanisms, such as daily stand-up meetings, product backlogs, and software demos,
which address dependencies in different ways [9, 12, 20]. The theory further proposes
that appropriate coordination strategies enable effective coordination [20].
A coordination strategy comprises three components: coordination mechanisms for
synchronization, for structure, and for boundary spanning [9, 20]. Synchronization activities and artifacts refer to coordination mechanisms that promote shared understanding. Structure coordination mechanisms include the proximity, availability, and substitutability of personnel, whereas boundary spanning refers to mechanisms that involve
interaction outside the boundaries of the development team [9, 20].

3 Method and Analysis
This study reports on a case study conducted in a Norwegian public sector organization.
This organization has an ongoing development program, referred to as the PubTrans
program. The data reported in this study was collected over six months during fall 2019.
The case study design was chosen because the research-based knowledge on inter-team
coordination of software development activities is limited, and case studies can provide
detailed insights into the topic under investigation [21]. We took an ethnographic approach to the data collection, focusing on obtaining rich descriptions of the development
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process and the participants’ experiences [22], complemented by in-depth interviews
and document analyses.
3.1 Case Description
The PubTrans development program was established in 2016 following a public transportation reform and aims to develop a new micro-services-based platform. The new
platform provides, among others, a sales platform for travel operators and a trip planner
for travelers. Many languages and technologies were used across the program, and new
technologies and tools were adopted as development needs arose. The new cloud-based
platform ran on Google Cloud Platform with Kubernetes. Central languages and technologies in use included Kotlin and Java for back-end, and JavaScript (Node.js) and
React-Native for front-end. They also used support tools such as Grafana, Prometheus,
Slack, JIRA and Confluence. The development organization was mostly co-located with
16 teams, each responsible for their part of the overall software product.
Since the outset, PubTrans has worked with agile methods and autonomous teams.
The agile values were largely embraced on the organizational level and the development management had top managements’ support on working in agile ways of working.
PubTrans did not subscribe to any specific agile methodology or large-scale agile framework, such as Scrum or SAFe. Rather, the development teams had the autonomy to
choose which agile practices to use. Most teams had chosen to adopt practices from
Scrum such as sprints, stand-up meetings and retrospectives with varying frequency. In
addition to developers, all teams included a team leader, a tech lead (a form of team
architect), and a product owner. In addition, there were several inter-team roles such as
system-, cloud-, and security architects, as well as product and development managers.
Since the initial architecture and team organization was designed in 2016, PubTrans
grew from five initial teams to the current large-scale set-up with 16 permanent teams.
The teams were organized based on product areas, and the number of members per
team varied from five to over fifteen team members. The program was initiated as a
development project in 2016 but was transformed to an ongoing development program
in 2018. Along the way, they went through several organizational phases and how to
best align the team organization with the technical platform was an ongoing discussion.
While the new micro-services-based platform was being developed, PubTrans also
delivered services both to their clients (typically public transportation operators) and to
the general public through the old, monolithic system. More functionality was added to
the new platform continuously and needed to be compatible also with the old system.
Many dependencies existed between these systems, and all teams had dependencies to
other teams. In addition, there were inter-team knowledge and process dependencies
related to, for instance, the delivery sequences. Accordingly, the need for coordination
across teams was high.
3.2 Data Collection and Analytical Procedures
During fall 2019, we spent a total of 24 full days at the PubTrans site. The observations
consisted of more than 44 h of observation, including a total of 25 meetings. We conducted 12 interviews with team members and program managers. Additionally, we had
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Table 2. Data sources
Data type
Interviews

Description
3 program architects, 3 tech leads, 1 product owner, 1 team leader, 4
program managers.

Observations

Twenty-four days on-site including observation of 6 tech lead forums,
6 stand-up meetings, 4 product owner meetings, 4 client meetings, 3
program demos, 2 retrospectives

Supplemental
documents

Jira and Confluence documentation such as product backlog and prioritization documents, Slack channels; meeting agendas

frequent informal conversations with the program members. We also inspected documents, logs, and other textual sources for supplemental analysis. The data sources are
specified in Table 2. All interviews were tape-recorded based on participants’ consent
and later transcribed by the first author. The duration was 62 min on average. All interviews were semi-structured, and although the conversations developed naturally, we
used an interview guide with questions relating to participants’ work habits and interteam coordination practices. Questions included, “What challenges do you face working
with other teams or roles in the program?,” “Can you describe how you interact with
members of other teams?,” and “What may hinder teams from completing their tasks?”.
When analyzing the data, we triangulated between sources to strengthen the accuracy
and compellability of our findings [21]. By interviewing participants from different parts
of the development organization, we gained access to participants’ understanding of
their work routines across teams and across levels of responsibility. By observing the
development process as it unfolded over time and examining associated documents, we
obtained context to the interview statements. Together, these data sources provided us
with rich information for addressing our research question.
The data was coded in NVivo 12 by the first author, who knew the case in detail. To
ensure validity, all emerging categories and concepts were negotiated during a series of
discussions among the authors, and some of the material was coded by all authors before
discussion. The analytical coding proceeded incrementally. During first-cycle coding,
we used descriptive and holistic coding to understand “what is going on” in the data
[23] and to identify the broad challenges observed and described by the participants.
In the second stage, we categorized the challenges that were relevant across teams
and identified the various dependencies and coordination mechanisms associated with
inter-team challenges using focused coding [23]. Finally, we compared the challenges
identified in the first stage with the dependencies and related mechanisms. We considered
something a coordination mechanism if it was associated with one or more distinct
dependencies, and a coordination strategy when the mechanisms addressed the same
set of challenges [9]. As the mechanisms included operated at the inter-team level, we
considered them all to be boundary-spanning [9].
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3.3 Limitations and Threats to Validity
All empirical studies have limitations that might threaten the validity and reliability of
the results. One limitation of this study is the reliance on a single case. As such, the
general criticisms of single-case studies, including the replicability and generalizability
to other settings, apply to our study [21]. However, there is theoretical generalizability
in the concepts applied, as the challenges we report on are not expected to be unique to
this setting [21]. A second limitation relates to the reliance on interviews as a major data
source. However, we complemented the interviews with extensive on-site observations
and supplemental documents. As such, data triangulation allowed us to obtain context
for the interview statements and strengthen our findings [21]. A third limitation is related
to the number and types of meetings we observed. If we had observed more and different meetings, such as more retrospectives, we might have found other challenges and
mechanisms. However, our extensive on-site presence allowed us to observe many of
the challenges in practice.

4 Findings
In this section, we present four coordination strategies that were used to manage challenges with inter-team coordination in the large-scale program. Below, we describe the
challenges, dependencies, and corresponding coordination strategies in more detail. The
coordination strategies were: 1) aligning autonomous teams, 2) gaining and maintaining
overview across teams, 3) managing prioritization issues, and 4) managing architecture
and technical dependencies. Table 3 provides an overview.
4.1 Strategy 1: Aligning Autonomous Teams
One set of challenges was related to aligning autonomous teams in the large-scale program. Providing the teams with a high degree of autonomy resulted in process dependencies such as teams blocking each other, as well as the surrounding organizational
business processes, which could cause delays that slowed down the speed of the program. Additionally, lack of alignment resulted in technical dependencies not being sufficiently managed. PubTrans aimed to facilitate an agile environment and culture based
on autonomous teams. For instance, the teams could choose whether they wanted to
apply Scrum, Kanban, Scrumban, or any other agile method. Although autonomy was
appreciated, there were challenges related to the freedom of choice when teams operated
with different definitions of done, had different testing regimes, and different ways of
updating their documentation. One informant stated, “Here, one has chosen a model
with autonomous teams that are allowed to define their own ways of working. If there
are sixteen teams here, there are sixteen different ways of doing things” [Manager 4].
The missing alignment was also observed when we examined the teams’ Jira and
Confluence pages; some had well-described processes and documentation, whereas others had little to none. In addition, missing alignment contributed to a lack of technical
consistency across teams. “We have allowed people to develop the new APIs team by
team. That means they are not uniform” [Manager 2]. Although team autonomy was
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Strategy 4:
Architecture

Strategy 3:
Prioritization

Strategy 2:
Overview

Strategy 1:
Alignment

Table 3. Challenges and coordination mechanisms in the four strategies
Challenge description

Coordination mechanisms

Choice of agile methods result in
different team routines:
- Different definitions of done
- Different development routines
- Different testing routines
- Lack of technical consistency
Related dependencies:
Process: Activity and Business process
dependencies
Resource: Technical dependencies

Synchronization activities: Inter-team
stand-ups and status meetings, tech lead
forum
Synchronization tools and artefacts:
Shared routines for deliveries and
documentation and testing, common
definition of done, test team, platform team
to support teams with shared technologies
Structure mechanisms: Co-location, open
office space
Synchronization activities: Inter-team
stand-ups and status meetings, program
demo
Synchronization tools and artefacts:
Slack, shared backlog in Jira, organization
map on Confluence, program roadmap,
Objectives and Key Results
Structure mechanisms: Open office space,
co-location

Large-scale makes it hard to maintain overview:
- Feeling out of sync with other teams
- Problems with information flow
- Task-related communication across
teams
- Locating people and information
Related Dependencies:
Knowledge: Expertise, Task allocation,
Requirement dependencies
Hard deadlines and many clients lead Synchronization activities:
Inter-team stand-up meetings, Product
to prioritization challenges:
- Stakeholder expectation management
owner meetings
- Time and delivery pressure
Synchronization tools and artefacts:
- Lack of time to prioritize quality work Prioritization task board, shared backlog
- Changing prioritizations
Structure mechanisms: Temporary team
- Lack of clarity in the prioritization
arrangements (task force teams, taking on
process
other teams’ tasks)
Related Dependencies:
Process: Activity dependencies
Resource: Entity and technical dependencies
Synchronization activities:
Complex technical dependencies:
- Two systems in use in parallel
Tech lead forum
- Teams becoming bottlenecks
Synchronization tools and artefacts:
- Large code bases of some teams
Objectives and Key Results, platform team
- Risk of repeating old patterns
Structure mechanisms: Temporary team
- Vulnerability for errors
arrangements
Related Dependencies:
Process: Activity dependencies, Resource: Technical dependencies
Note. Some coordination mechanisms are recurring across the strategies as they address more than one dependency.

appreciated, teams also saw the need for alignment across teams: “It is great that the
teams are free and have a lot of responsibility. But it is also essential to have arenas
where we can discuss and share knowledge across teams so that it’s not spinning out of
control” [Tech lead 2].
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The challenges described above were addressed with several coordination mechanisms. PubTrans implemented shared documentation routines on Confluence, and shared
delivery routines where a shared definition of done and common testing routines was
central. Furthermore, they had established a platform team whose main responsibility
was to support the development teams by “developing functionality across teams, but
also handling things like automatic builds, deploying, monitoring and logging overall
across the teams” [Team leader].
Other mechanisms included synchronization activities such as inter-team stand-ups
for alignment of prioritizations, a test team that worked with testing across the teams,
and a tech lead forum for addressing technical dependencies and architecture. Together,
these mechanisms form a coordination strategy aiming to align the autonomous teams
toward collective deliveries, while at the same time allowing the teams autonomy within
appropriate boundaries.
4.2 Strategy 2: Gaining and Maintaining Overview Across Teams
Another major challenge to inter-team coordination was the difficulty of maintaining
overview across teams. In the interviews, participants described challenges such as being
out of sync with other teams; problems with the information flow; locating information
concerning other teams; and insufficient communication about tasks across teams. One
informant explained, “Right now, it is a bit hard to know the status of any given team.
I don’t know where to find it. You need to play detective” [Product owner]. Another
said, “It is an information problem. The technical state is not visible across teams and
this is the greatest hindrance to addressing inter-team technical problems” [Architect
2]. These challenges are examples of knowledge dependencies, such as expertise, task
allocation, and requirement dependencies, because there is a need to know something
about other teams in order to proceed on some action. In the team area, we observed
expertise dependencies in practice when frustrated developers discussed whom they
should talk to and who knew what in other teams.
The challenge with overview across teams was addressed by several coordination
mechanisms. For instance, the office space supported overview and knowledge sharing by
both providing open spaces for conducting inter-team stand-up meetings and supporting
spontaneous informal coordination. A weekly program demo where the teams showcased
their latest work was conducted in an open workspace (shown in Fig. 1). In addition,
a program roadmap was visible to all in the open work space. To help team members
identify each other, the program had a Confluence document with the names and photos
of all members of each of the 16 teams, as well as other employees in the program, such
as managers and program architects.
Furthermore, Slack channels and direct messages provided the developers with an
easy way of sharing knowledge and reaching out to people they did not know. PubTrans
also used Objectives and Key Results (OKRs), which is goal-setting framework where
objectives and corresponding key results are defined for individual teams and at the
organizational level to measure progress over a set time period, typically per quarter [24].
The company used OKRs as a mechanism to provide an overview of the increasingly
complex development process. OKRs were formed for all teams during off-site quarterly
workshops where product owners, team leaders, and program architects and managers
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Fig. 1. The office space with the program’s roadmap easily visible

worked iteratively with forming team-specific objectives and key results. Because of the
many inter-team dependencies, it was important to compare and discuss OKRs across
teams and adjust as needed. “The goal of using OKRs is to get an overview and gain
insight in the organization. OKR allows us to work more structured, and gain overview
of ‘this is where were we are now’. Then we can assess what to focus on and use it to
take action.” [Architect 1]. Together, these activities and artifacts form a coordination
strategy for gaining and maintaining overview across teams.
4.3 Managing Prioritization Issues
Because PubTrans was started as a result of a political reform, there were often hard
deadlines the program needed to adhere to, causing time and delivery pressure. One tech
lead explained how this impacted the prioritizations they could make: “Because of these
deadlines we are forced to make very hard prioritizations. And that is something I’m
sure the clients feel. It’s a bit painful from time to time” [Tech lead 1]. PubTrans had
many clients with different needs and the program sometimes overpromised what they
were able to do. A manager explained, “Things come up from different clients that they
all expect us to solve. Sometimes we have not managed the expectations well enough,
and we may simply not have finished on time” [Manager 1]. Sometimes one team was
forced to stop working on one task to prioritize something else with higher priority,
which could cause delays for other teams. One tech lead illustrated a situation where
three teams were working together: “We were so close to finishing the feature! And then
one of the teams had to prioritize something else” [Tech lead 2].
Always chasing the nearest fixed deadlines had consequences for the overall product
quality. Informants expressed the challenge of reducing technical debt and working on
improvements: “We need mechanisms that prevent us from always rejecting improvement
work in favor of new features” [Manager 3]. Another said, “It’s all about not overloading
the team and setting aside time to prioritize improvement” [Tech lead 1].
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There was also a lack of clarity in the prioritization process. The product owners
were in charge of the functional prioritizations and were given input from four account
managers who were responsible for client communication. Furthermore, clients could
communicate directly with the teams through Slack. Although frequent communication
with the customers was important, this set-up led to some confusion. One manager
related this to the scaling of the program: “In the beginning, everything was clear. But
now, as things are expanding, these considerations of prioritizations start to matter. Who
are in charge of what is going to be prioritized? Right now, sitting in this chair, I still do
not know how our overall prioritization mechanism works” [Manager 3].
The prioritization challenges relate to process dependencies, as they impacted task
completion when an activity was dependent on input from several teams. They also relate
to resource dependencies as often both technical features and input from members of
other teams or program experts, such as the architects, were required to proceed.
Managing prioritization across teams was addressed with mechanisms such as temporary task force teams. A tech lead explained how they had successfully assembled a
task force team to implement a feature where multiple teams were involved: “To get
things done as soon as possible, we put together members from four teams. We sat
together and held our own task force stand-ups, focusing only on what we needed to
get through” [Tech lead 2]. Furthermore, teams taking on tasks from other teams was
described as a successful mechanism when prioritizations caused delays across teams.
One team readjusted by implementing a feature for a team that had too much on their
hands instead of waiting for them to do it. “The payment solutions were implemented
fully by another team, which was a great success and one of the smarter things we have
done” [Product owner]. To manage the prioritization process, PubTrans used inter-team
status meetings for product owners and team leaders, where they discussed top priorities from the different teams toward the overall deliveries. These were conducted in
front of a physical task board showcasing the most important inter-team prioritizations.
The product owners also had weekly meetings discussing the prioritizations in more
detail. Finally, a new and refined shared backlog was created to help with prioritizing
across teams and clients. Together, these mechanisms form a coordination strategy for
managing inter-team prioritization.
4.4 Managing Architecture and Technical Dependencies
The program scaled fast, growing from five teams in 2016 to 16 teams in 2019. In addition, new clients were constantly added. Scaling up meant that new technical and architectural dependencies arose; several software components from different teams needed
to interact, knowledge dependencies arose as information was required across teams,
as well as process dependencies, because development activities had to be completed
across teams before they were integrated.
In developing the new micro-services-based application, it was hard to avoid developing copies of the old system, which, according to a team leader, left them at risk of
developing a distributed monolith. “Overall, we don’t have any mechanism to protect
us from repeating old patterns. We have some teams that have been able to create something entirely new, but we also have teams that simply re-implement what they have
implemented in the past” [Team leader]. After some time, two teams who developed
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key components became bottlenecks. At one point, one team’s code base was seemingly
large enough to constitute a mini version of the whole platform on which all teams
depended. Furthermore, change in one part of the code could have a significant impact
on other parts and make the platform vulnerable: “One risk with developing a distributed
monolith with poor error handling is that if one application goes down, the whole system
goes down” [Team leader].
Several coordination mechanisms were used to deal with these challenges. The architects formed specific OKRs to increase awareness of the technical state across teams and
to identify constraints and bottlenecks that slowed down the delivery speed. The abovementioned use of temporary team arrangements, the tech lead forum, as well as the
platform team, also contributed to managing technical dependencies. Together, these
coordination mechanisms form a coordination strategy for managing architecture and
technical dependencies.
The tech lead forum was vital in this strategy because teams learned about each other’s
architectures and discussed their challenges in relation to each other. The forum was
described as a community of practice aimed at sharing architecture-related knowledge
and providing an overview of technical dependencies across all the teams. The forum met
biweekly, facilitated by one of the program architects and accompanied by a Confluence
page where meeting agendas and minutes were posted. One tech lead stated, “I think
the forum is great! It is very good to learn about other teams and what they do and what
challenges they have. It’s very helpful” [Tech lead 2].
While valuable, such synchronization activities introduced new challenges, as all
teams needed to be represented. Challenges included keeping the meetings relevant for
all, engaging participants in discussions, and finding the optimal meeting size. Across
the six tech lead forums we observed, between 20 and 25 people showed up, of whom
several were managers who were interested in following the discussions. Being a popular
meeting, there was a shortage of space, and at two meetings, some people had to stand
because there were no more chairs available. Despite the many participants, there were
mostly five or six people who talked. One tech lead reflected on why people did not
speak up: “It can be very quiet in tech lead forum. Maybe it is that we do not dare to
use the time of all these important people who are here” [Tech lead 2]. A final challenge
with this forum was related to its dependency on a person (entity dependency): “The
tech lead forum is currently completely dependent on the architect facilitating it; it is
not self-organizing in any way” [Team leader].

5 Discussion
In this study, we explored the research question: How are coordination strategies used in
large-scale agile to manage inter-team coordination challenges? We applied the theory
of coordination as a guiding lens and extended the coordination strategy concept to
the inter-team level. Our findings broaden the application of the theory of coordination
beyond single co-located agile teams [9, 20] and answer calls for future research on
coordination strategies [10, 13, 18].
According to the theory of coordination, a coordination strategy is a set of agile
coordination mechanisms used to manage dependencies [9, 20]. This theoretical lens
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served to understand how PubTrans worked on solving their day-to-day coordination
challenges among the 16 teams. These challenges are not unique to PubTrans, but rather
are characteristics of scaling agile [4]. The four coordination strategies we identified
from PubTrans’ coordination challenges and mechanisms were 1) aligning autonomous
teams, 2) maintaining overview in the large-scale setting, 3) managing prioritizations,
and 4) managing architecture and technical dependencies. By extending the theory of
coordination to the large-scale level, we show that the identified coordination strategies
reflect the complex environment. In large-scale settings, agile practices are often used
in combination with other organizational practices [2, 5]. We found that the four coordination strategies included both agile coordination practices, such as stand-up meetings,
demos, and task-boards, as well as non-agile practices like OKRs, task force teams, and
communities of practice.
Our findings further show that coordination mechanisms were used for several purposes to address challenges and dependencies in the program, which is reflected by their
occurrence in several strategies. For instance, tools like Confluence and Slack supported
both inter-team alignment (strategy 1) and overview of team members (strategy 2), by
providing digital arenas for common documentation routines and gaining easy access
to people. Inter-team stand-up meetings provided overview of what was going on in the
teams (strategy 2) and served to manage prioritizations between teams (strategy 3). The
use of temporary team arrangements supported both inter-team prioritizations (strategy
3), as well as technological dependency management (strategy 4).
Further, PubTrans had several coordinator roles [9, 25], such as the team leaders,
product owners, and tech leads, as well as managers and program architects. Other studies
highlight shared goals and knowledge enabled by high-quality communication between
inter-team roles [3, 25, 26]. For instance, Sablis et al. [3] emphasize the importance of
expert roles such as architects in supporting teams and that there is often a shortage of
expertise in large-scale projects. In line with this research, we found that there were
entity dependencies related to architects in facilitating the tech lead forum. Shastri and
colleagues [26] found that project managers perform important coordinating activates
such as facilitating, tracking, and negotiating project progress. This research relates to
our findings in that program managers facilitated the use of OKRs and supported product
owners and team leaders with inter-team prioritizations.
In large-scale software development, neither dependencies nor coordination needs
are static. We found that the coordination strategies responded to coordination problems
that emerged when the program scaled. Our findings are consistent with a study of
two large-scale programs, where coordination mechanisms did not arise as ready-to-use
procedures, but were formed during the coordination process [27].
5.1 Implications for Practice
Our findings generate a number of practical implications. While autonomous teams need
to know what others are doing, solve technical dependencies, and align their prioritizations and processes with other teams [28], agile methods offer little specific advice
on how this should be implemented in large-scale settings. In line with research on
large-scale agile frameworks [16, 29] and hybrid settings [2], we found that coordination needs tailoring to the specific organizational context to cope with uncertainty,
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novelty, and complexity [6, 30]. Our results show that the coordination strategy concept is useful for dependency management at scale, and that large-scale agile programs
benefit from adapting coordination mechanisms to their specific needs. We suggest that
large-scale companies gather insights of their coordination challenges and dependencies
across teams and use these to understand their own coordination strategies.
With respect to the first strategy, aligning autonomous teams, we find that while
autonomous teams are central to agile, it appears important to strike a balance between
autonomy and alignment and to be flexible across the large-scale development organization [2, 4, 31]. We suggest including shared documentation and testing routines
and a common definition of done while still allowing the teams autonomy to choose
development practices in an alignment strategy.
The second strategy, maintaining overview across teams, relates to typical challenges
with knowledge dependencies as the number of teams grows so large that it is hard to
keep track of who is working on what. For this strategy, we recommend including
mechanisms such as keeping a team chart showcasing who does what in which teams,
and using communication tools that provide easy access to members of other teams,
such as Slack, and regular synchronization meetings to support overview [27].
Relating to the third strategy, managing prioritizations, PubTrans worked on establishing effective prioritization mechanisms. In line with previous studies [e.g., 5, 16,
27], we found that physical or digital prioritization boards highlight essential inter-team
prioritizations and guided teams in adjusting to each other. Another successful practice
in PubTrans was the ability of teams to take on the tasks of other teams. This flexibility
appears core to an agile culture and mindset. We recommend such practices to make the
most of a strategy for managing prioritizations. Concerning the fourth strategy, managing architecture and technical dependencies, we recommend the use of communities of
practice, such as the tech lead forum, to support management of technical dependencies
across teams [11], and establishing a platform team to support development teams [29].

6 Conclusion and Future Research
In this study, we explored the research question of how coordination strategies were
used to manage challenges with inter-team coordination in a large-scale agile program
with 16 teams. We found the coordination strategy concept useful for studying inter-team
coordination in large-scale settings. The concept provides practitioners with an approach
that is highly context-specific and flexible and thus suitable for the volatile, complex, and
ambiguous large-scale development setting. From our analysis, we found four coordination strategies: 1) aligning autonomous, 2) gaining and maintaining overview across
teams, 3) managing prioritization issues and, 4) managing architecture and technical
dependencies. We extend the coordination strategy concept to include more practices
beyond agile coordination mechanisms, as we found that the mechanisms included in
the strategies consisted of both agile practices, such as stand-up meetings and demos,
and other practices such as OKRs and a community of practice. Future research could
further explore how coordination mechanisms fit together to form coordination strategies, and how to tailor them to contribute to effective coordination in large-scale settings.
We also encourage future research to explore coordinator roles in relation to inter-team
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coordination strategies. Finally, our on-site access allowed us to explore coordination in
a co-located setting. Since then, the workplace has changed, and we encourage empirical
research on coordination strategies in distributed settings.
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Abstract. The Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) is a framework for scaling agile
methods in large organizations. We have found several experience reports and
white papers describing SAFe adoptions in different banks, which indicates that
SAFe is being used in the banking industry. However, there is a lack of academic
publications on the topic, the banking industry is missing in the scientific reports
analyzing SAFe transformations. To fill this gap, we present a study on the main
challenges with a SAFe transformation at a large full-service bank. We identify
the challenges in the bank under study and compare the findings with experience
reports from other banks, as well as with research on SAFe transformations in
other domains. Many of the challenges reported in this paper overlap with the
generic SAFe challenges, including management and organization, education and
training, culture and mindset, requirements engineering, quality assurance, and
systems architecture. However, we also report some novel challenges specific to
the banking domain, e.g., the risk of jeopardizing customer relations, stability, and
trust of external stakeholders. This study validates several SAFe-related challenges
reported in previous work in the banking context. It also brings up some novel
challenges specific to the banking industry. Therefore, we believe our results are
particularly useful to practitioners responsible for SAFe transformations at other
banks.
Keywords: Large-scale agile · Scaled agile framework · Banking · Interview
study

1 Introduction
Even though agile methods have become popular among all kinds of companies, the
methods were initially created for small teams and organizations. This often causes
challenges when large organizations want to go agile [1]. Several frameworks guide a
large-scale agile adoption, such as Large Scale Scrum, Disciplined Agile Delivery, and
the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) [2]. According to a yearly survey by VersionOne, a
company specializing in agile solutions, SAFe is the most popular framework for scaling
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agile in large enterprises [3]. SAFe is a set of principles and practices that aims at scaling
agile methods for large organizations.
Scaled Agile, the company behind SAFe, publishes experience reports from companies that have introduced SAFe. The financial sector, and the banking industry specifically, are represented there [2]. At the time of writing, several actors from the banking
industry are in the middle of a SAFe-transformation. Scaled Agile quotes experience
reports from SAFe introductions at banks such as Nordea, Standard Bank, and Capital
One [4], showing that SAFe is actively used in the banking industry.
As it can be expected, there are numerous challenges for both large-scale agile
transformations in general and SAFe transformations specifically [1, 2, 5]. Despite that
fact, Putta et al. [2] report a lack of scientific research on the challenges of SAFe adoptions
in general. The banking industry is no exception in this matter.
Our study aims to fill that gap by identifying the challenges for a SAFe transformation
in the banking industry. We seek an answer to the following research question:
RQ: What are the main challenges for adopting SAFe in the banking industry?
To answer this question, we conduct a qualitative survey at a large full-service bank.
The study consists of several interviews with people representing key roles involved
in the SAFe transformation. To establish how our findings fit into the existing body of
knowledge and how much they can be generalized, we compare them to the existing
research on challenges with general agile transformations and to the aforementioned
SAFe introduction experience reports.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces theory on large-scale
agile software development and the Scaled Agile Framework. Section 3 presents related
work and Sect. 6 describes the research method. Section 5 presents the results of the
study; Sect. 6 discusses the results. Section 7 concludes the findings.

2 Large Scale Agile Software Development
Dikert et al. [1] define large-scale agile software development as software development
organizations with 50 or more people or at least six teams. Agile methods were originally
created with small and isolated teams in mind. Scaling up agile practices to larger
organizations with multiple teams poses certain difficulties. Software development in
large companies often means larger projects that span over a long period. Moreover,
there is often a need to coordinate multiple teams in the software development process.
To be able to meet the needs of large organizations, agile practices need to be applied to
the entire organization. There have been a number of scaled agile frameworks proposed
and, as mentioned, the most popular amongst them is SAFe [3].
SAFe is a set of principles and practices that make it possible to apply an agile way of
working throughout the entire organization. SAFe can be configured in different ways
and can be adapted to the specific needs of the company. The framework is built on
core values and principles and has an implementation roadmap to guide organizations
on how to go through the transformation. SAFe is suitable for companies ranging from
medium-sized, with roughly 50 employees, to large with thousands of people [6].
SAFe offers several different configurations. In the most extensive configuration,
there are guidelines for four defined levels of the organization: team, program, value
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stream/solution, and portfolio. Figure 1 shows some examples of roles and activities. At
the Team level, the Scrum master, agile teams, and the product owner are operating and
delivering working systems at least every two weeks. The development is primarily based
on user stories and enabler stories. At the Program level, the agile teams are coordinated
by an Agile Release Train (ART). ART consists usually of five to twelve teams that
work together coordinated by the Release Train Engineer. This level focuses on creating
artifacts such as a vision, roadmaps, and features. The Value stream level, sometimes
called the solution level, is for organizations that require additional roles to integrate
the work of complex systems that are dependent on each other. At this level, release
management roles work with economic frameworks to coordinate multiple ARTs and
value streams. The Portfolio level has the purpose of aligning the value streams from
the lower levels to meet the business goals and financial goals of both the portfolio
and the organization’s overall business goals by program portfolio management. At this
level, there are so-called Epics, which are initiatives that transcend all levels of the
organization, i.e., from the visions of the upper levels to concrete development projects
in the lower levels [7].

Fig. 1. Examples of roles and activities included at each level of SAFe

3 Related Work
This section presents individual studies on SAFe transformations from the literature,
followed by three secondary studies.
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3.1 Individual Case Studies
Although there is little research on SAFe transformations in the banking industry, there
are studies on large-scale agile transformations in other industries. Laanti et al. [8] have
made a case study on the organization-wide transformation at Nokia and found that the
main group of challenges is related to the deployment of agile methods and the second
largest group of challenges is managing and planning requirements according to agile
methods. Paasivaara et al. [9] have made a case study on Ericsson’s large-scale agile
transformation and experienced challenges such as change resistance, lack of training and
coaching, and that the surrounding organization was still in “waterfall mode”. Paasivaara
et al. [10] have further made a case study on the SAFe transformation at Comptel, a
globally distributed software development company. In the case of Comptel, challenges
such as lack of early training sessions and change resistance are reported.
Several white papers reporting challenges from SAFe transformations in full-service
banks are available on the Scaled Agile website. Nordea introduced SAFe in 2014. One
challenge that was reported is that different teams in the same Agile Release Train were
frustrated because the delivery streams were not in unison, meaning it was not clear
what was supposed to be delivered. However, the so-called Program Increment (PI) sessions, which is a planning event preceding the PI, which in its turn is a 10-week period
consisting of five sprints, were reported as a successful way of uniting the teams [11].
Initio, a business consultancy firm, has analyzed the effect of implementing a SAFe
transformation at ING Benelux, BNP Paribas, Deutsche Bank, and SimCorp and reports
lessons learned from the transformations. Observations include that changes need to
happen incrementally by doing small experiments frequently. Moreover, they recommend a close collaboration with senior management and training senior management in
SAFe principles and practices [12]. The South African Standard Bank reveals some challenges when transforming their company according to SAFe. Standard Bank rolled out
a few agile teams but experienced difficulties when scaling up the agile methodologies
and having teams working together [13]. Johnston & Gill [14] have further investigated
the case of Standard Bank and found that it was challenging to redefine the project
manager role, specifically replacing the command-and-control leadership style with a
coaching one. Furthermore, it was difficult for higher management to understand the
long term benefits of the transformation. Making tradeoffs between quality and time as
well as requirements prioritization have also been listed as challenges. The American
Bank Capital One reports that it was hard for teams to accept the change and that early
on in the transformation, it was difficult for teams to deliver independently because of
dependencies outside of the teams [15].
Berkani et al. conducted a case study on an agile transformation in a French central
bank [16]. The study is motivated by the research gap on how a company goes from
experimenting with agile methods to establishing agile methods as a natural part of the
organization. The study lists factors for a successful implementation in a large organization such as a reorganization of the Project Management Office and IT projects department, and generalizations of internal agile methods from a top management perspective.
However, the study does not describe challenges related to the transformation.
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3.2 Systematic Literature Reviews
We have identified three different systematic literature reviews that summarize and categorize findings from studies on large scale agile transformations [1, 2, 5]. Figure 2
summarizes the categories of challenges found in these studies. The first two studies
focus on large-scale agile transformations in general, while the third study focuses on
SAFe transformation in particular. In the first study by Dikert et al., the category where
most challenges are reported is “agile difficult to implement” and an example of a challenge in that category is that agile is customizable poorly [1]. The second study by Uludag
et al. reports most challenges with coordinating multiple agile teams that work on the
same product, which is a challenge in the “communication and coordination” category
[5]. In the third study by Putta et al., which focuses specifically on SAFe transformations, the most common challenge is change resistance, found in the “organizational and
cultural” category [2].

Fig. 2. Categories of challenges presented in three different systematic literature reviews. Note
that the ordering within each column does not convey any particular meaning.
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4 Method
Figure 3 shows the research strategy. The study is exploratory since it seeks new insights
into the SAFe transformation challenges in the case company and the banking industry
in general.

Fig. 3. The research strategy for the study

In order to establish the current body of knowledge with regards to the agile transformations and challenges associated with them we have performed a literature review.
The findings from the literature review, primarily from the existing systematic literature
reviews, formed a base for an interview study that we conducted in a large bank. The
purpose of the study was to identify the challenges the bank faced during the SAFe
transformation. On top of that we have looked into a number of white papers where
other banks described their own experiences from agile transformations. Finally, we
have compared and synthesized the results.
The company where the interviews were performed is a large full service bank with
services such as consumer banking, investment banking and trading. Examples of consumer banking services are customer saving accounts and mortgages whereas investment
banking includes services such as assisting companies in mergers and acquisitions. The
bank has physical branches where they offer face-to-face services to their customers as
well as online presence. Furthermore, the case company operates in several countries and
has over 12,000 employees globally. The bank has a large IT department that is responsible for customer facing products, like internet banking, but also products facilitating
internal operations, like digital meeting platforms.
The goal of the SAFe transformation under study is to make the entire company
operate in an agile manner. The bank has been transforming according to SAFe since
2018 and has a handful Agile Release Trains in operation. The bank chose SAFe as it was
considered to have the highest chance to be accepted and trusted by decision-makers.
Another reason for selecting SAFe was the standardization of roles and practices, that
makes it easier to both educate employees and recruit new ones. The company has
previous experience with agile on a smaller scale, and some individual teams apply agile
practices in their daily work.
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Prior to the interviews, we created a list of categories where the challenges have
been previously identified based on the input from literature reviews [1, 2, 5]. To assure
completeness, we ensured that all categories identified by the three systematic literature
reviews fit into the proposed categories. On top of that, we added a “Banking specific”
category to capture the challenges that are specific to the domain under study. Figure 4
shows the resulting categories. These categories were used as a base for each interview.
During the interviews, the interviewees were asked if the category was relevant for their
transformation, and to provide examples of challenges they faced.

Fig. 4. The different categories of challenges in a SAFe transformation used as a foundation in
the study. The references relate to the challenges reported in previous secondary studies, see Fig. 2.

The interviews were performed with four representatives from the bank. The sampling of the interviewees was motivated by their experience and expertise in the SAFe
transformation in the bank. They all belong to the selected group of individuals who
were driving the agile transformation in the company. As such, they are expected to
have wide knowledge of obstacles and challenges not only in their respective areas, but
also in the bank in general. Dealing with such challenges is an important part of their
daily work.
A semi-structured interview is common to use in such studies, as such interviews are
exploratory and descriptive [17]. The use of interviews with both open-ended and specific
questions allows for answers with unforeseen information but still makes sure that the
interview stays on topic. Since the respondents have different roles in the transformation,
they were not asked the exact same questions. However, each interview followed the
same pattern. We started with establishing some background information about the
interviewees and their roles in the agile transformation. After that we went through
the categories from Fig. 4. For each category the interviewees were asked to provide
information about the challenges that the bank faced in the respective area.
To ensure that the responses were interpreted correctly, the transcript was sent to
the interviewees for validation. Based on the transcripts, each of the three involved
researchers (authors 1–3) performed an independent identification and categorization of
the challenges. Later, a workshop was arranged to agree on a joint list of categorized
challenges. The final list was compared to the findings from other studies.

5 Results
The results are summarized in Table 1 and further elaborated in this chapter.
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Table 1. The resulting list of challenges

Management and organization
A1. Difficult to adapt existing internal processes to the agile development practices
A2. Difficult to define and adapt to new roles
A3. Difficult to create a shared vision and align the entire organization around common goals
A4. Challenge to make the entire organization to work agile
A5. Hard to coordinate and align agile development in a distributed organization
Education and training
B1. Competency gap between old and new roles
B2. Difficult to achieve optimal time planning for the training activities
B3. Need for tailoring of training to meet different needs in the organization
Culture and mindset
C1. Individual resistance to change
C2. Change is discouraged in the banking industry
C3. Banking values traditions and stability, implies difficulties for transformation
Requirements engineering
D1. Difficult to prioritize requirements
D2. Difficult to break down requirements
D3. Hard to find a balance between specificity and time
D4. Requirements in SAFe defined differently, new way of dealing with requirements
Quality assurance
E1. Difficult to balance speed and quality
E2. Challenge to increase test automation
Systems architecture
F1. Legacy systems are not easily adopted to agile ways of working
F2. Complexity and interdependencies between legacy systems are hard to deal with
Banking specific
G1. External rules and regulations complicate transformations in the banking industry
G2. Big transformations may adventure the external stakeholder trust

Management and Organization (A): In general, software development teams are
more likely to have the knowledge or even previous experience with agile methods
and the transformation might therefore not be as challenging for them as it is for other
departments. The challenge is instead to integrate and engage every unit that are in
a large organization in the SAFe transformation, especially if they have traditionally
been working in non-agile ways. This challenge is exacerbated when developers are not
collocated.
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Education and Training (B): The case company faces a competency gap in profiles of
old and new roles as the transformation is taking place. But despite the positive attitude
on employees’ competency, there are difficulties with bridging the competency gap that
the SAFe transformation requires. This highlights that there is need for better training
when adopting SAFe. To be able to adopt SAFe successfully, it is important to educate
all Scrum masters of the purpose and the principles behind SAFe for them to, in turn,
be ambassadors within their teams. However, the case company faced difficulties in
providing effective training activities. The main issues relate to the need for tailoring
training to the companies’ and needs, and also finding optimal time for training and
minimizing impact on productivity.
Culture and Mindset (C): The main challenge of adopting SAFe is that the employees
are not used to making changes. It was reported that there is no company infrastructure for
supporting change and transformation management, which leads to people not wanting
or expecting change. One interviewee mentioned that the banking industry in general
values traditions and that many people are used to working in a way where it is easier to
predict outcomes and to make long-term planning, in contrast to agile methods. The case
company has a successful business, and it is then hard for some employees to understand
why a transformation as big as adopting SAFe should be made.
Requirements Engineering (D): The traditional requirements engineering role has
faced one of the most significant changes in the transformation. One interviewee mentioned that it is a challenge to change the requirements process to instead begin with
expressing high-level business needs that the development team should build from, rather
than begin with a complete list of requirements as in the previous way of working. In addition, rationale for requirement prioritization from upper management is not clearly communicated to developments. The reason for this might be, according to one interviewee,
that the SAFe transformation was started at the bottom of the organization.
An interviewee revealed that there is a problem with teams viewing agile epics as just
a high-level requirement that should be broken down into smaller requirements when it
should instead be viewed as a placeholder for communication. An epic should be tied
to a story so that everyone involved understands what is desired to be achieved. By
communicating the epic as a story instead of through conventional documentation, the
chance of success increases, as stated by the interviewee. In the case company, this has
shown to be a long process, taking up to three years before the new way of dealing with
requirements has become universally accepted.
Quality Assurance (E): In a more traditional development process, software testing
occurs primarily towards the end of the process. On the other hand, agile methods
strive for built-in-quality where testing takes place continuously in the process. One
interviewee reported that when changing the way of working with testing, the case
company faces several challenges. One reported challenge is building a foundation for
automated testing, and another one was the challenge of balancing quality and time.
Systems Architecture (F): One challenge mentioned in the interviews is that the complexity of the systems makes it difficult to work according to SAFe. Dependencies
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between systems and having many systems are all impediments for the SAFe transformation. The complexity of the systems makes it harder for the case company to deliver
customer value for every sprint (i.e., every two weeks), e.g., compared to a fast-moving
small startup. However, according to the interviewees, it will never be relevant to increase
the sprint length.
Banking Specific (G): The case company’s reputation is dependent on releasing reliable products and services that people can trust. However, balancing reliability and
frequent releases is a delicate issue. The interviewees mentioned the risk of adventuring
external stakeholders’ trust when working with more frequent releases. Simultaneously,
new and sometimes unpredictable regulations and quickly changing demands in the market put pressure on the case company’s ability to be flexible. In an industry where more
niche banks take market shares, the competitive landscape puts pressure on the large fullservice banks to become fast and flexible while not jeopardizing the trust and loyalty of
external stakeholders that are more used to stability and a slow pace of changes.

6 Discussion
The challenges of adopting SAFe can vary between different banks. We believe that by
comparing the study result with other experience reports some common challenges can
be identified. All the challenges that were found in the case company are listed in Table
1. We have found that many of them are also mentioned in experience reports from other
banks, or even in other industries.
We show that the case company faced several challenges in the “management and
organization” category. Some of them are also reported by other banks. Capital One
[15] reports dependencies outside of the teams as a challenge, similar to our findings at
the case company. This suggests that organizational boundaries in companies affect the
SAFe transformation. Here, an interesting dilemma appears. It is a common practice not
to deploy the transformation all at once but instead introduce changes incrementally, as
mentioned in the cases of ING Benelux, BNP Paribas, Deutsche Bank, and SimCorp
[12]. At the same time, dependencies between departments are an issue for a successful
transformation, implying that changes need to occur at many departments at once. Not
surprisingly, the challenge to transform the entire organization into an agile way of
working is not unique to the banking industry. Ericsson also reports a challenge with
surrounding organizations being in “waterfall mode” when scaling the agile methods
[9]. Furthermore, the challenge of redefining roles is also reported at Standard Bank
[13], confirming that is evident across banks transforming according to SAFe.
Experience reports from other banks also cover challenges identified in the “education and training” category. One of them is the need for tailoring of training to meet
different needs in the organization. Standard Bank reports difficulties for uniting teams
when scaling up the transformation [13], and Nordea reports a challenge with aligning
different agile teams [11]. This emphasizes the need to align knowledge and competency
about agile practices across all teams. The challenge of aligning agile teams could also
be a challenge related to management and organization since a lack of shared vision and
optimization targets might be a reason why teams are not synchronized.
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For the challenges in the “culture and mindset” category, we show that the general
characteristics of the banking industry culture pose particular difficulties for making
changes in general. This has also been found in another bank, where accepting change
is reported as a challenge in the case of Capital One [15].
There are also some challenges reported in the “requirements engineering” category.
One of the challenges is reported by Standard Bank. The report states that having transparent requirements prioritization is difficult [13]. This challenge further shows a need
for management to formulate and communicate goals in the teams. Previous research
suggests that effective communication can facilitate the prioritization of requirements
[18]. The requirements engineering-related challenges in SAFe transformation generalize beyond the banking industry as managing and planning requirements are also
mentioned as challenges at Nokia [8].
When it comes to “quality assurance,” the issue of balancing quality and speed of
delivery found in this study is also found in the experience report from Standard Bank
[14]. The challenge of managing more frequent releases is also related the “systems
architecture” category, where the complexity of the systems and dependencies between
the systems are found challenging for the SAFe transformation in the case company.
The case company faces challenges originating from the external stakeholders, as
reported in the “banking specific” category. The company operates in an industry where
every product has to undergo rigorous testing procedures before releasing due to external
regulations. The testing process can be hard to align with agile methods. Similar issues
with agile methods and regulated development are discussed in safety-critical contexts
[19]. In the banking domain, the characteristics of the services necessitate instilling high
levels of trust, which can be difficult when having to work with incremental updates and
frequent releases, as recommended by agile principles.
To summarize, Table 2 maps the challenges identified in our study to other studies and experience reports reporting similar findings. The distinction is made between
findings from within and outside of the banking industry. We find that some of the challenges are found in other banks, and that a majority of the challenges is common with
SAFe transformations in other industries. The challenges that do not appear in previous
customer stories or research are:
• C3. Banking values traditions and stability, implies difficulties for transformation
• G1. External rules and regulations complicate transformations in the banking industry
• G2. Big transformations may adventure the external stakeholder trust
All these challenges are very specific to the banking industry, and can be considered
sensitive, which may explain why they have not been reported previously. As these
challenges seem not to have been obvious from the beginning, we believe that they are
one of the unique contributions of our study and can be of particular interest for other
actors in the banking industry.
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Table 2. Mapping between challenges found in this study and related work

Challenge in our study Challenge found in other banks Challenge found in other industries
A1

[15]

A2

[13]

[2]
[2]

A3

[5]

A4

[9]

A5

[2]

B1

[2]

B2

[10]

B3

[13]

C1
C2

[9]
[5]

[15]

[10]

[13]

[2]

C3
D1
D2

[5]

D3

[5]

D4

[5]

E1

[14]

[5]

E2

[2]

F1

[2]

F2

[5]

G1
G2

7 Threats to Validity
This section discusses threats to the validity of our conclusions. The discussion is organized into construct validity, external validity, and reliability issues. We do not discuss
internal validity, as our conclusions include no causal claims.
Construct validity reflects how well the phenomenon under study is captured. The
researchers have substantial pre-understanding of agile transformations and combined
experience of almost two decades of large-scale agile transformations at five different
companies. Regarding the constructs under study, we rely on standard SAFe concepts
that were well understood by all interviewees. Thus, we consider the threats to construct
validity as minimal.
External validity is related to the generalization of the findings outside the studied
setting. We claim that our conclusions are relevant for other large banks. To mitigate the
threats to external validity, we selected interviewees with broad experience and insights
in various units within the bank – some of them also had worked with other banks in
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the past. We have also identified an overlap between our findings and what other banks
undergoing similar transformation report in white papers, as well as an overlap between
our findings and the general body of knowledge with respect to agile transformations.
We believe that strengthens the generalizability claim. Further studies may reveal that
our findings, at least in part, also generalize to smaller challenger banks [20] and other
FinTech businesses such as insurance companies.
The reliability of a study is related to the dependence on specific researchers. We
mitigate the threats to research bias by applying established research practices. The
interview guide was co-developed iteratively by the first three authors. The interviews
were conducted, recorded, and transcribed by the first author. Three authors independently analyzed the transcripts, and a joint workshop was organized to summarize the
results. The few findings that deviated were discussed until a common understanding
was reached. We maintained a chain of evidence from the conclusions to individual
interview statements through fine-granular traceability during the study. However, for
confidentiality and anonymity reasons, we agreed with the case company and with the
interviewees not to reveal exact mappings between statements and interviewees in this
paper. Nevertheless, it is possible that another set of researchers would emphasize other
aspects of SAFe transformations. However, as the reported findings are presented on a
high-level of detail, we consider the threats to the reliability of the study as minor.

8 Conclusions
The goal of this study was to identify challenges of a SAFe transformation in the banking industry. To address the research question, we have performed a study at a large
full-service bank. In the study, we have identified several challenges belonging to seven
categories, ranging from technical challenges related to the system architecture to banking specific issues. Significant challenges include the alignment of goals and optimization
targets within the entire organization. Our findings considerably overlap with experience
reports from similar transformations, both in the banking industry and in other industries.
Consequently, we believe that the findings are interesting for the banking industry and,
therefore, are relevant to other banks that are about to embark upon their SAFe transformation journeys. As a natural next step we would like to investigate how the challenges
have been addressed at the bank to be able to provide actionable recommendations.
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Abstract. During the last two decades, turbulent business environments tempted ﬁrms to adopt agile methods to cope with the everchanging customer demands. The success of agile methods in small
and co-located teams inspired companies to apply them to large-scale
endeavors. Agile scaling frameworks, such as the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe), have been proposed by practitioners to scale agile practices to large projects and enterprises. Companies are increasingly taking
these frameworks into use. However, the number of quantitative empirical studies assessing the beneﬁts and challenges of adopting the agile
scaling frameworks is still limited. This paper starts ﬁlling in this gap
by presenting the results from a survey of 100 industry participants
around the world on their perception of the beneﬁts and challenges of
adopting the SAFe framework. Our results show that the SAFe adoption
improves transparency, as well as collaboration and dependency management between agile teams. The most commonly mentioned challenges of
the SAFe adoption are organizational politics, diﬃculties in establishing
an agile mindset, change resistance, and team formation challenges.
Keywords: Agile scaling frameworks · Large-scale agile software
development · Scaled agile framework · Survey

1

Introduction

Agile software development methods were originally designed for small and colocated teams. The realized beneﬁts in small organizations led to an increased
interest in agile across large-scale organizations [1]. Transformation to agile is not
an easy undertaking; several studies have reported signiﬁcant challenges while
adopting agile in large-scale settings, e.g., change resistance, coordination challenges in multi-team environment, and challenges in involving non-development
units [1]. Agile adoption is more than just implementing practices; it is about
c The Author(s) 2021
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changing the mindset, and culture [2]. Several agile scaling frameworks, e.g.,
Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) [3], Large Scale Scrum (LeSS) [4], Disciplined
Agile Delivery (DAD) [5] were designed by practitioners and consultants to support scaling of agile to large organizations. Out of all scaling frameworks, SAFe
has been the most popular according to the most recent State of Agile survey by
VersionOne, with 35% of the respondent organizations reporting its usage [6].
The popularity of SAFe and successful marketing of its beneﬁts by the Scaled
Agile Inc. has encouraged companies to take SAFe into use [7]. Over one hundred
companies have reported about their SAFe usage via case studies and short stories [8]. According to the oﬃcial SAFe website [3], 70% of Fortune 100 companies
have certiﬁed SAFe professionals, and 700,000 practitioners have been trained in
SAFe. Despite the popularity of SAFe in industry, scientiﬁc research exploring
SAFe usage is still limited; nevertheless, there is a slight increase in scientiﬁc
studies published after 2018. However, the majority of reported experiences on
SAFe still comes from grey literature [7], most of which is published on the SAFe
oﬃcial website, which may lead to biased information. The SAFe adopters have
reported several beneﬁts [7]. However, we do not have much research-based evidence of these beneﬁts. Therefore, it would be essential to identify whether the
SAFe framework can mitigate the challenges of scaling agile, bring the promised
beneﬁts, and determine whether it brings in new challenges [9].
A few quantitative studies have already reported the beneﬁts and challenges
of SAFe usage [10–12]. However, we need more quantitative studies to capture
the state-of-practice of SAFe adoption, as the limitations of the existing surveys prevent generalization, e.g., in [10], out of 111 respondents, only 5% were
pure SAFe users, and [11] studied only three organizations. As many researchers
have expressed the need for better understanding the SAFe usage and adoption
[13,14], in this paper, we investigate the state-of-practice of SAFe adoption by
conducting an empirical survey of companies that have taken SAFe into use. We
report the contextual factors of companies, as well as the beneﬁts and challenges
of SAFe usage.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we present the
background and related work of our paper. Section 3 describes the underlying
research method of this paper. Section 2 presents our results and provides a
discussion of our main ﬁndings. Section 5 concludes our study with a summary
of our results and remarks on future research.

2

Background and Related Work

This section gives an overview of SAFe and presents the previous empirical
studies on SAFe.
2.1

SAFe

Dean Leﬃngwell established SAFe in 2011. The latest version, 5.0, was released
in 2020 [3]. SAFe incorporates practices from agile and lean [3]. It has four
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diﬀerent conﬁgurations: Essential, Large Solution, Portfolio, and Full SAFe. Each
conﬁguration has set of practices, artifacts, and roles to deliver solutions to the
end user. SAFe has four core values: built-in quality, transparency, alignment,
and program execution [15].
SAFe claims that the most common beneﬁts of its adoption are: employee
engagement, productivity, time to market, and quality [3]. Challenges of implementing SAFe are not mentioned.
2.2

Previous Studies

In this section, we present the beneﬁts and challenges of SAFe adoption reported
in the previous studies.
Putta et al. [7] conducted a multivocal literature review (MLR) and reported
a total of 23 beneﬁts and 15 challenges of SAFe adoption. The most common
beneﬁts were: transparency, alignment, and quality. The most often mentioned
challenges were: resistance to change, moving away from agile, and controversies
within the framework. The study’s limitation is the use of grey literature from
the SAFe website that might lead to the results being biased towards the beneﬁts
of SAFe.
Laanti and Kettunen [10] conducted an empirical survey on SAFe adoptions in Finland. They analyzed data from 111 respondents. As the most significant beneﬁts of SAFe they reported: transparency, co-operation, and common
cadence. The most commonly mentioned challenges were: old mindset and culture, the model not ﬁtting correctly to own organization, and missing ﬂuency
when using the model. The limitation is that only 5% of the respondents were
pure SAFe users.
Gustavsson and Bergkvist [11] surveyed SAFe in three diﬀerent organizations: automotive, ﬁnancial, and public sector. They reported increased visibility, overview, and transparency as the most common beneﬁts and the lack
of productivity, focus, and eﬃciency as the most common drawbacks of SAFe
adoption. As the study had only three organizations participating, it makes it
hard to transfer the results to other organizational settings.
Salikhov et al. [12], surveyed 16 organizations that had adopted SAFe
and received answers from 21 respondents. Their preliminary results indicate
improved productivity, better handling of dependencies, improved coordination
between levels, and better vision of the big picture as the most often mentioned
beneﬁts. The most common drawbacks include: requires more resources, complex
structure, lack of autonomy, and decreased productivity.
The existing surveys are few, and they are limited to selected locations and
organizations, which reduces their external validity. In this paper, we present
the beneﬁts and challenges of SAFe by conducting an empirical survey with
respondents from various geographical locations, domains, roles, and diﬀering
length of experience with SAFe, which helps to understand SAFe usage more
broadly in the industry and improves the external validity of the ﬁndings.
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Research Methodology

This section describes the research design by presenting the research questions,
survey design, data collection, and data analysis.
3.1

Research Questions

We aim to answer the following research questions:
– RQ1:What beneﬁts are realized after the adoption of SAFe?
– RQ2: What challenges are witnessed during and after the adoption of SAFe?
3.2

Survey Design

In order to answer the research questions, we created a survey following the
guidelines suggested by Linåker et al. [16]. The survey questionnaire consisted of
six sections with a total of 25 questions1 . In the ﬁrst section, we presented our
research goals and information on who should answer the survey (only practitioners having experience in one or several of the scaling frameworks were asked
to answer the survey). The second section included questions on the organizations’ transformation background, such as how long they had used a speciﬁc
framework. In the subsequent three sections, we asked the participants to assess
their agreement regarding their own organization on lists of reasons, beneﬁts,
and challenges, which were compiled based on three previous studies on agile
and large-scale agile development [17–19]. Additionally, in each of the three sections described above, we included an open-ended question for the respondents
to add other reasons, beneﬁts, or challenges experienced/witnessed respectively
to reduce the anchoring eﬀect. In the ﬁfth section, we captured the participants’
background information, such as their company’s domain, respondent’s primary
role in the organization, and the location of the organization. The last section
provided closing remarks on the survey and a thank you message.
Survey Validation. The questionnaire was ﬁrst carefully reviewed by ﬁrst three
authors. Then, we asked for comments from an academic subject matter expert.
Next, two survey experts helped to make sure that the questionnaire adhered
to the best practices of survey research. Finally, an industry expert on largescale agile reviewed the questionnaire and suggested, e.g., reducing the questionnaire’s length. After incorporating all suggestions, we conducted a pilot survey with three respondents and asked for their feedback on the questionnaire’s
length, understandability, and readability. After ﬁnal modiﬁcations, the survey
was ready to be submitted to the target audience.
Sampling and Target Audience. In this context, we used non-probabilistic
convenience sampling, which involves “getting responses from the individuals who
are willing and are available” [20]. The target audience for the survey included
1

Link to the questionnaire: https://ﬁgshare.com/s/abd8810840a3fe514db6.
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software professionals from various roles, e.g., developers, managers, coaches,
who use agile scaling frameworks in their organizations.
Data Collection. The data collection took place between May and September
2019 using a third-party, online tool “LimeSurvey” 2 . To reach our target population, we promoted the survey in: (1) conferences, (2) meetup groups, (3) social
media groups, and (4) via personal networks.
We promoted the survey in three conferences: the 20th International Conference on Agile Software Development (XP 2019)3 , the 14th International Conference on Global Software Engineering (ICGSE 2019)4 , and the Agile 20195 .
Two researchers promoted the survey at the XP 2019 conference. They spoke
to people during the breaks and mailed the link to those interested in answering
the survey. A link to the survey was distributed among all XP 2019 participants in a conference news post. At the ICGSE 2019 conference, two researchers
promoted the survey in the same way as at the XP 2019. At the Agile 2019
conference, one researcher promoted the survey by handing out cards containing
survey information and a QR code to the online survey. The survey link was also
sent out to all participants via email in the daily conference news letters during
the conference, as well as one week after the conference.
The survey link was also published on selected social media platforms, promoted at Agile Meetups, and distributed to professionals. In June 2019, the
survey link was posted in the worldwide LinkedIn group “Lean and Agile Software Development” 6 , which is the largest online community of Lean and Agile
practitioners with more than 157.000 members from all over of the world. We
promoted the survey in two Agile Meetups, where practitioners share their experiences, ideas, and knowledge on issues regarding agile software development.
One was held in Helsinki, Finland, in August 2019 with 32 participants and one
in Copenhagen, Denmark, in June 2019 with 30 participants. The survey leaﬂets,
containing the link and QR code, were distributed to all Meetup participants.
Finally, professionals from diﬀerent organizations worldwide were approached
via email, LinkedIn, and other social media channels and asked to ﬁll in the survey. By snowballing of contacts we aimed to ﬁnd new contacts, i.e., the personal
networks of existing contacts were leveraged.
3.3

Data Analysis

We imported the collected survey data from LimeSurvey to the SPSS Statistics
tool7 . We conducted a two-day workshop among all authors to clean the data,
e.g., removed incomplete responses and agreed on how to conduct the statistical
analysis.
2
3
4
5
6
7

https://www.limesurvey.org/, last accessed on: 03-11-2021.
https://www.agilealliance.org/xp2019/, last accessed on: 03-11-2021.
https://conf.researchr.org/home/icgse-2019, last accessed on: 03-11-2021.
https://www.agilealliance.org/agile2019/, last accessed on: 03-11-2021.
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/37631, last accessed on: 03-11-2021.
https://www.ibm.com/products/spss-statistics, last accessed on: 03-11-2021.
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Descriptive Statistics. We started the data analysis by running the basic
descriptive statistics for contextual information, beneﬁts, and challenges of SAFe,
such as frequencies, to get an overview of the data and insights on how to proceed
with inferential statistics. Then, we calculated the mean values for both beneﬁts
and challenges.
Inferential Statistics. To test the normality of data, we conducted the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [21], which showed that our data had a non-normal
distribution. Thus, we adopted non-parametric tests to conduct inferential statistics. We used the Mann-Whitney U [22] to compare the diﬀerences between two
independent groups, e.g., duration of the agile scaling framework usage, when
the dependent variable is either ordinal or interval/ratio, e.g., beneﬁts and challenges. In the case of more than two groups, we used Krusal-Wallis H test [22].

4

Results and Discussion

In this section, we present an overview of contextual information of our respondents and answer our research questions on the beneﬁts and challenges of adopting the SAFe framework, as well as compare to previous ﬁndings. Finally, we
discuss the limitations of our study.
4.1

Overview of the Contextual Information

In total, we received 204 responses to our survey. 100 respondents had adopted
SAFe as their primary framework that was predominantly used in their organization, while the rest of the respondents had adopted other scaling frameworks
as their primary frameworks. We separated the data of SAFe respondents and
analyzed them to answer our research questions. Next, we present the contextual
and descriptive information of the SAFe respondents.
Geographic Distribution of Respondents. The respondents that adopted
SAFe were distributed to all continents except South America. As shown in
Fig. 1, the highest number of respondents were from the USA (24% of respondents), followed by Germany (16%), and Denmark (11%). The geographical distribution of our respondents matches the information on the SAFe web page, as
most organizations using the SAFe framework are reported to be located in the
USA [8]. Another plausible explanation that most of our respondents are from
the USA is that we approached participants in conferences that took place in
the USA (Agile 2019) and Canada (XP 2019, ICGSE 2019). The next highest
response rates were from Germany and Denmark, as two authors were located
in these countries leading to more responses from those locations.
Roles of Respondents. The highest number of our respondents (see Fig. 2)
had a process related role (57% of the respondents), such as Scrum Master
or agile coach, followed by the management roles (26%), such as project and
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Fig. 1. Geographical distribution of the respondents

Fig. 2. Roles of the respondents

line managers. Roles from development team level (8%) included developers
and team leaders and roles from product level included Product Owners and
requirement engineers (8%).
Duration of Usage. Most of our respondents had started their SAFe adoption
either 1–2 years ago (40% of the respondents) or 3–5 years ago (40%), while 13%
had less than one year of SAFe experience and only 7% had more than ﬁve years
of experience in implementing SAFe (see Fig. 3).
Previously used Development Approaches. The majority of our respondents used plan-driven methods before adopting SAFe (52%) (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3. The number of years of experience since SAFe adoption

Fig. 4. Previously used software development approaches before SAFe adoption

Industry Sector. Our respondents’ organizations that had adopted SAFe came
from several diﬀerent domains. As shown in Fig. 5, the highest percentage of
respondents came from the ﬁnancial sector (33% of the respondents), followed
by the public sector (13%) and technology domain (12%). The distribution of the
domains matches with the results from a prior MLR on SAFe [7], that indicated
that many organizations adopting SAFe were from the ﬁnance and technology
sectors.
Organizational Areas in which Framework was Applied. The inventors
of SAFe have designed it to scale agile and lean practices to whole enterprises,
indicating that the adoption of SAFe is not only limited to software development,
but can also be used at higher organizational levels or in other organizational
units, such as marketing or human resources [3]. However, our survey data shows
that the majority of our respondents have adopted SAFe primarily in the IT (74
responses8 ), and product development (59 responses) areas (see Fig. 6).

8

Here the respondents were able to choose multiple options. Thus, the number of
responses exceeds the total number of 100 respondents.
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Fig. 5. Industry sectors of the respondents’ organizations

Fig. 6. Organizational areas in which SAFe has been adopted

4.2

Benefits of Adopting SAFe

Based on the previously published survey [17], we identiﬁed eleven beneﬁts that
the adoption of agile entails (see Fig. 7). Our respondents were asked whether
their organizations realized these beneﬁts after adopting SAFe. To better understand the respondents’ agreement on the realized beneﬁts of adopting SAFe,
we calculated the mean values for each beneﬁt. In Fig. 7 the beneﬁts have been
arranged from highest to lowest mean values.
Our respondents provided the highest level of agreement (sum of strongly
agree and agree) that the adoption of SAFe has improved collaboration between
agile teams (71% of the respondents), followed by the statements that the adoption of SAFe has resulted in improved dependency management between teams
(68%) and improved transparency (66%). Our ﬁndings on the most realized beneﬁts were also the most frequently cited beneﬁts in previous SAFe surveys and
literature reviews [7,10,11]. These beneﬁts also align with the two core values
of SAFe: alignment and transparency [15]. Furthermore, the other beneﬁts we
found were also identiﬁed in a prior MLR on SAFe [7].
According to the SAFe website, organizations using SAFe have reported that
its adoption improved their software quality by 50% [3]. However, in our survey,
software quality received the least agreement and had the lowest mean value,
indicating that a big part of our respondents disagreed with the statement that
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Fig. 7. Agreement of the Beneﬁts of SAFe, arranged according to the Mean Values

the adoption of SAFe has improved the software quality. This ﬁnding also contradicts with one of the core values of SAFe: built-in quality [15]. However, we
did not measure the actual increase or decrease of software quality in this survey. Thus, we believe that further research on actual measurements is needed.
Other beneﬁts claimed by SAFe are related to improved engagement, productivity, and time to market [3]. However, we did not investigate the ﬁrst two beneﬁts
claimed by SAFe in our survey, as the survey was designed to capture general
beneﬁts that would be common to several frameworks. Nevertheless, we identiﬁed a faster time to market in our survey, with 50% of our respondents agreeing
on this beneﬁt after adopting SAFe.
Previous Development Methodology. A systematic mapping study of
Uludağ et al. [23] showed that the most organizations transforming to largescale agile development by adopting agile scaling frameworks, used before the
transformation either plan-driven or traditional agile methods, such as Scrum.
Thus, we wanted to determine whether previous experiences in agile methods
resulted in better-realized beneﬁts compared to those having previous experience in plan-driven methods. We conducted the Man-Whitney U test to identify
a possible diﬀerence between those two groups. We took the previous development methods (plan-driven and agile) as the independent variable while the
dependent variable was each of the beneﬁts.
We did not identify any statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the two
groups for any of the beneﬁts9 . However, mean ranks for all the beneﬁts, except
for to enable faster feedback, to have more frequent deliveries, and to have shorter
time to market, were higher for agile organizations when compared to plan-driven
organizations. This might indicate that the agile organizations experienced these
9
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beneﬁts more due to their longer experience in agile in general. Previous studies
have reported such beneﬁts of using agile methods [6,24,25]. For many plandriven organizations, the three beneﬁts listed above might have been experienced
only after using SAFe; therefore, respondents from plan-driven organizations had
a greater agreement with these beneﬁts when compared to agile organizations.
Duration of Usage. Typically, organizations should be able to see more beneﬁts
after a longer time from the adoption of agile or agile scaling framework. For
example, a case study on SAFe adoption found that the second unit in the same
organization adopting the framework was more successful than the ﬁrst one [26].
Thus, we were interested in determining whether a longer time horizon of SAFe
usage results in better-realized beneﬁts than a shorter time horizon.
To test this, we conducted the Kruskal-Wallis H test by taking the years of
experience of SAFe usage as the independent variable (less than 1 year, between
1–2 years, between 3–5 years, and more than 5 years) and the realized beneﬁts
of SAFe adoption as the dependent variable.
We found a statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence for the following beneﬁts: to
improve team autonomy (Kruskal-Wallis H = 10.49, p = 0.015), to have more
frequent deliveries (Kruskal-Wallis H = 14.244, p = 0.003), to have shorter time
to market (Kruskal-Wallis H = 12.028, p = 0.007), and to enable faster feedback
(Kruskal-Wallis H = 11.407, p = 0.01) meaning that companies with longer experience of SAFe reported experiencing more of these beneﬁts. We also observed
that mean ranks for most of the beneﬁts increased with an increase in SAFe
adoption duration. These results seem to indicate that organizations may realize
the full extent of the beneﬁts of adopting SAFe only after a longer time horizon. Our results are in line with previous studies [24,27]. For instance, Laanti
et al. [24] concluded that years of experience with agile methods may positively
inﬂuence their usefulness.
4.3

Challenges of Adopting SAFe

Figure 8 shows the results for the sixteen challenges identiﬁed in the literature,
arranged from highest to lowest mean values.
The challenge that received the highest agreement (sum of agree and strongly
agree) among the respondents was organizational politics (72% of the respondents) which also has the highest mean value. This challenge was also reported
as a signiﬁcant challenge during a SAFe transformation in a case study conducted in a ﬁnancial organization [28]. The next most agreed challenges were
diﬃculties in establishing an agile mindset (68%), change resistance (67%), and
team formation challenges. As the majority of our respondents transformed to
SAFe from plan-driven methods, the diﬃculties in establishing an agile mindset
and overcoming change resistance are understandable. These aforesaid challenges
were also frequently identiﬁed in large-scale agile endeavours [1,6] as well as in
SAFe adoptions [7,28].
The challenge, framework does not help in resolving problems with dependencies between development teams (14%) received the least agreement among the
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respondents and the smallest mean value. While challenges related to dependency management between agile teams were quite commonly mentioned in
large-scale agile endeavours [1,6] and SAFe adoptions [7], by disagreeing this
statement (69% disagreed) our respondents indicate that adopting SAFe might
actually help in managing dependencies between agile teams. This is further
conformed by our survey results on SAFe beneﬁts, as the improved dependency
management between teams received second highest agreement by our respondents.
Other challenges, such as diﬃculties in including non-development units
(63% agreed), and diﬃculties in staﬃng new roles (56% agreed) have also been
reported by an MLR on SAFe [7].

Fig. 8. Agreement of the Challenges of SAFe, arranged according to the Mean Values

Previous Development Methodology. We tested whether the agreement
on challenges faced diﬀered between organizations using previously plan-driven
methods and those using previously agile methods by conducting the ManWhitney test.
We found statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences10 regarding the following challenges: uncertainty with respect to middle management’s role in agile (MannWhitney U = 102.5, p = 0.0046) and diﬃculties in getting the management
buy-in (Mann-Whitney U = 88, p = 0.0018), meaning that previously plandriven organizations agreed to these challenges more than agile organizations.
These results match previous ﬁndings that plan-driven organizations struggle to
clarify the new roles of managers in agile environments compared to organizations having already experience with agile methods [28]. Similarly, getting the
management buy-in in plan-driven organizations is more complicated than in
agile organizations due to power struggles and politics [28].
The mean rank for most of the challenges for respondents coming from plandriven organizations was higher than for respondents from agile organizations,
10
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which indicates that previous agile experience may ease SAFe adoption. Only for
the following challenges: the scaling framework brings additional work overhead,
using the framework felt like moving away from agile, and missing guidance
on architectural topics had a higher mean rank among the organizations that
had already used agile, indicating that already agile organizations felt these
more problematic than plan-driven organizations, which could be expected. For
example, a case study on SAFe transformation from the Scrum model reported
these same challenges and mentioned that long ﬁxed increments of SAFe (e.g., a
8-week Program Increment cycle) may look like a step back to the plan-driven
world for an organization that is already used to the fast agile planning cycle
[26].
Duration of Usage. We tested whether the agreement on the challenges experienced diﬀered with respect to how long time the respondent’s organization had
been using SAFe. We conducted the Kruskal-Wallis H test to ﬁnd out if there
was a statistical diﬀerence between each of the challenges and the four groups
of the duration of SAFe usage (less than 1 year, between 1–2 years, between 3–5
years, and more than 5 years).
We did not ﬁnd statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence for any of the challenges
among the four groups. While comparing the mean ranks, and we did not ﬁnd
any pattern of increase or decrease regarding the number of years since SAFe
adoption. This ﬁnding is not surprising as we asked from the respondents whether
they perceived the challenges when adopting the agile scaling framework, thus
our data cannot answer to the question on whether they still experience the
same problems.
4.4

Threats to Validity

Although we employed a rigorous survey design and paid attention to data collection and analysis, there are limitations that are discussed next and organized
as suggested by Wohlin et al. [29].
Internal Validity. This threat concerns factors that can inﬂuence the relationship between the research process and the obtained results, e.g., respondent bias.
We mitigated the respondent bias by collecting data from reliable sources: most
of the responses came from people we met during the conferences and Meetups,
and we knew they were using the agile scaling frameworks, which helped us to
avoid unreliable or unauthentic responses. As the questionnaire consisted of separate sections investigating the beneﬁts and challenges of adopting agile scaling
frameworks, respondents could not overemphasize the positive elements of the
SAFe adoption.
External Validity. This threat is related to the generalizability of our results.
We counteracted this limitation by having respondents with diﬀerent roles, working in diﬀerent domains, coming from various countries, and having diﬀerent
length of SAFe experience. This helped us to improve to external validity of our
survey when compared to previous quantitative studies (e.g., [10,11]).
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Construct Validity. This treat concerns whether the questions asked in the
questionnaire represent the attributes being measured. We formulated the survey statements on the beneﬁts and challenges based on earlier ﬁndings in the
literature. However, as we had to limit the questionnaire length, we could not
include all the beneﬁts and challenges we identiﬁed from the literature. Therefore, were not able to fully address this threat, which is a prevalent problem
in survey research [16]. We validated the questionnaire with a domain expert,
survey experts, and tested it by conducting a pilot study. This helped to make
the questionnaire as clear and understandable to the respondents as possible.
Conclusion Validity. This threat is concerned with the ability to draw the right
conclusion from the collected data. The survey data was mostly Likert data,
and we conducted appropriate non-parametric tests for identifying diﬀerences
between independent groups. We also compared the results with the existing
literature for validating our results.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

This study provided empirical evidence on the adoption of SAFe in industry.
We analyzed data from 100 practitioners using SAFe as their primary scaling
framework. Our results show that the three topmost realized beneﬁts of adopting
SAFe are: improved collaboration between teams, improved dependency management between teams, and improved transparency. Improved software quality is the
least agreed beneﬁt, even though the SAFe founders claim it to be a common
beneﬁt from SAFe. It is important to note that we did not measure the actual
increase or decrease of the beneﬁts. However, our contribution to practitioners
is to provide objective information on the SAFe beneﬁts as experienced by SAFe
user organizations. We encourage the researchers to collect actual metrics used
to quantify the beneﬁts of SAFe usage.
Our results further revealed that the most common challenges of adopting
SAFe were organizational politics, diﬃculties in establishing an agile mindset,
change resistance, and team formation challenges. The last two challenges were
also frequently reported in previously conducted reviews and surveys in largescale agile development. As the present literature on large-scale agile development is mostly problem-centric [23], we encourage researchers to investigate what
types of solutions have been adopted by organizations to address the challenges
witnessed during transformation.
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Abstract. The Agile development methodology is soaring in popularity in the
business world. Companies are turning to Agile to develop products quickly and
to achieve digital transformation of their organization. Because of this push, companies need employees who understand Agile. Therefore, higher education is
obligated to provide an understanding of Agile to students as they enter the workplace. Providing Agile experience to students who are new to programming is
difficult because they are so worried about the coding aspects of the assignment,
they cannot take time to think about the methodology they are using. The coding
crowds out the time needed to get an understanding of how Agile actually works.
One remedy for this is to use a low or no-code development platform. With this
type of platform students spend less time learning to create apps, freeing them
to experience the rituals and roles of Agile. This study examines using the Agile
methodology along with the Microsoft Power Apps platform to provide an Agile
experience to students. Two course sections were surveyed to learn if students
perceived that they acquired a better understanding of Agile and to learn their
perceptions of a no-code platform experience. The students completed surveys
to ascertain their comfort with the Agile methodology and whether the no-code
environment increased their comfort level. The results showed students perceived
the no-code platform increased their comfort with using the Agile methodology.
The implication is that no-code platforms can be used broadly to help students to
gain experience with Agile.
Keywords: Agile methodology · No-code · Experiential learning

1 Introduction
Although the Agile software development methodology is now ubiquitous in the business
world, it is not common in beginning software development courses due to the difficulty
in teaching Agile. Agile is best learned in the context of a software development project.
However, students who are new to programming often need the entire semester to learn
the programming structures and syntax, leaving no time for completing an Agile project.
In addition, the normal challenges of a group project are still present in Agile student
projects, such as getting students to work effectively together and avoiding free riders
who do not complete their fair share of the work.
© The Author(s) 2021
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One approach to freeing up class time to teach Agile is using a low- or no-code
development environment in place of teaching a traditional programming language. Lowand no-code environments allow students to develop applications through a Graphical
User Interface (GUI), reducing time spent on coding. This paper examines using the
Agile software development methodology in conjunction with a no-code environment
in a beginning application development course. Two course sections of students were
surveyed to learn if they perceived that they acquired a deeper understanding of Agile,
as well as to learn their perceptions of the no-code platform. Both course sections were
taught in an online, asynchronous format.

2 Related Work
Although the Agile Manifesto [1] was written over twenty years ago, few University
courses cover more than a mention of Agile and its general characteristics [2]. Part
of the difficulty in teaching Agile is that it is best taught through student projects, but
the complexity of projects and the lack of sufficient time during the academic calendar
make this difficult [3]. In addition, textbooks provide only cursory coverage of the Agile
methodology, exacerbating the time crunch by requiring professors to spend more class
time discussing Agile in order to make up this deficit [4].
Despite the difficulty of teaching Agile, there are proven benefits to using Agile practices with students [5]. Agile projects featuring feedback after each iteration increase
students’ software development skills more than traditional group projects [6]. Students
find Agile practices such as pair programming beneficial [7]. College students in asynchronous online courses reported that using Agile led to a more effective learning experience and allowed them to produce deliverables of a higher quality [8]. Additionally,
using small teams and timeboxed iterations overcomes some of the hurdles of traditional
group projects, like free-riding students who do not complete their fair share of the work
[9].
Due to the difficulty in teaching students coding along with Agile practices in a
single course, some college faculty have tried alternative no-code approaches, such as
assigning students to build a wiki, solve an IT business case, or construct a building using
Legos [10–12]. In addition to these no-code approaches in college courses, the no-code
environment Scratch has been used to successfully teach middle school students Agile
practices [13]. No-code software development environments are not only becoming
more popular for teaching, but for use by business professionals as well, with Microsoft
PowerApps as one of the leading platforms [14]. Combining a no-code environment
with Agile practices provides benefits students and teaches skills that employers desire.
2.1 Microsoft PowerApps
The low-code development platform Microsoft PowerApps was used during this
research. PowerApps was chosen in part because it is freely available to students. PowerApps is part of the Office 365 suite used by Metropolitan State University. The University
supplies students with Office 365 free of charge. PowerApps is a subscription-based platform to create applications. It is used to create browser-based apps that connect to a data
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source. Students can create screens to view and edit data for business processes [15].
Gartner has recognized PowerApps as a leader in enterprise low-code platforms [16].
2.2 Course Background
The course targeted for this study is MIS 328-Applications Development I, an introductory software development course that is part of the MIS major at Metropolitan
State University. The course curriculum assumes that the students do not have any previous programming experience. The learning outcomes include students experiencing
the process, tools and methodologies used to create and revise computer applications.
In addition, the students experience the existing and future paradigms of application
development with the Agile framework currently being the most important paradigm.
The course is at the junior level and is required for all MIS majors. Due to its historic
reliance on teaching a programing language, such as C#, Visual Basic, or even Cobol in
an early iteration, it carried the reputation of being the hardest course in the program.
Many students avoided taking the course until their last year or even their last semester.
The course was redesigned to give students the experience of being on an Agile
development team while reducing the stress of learning a development language. That
is, the development language was deemphasized in order to allow the students the time
to better learn the Agile methodology. It was surmised that the gain that the students
achieved with the Agile experience would more than offset the reduction in the experience
with a programming language. This gain in Agile methodology knowledge is expected
to help students in their job search.
The course, MIS 328, is Application Development I. As the name implies it was
developed to teach students how applications are created in organizations. In years past
the waterfall methodology would have been emphasized, but since the Agile framework
is becoming more and more important in organizations [17] it is now being taught.
The course includes the opportunity to write user stories, create prototypes, develop a
product, participate in sprint planning meetings, participate in standup meetings, and
interact with a development team.
2.3 Hypothesis
As a result of reviewing the literature and related work, the following hypothesis was
developed.
• H0 : Students do not perceive they have a better understanding of the Agile methodology after using a low-code development environment to experience participating in
an Agile team.
• H1 : Students perceive they have a better understanding of the Agile methodology after
using a low-code development environment to experience participating in an Agile
team.
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3 Research Methods
3.1 Participants
To gauge the students’ reactions to the no-code platform teaching method for Agile
we conducted a survey across two sections in the fall semester of 2020. The students
involved were undergraduates majoring in Management Information Systems (MIS).
Fifty-seven students participated in the survey across the two sections.
3.2 Materials
The goal of the survey was to determine how the students felt about their familiarity and
comfort with the Agile methodology after using it as part of a no-code development team.
The specific things that the authors wanted to learn from the survey were the students’
comfort level with the Agile framework and if our reliance on a no-code platform was
the correct decision. The authors realized that students would not have any firsthand
experience with the way in which the course had been previously taught with its use
of a programming language but were confident that students would be able to gauge if
they would be overwhelmed as they needed to learn both the Agile framework and a
new programming language at the same time. The survey instrument used the following
questions:
1. I feel that I have an understanding of the Agile software development methodology.
2. I feel that I have more comfort with the Agile methodology after experiencing it in
MIS 328.
3. Going through the development process with Power Apps helped me better
understand the Agile methodology.
4. It would have been harder to learn the Agile methodology if I had also been required
to learn how to write computer code at the same time.
5. I feel that I will be a more effective employee for companies with my new knowledge
of the Agile methodology.
The possible responses were recorded on a Likert scale:
•
•
•
•
•

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

3.3 Procedure
The survey was administered at the end of the course. At this point in the course the
students had completed the second sprint in their development team final project. It
was felt that they would have sufficient experience with the Agile methodology at this
point in the course to express an opinion. The students were given extra credit points as
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an incentive to complete the survey. It was administered anonymously through Survey
Monkey. Survey Monkey was chosen to get more candid answers than might have been
possible using the learning management system.

4 Results
The results of the survey strongly demonstrated that the students felt that learning Agile
by using a no-code platform increased their understanding of the methodology. One
hundred percent of students strongly agreed or agreed that they understood the Agile
methodology. This affirmed hypothesis H1 that students will perceive they have a better
understanding of the Agile methodology after using a low-code development environment to experience participating in an Agile team. Agile has been described as a culture
[18]. Giving the students the ability to experience that culture as part of their learning
was an important part of the planned experience.
As shown in Fig. 1, ninety-eight percent of students strongly agreed or agreed that
they were comfortable with using the Agile methodology. This helped with the goal of
increasing their comfort with Agile in order to better prepare the students for careers
with companies that are making strong use of the method. This comfort level is expected
to be very important to student’s career success [19].
Ninety-six percent of students strongly agreed or agreed that using the Power Apps
no-code platform helped them get a better understanding of the development platform,
as shown in Fig. 1. Power Apps was selected as the platform since it is already part of the
Office 365 suite. The University supplies the students access to Office 365 so there was
no additional cost to the students to access the platform. The Mendix platform had been
used in previous semesters but the migration to Power Apps was seen as advantageous
to the students’ careers since it is more popular in industry. Power Apps is also seen as
becoming more important by Gartner [20].
Eighty-four percent of the students strongly agreed or agreed that learning the Agile
methodology would have been more difficult if they also had been required to learn
to write computer code, as shown in Fig. 1. This corroborated the authors assumption
that having to learn a programming language and the Agile methodology at that same
time would be difficult and stressful for students. The course was already known for its
difficulties and adding the additional requirements for Agile could have increased the
apprehension regarding it. The need to teach Agile [21] outweighed the need to teach
coding.
Figure 1 shows ninety-six percent of students strongly agreed or agreed that they
will be better employees with their knowledge of the Agile methodology. Providing the
students the skills that they need to be productive employees and competitive in the job
market was the most important factor in the decision to emphasize the Agile method
over programming skills. Companies that use the Agile framework have a 30 percent
higher project success rate than companies using the traditional waterfall methodology
[22].
The results of the survey gave the authors the sense as well as the metrics to show
that their decision to use the no-code platform and emphasize the Agile methodology
increased students’ confidence with the methodology. Additionally, the survey results
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showed students felt confident in their ability to use the knowledge to become valuable
employees and be successful in the job market.

Eﬀecve employee
Harder to learn
Power Apps helped
Comfort with the agile
Understand agile
0.00%

20.00%

40.00%

60.00%

Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

80.00% 100.00% 120.00%

Strongly disagree

Fig. 1. Survey results for the five questions posed to the students.

5 Discussion
This study expands on previous research which found other types of no-code approaches
were useful for teaching Agile, such as building a wiki, solving an IT business case,
or constructing a building using Legos [10–12]. A key contribution of this study is
that this course design not only teaches students Agile, but also teaches them software
development using a popular and common no-code platform [14]. The combination of
no-code with Agile allowed students in this study to gain valuable skills as a part of
an Agile development team while simultaneously gaining experience with a leading
application development platform, Microsoft PowerApps [14].
Another key contribution of this study is that it demonstrates a no-code environment
allows students to learn Agile in a short timeframe. Using a no-code environment to
teach the Agile methodology allowed students to grow their Agile skills and successfully
develop fully functioning mobile apps in a single semester. This short timeframe is a
boon for college professors who are seeking to teach students career-boosting Agile
skills under the constraints of the academic calendar.
The implication of these findings for the Information Technology (IT) and Information Systems (IS) disciplines is that no-code platforms can be used more broadly to
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allow students to gain experience with Agile, without the added stress and time requirements of learning a traditional programming language. This approach to teaching Agile
methodology will be helpful for college programs which only require a single software
development course, such as IT, IS, or networking, since the course time devoted to programming is extremely limited in that case. Additionally, this approach may be valuable
for business programs, since this approach could also help non-technical students learn
the Agile methodology and later apply it to projects in their careers.
5.1 Limitations and Further Research
A key limitation of this study is the sample was limited to two course sections, since
the University only offers two sections of MIS 328. Further research on additional
sections is needs to determine if the results hold true over a larger sample. In addition,
further research is needed to determine if this approach works in programs outside of
IS, particularly in more narrowly focused IT programs such as networking and in nontechnical programs such as business. The two course sections used for this study were
both held in an asynchronous online format, so additional research into the effectiveness
of teaching a no-code or low-code environment in different types of formats is warranted.
The asynchronous format does not include course meetings, so further research on faceto-face, hybrid, and synchronous online courses would be useful to determine if the
students’ perceptions remain the same across formats.

6 Conclusion
In this study, the authors examined using the Agile methodology in conjunction with a
no-code environment to provide students with the experience of participating in an Agile
development team. The results overwhelmingly showed students perceived the no-code
platform increased their comfort with using the Agile methodology. The stressors and
time constraints of teaching both application development and Agile in a single semester
was overcome using the no-code development environment. The implication is that nocode platforms can be used broadly to allow students to gain experience with Agile
across the IT and IS disciplines.
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Abstract. Participants’ feelings and impressions utilizing electroencephalography (EEG) and the effectiveness of code are compared for different types of
programming sessions. EEG information is obtained as an alternate viewpoint
during three programming sessions (solo, pair, and mob programming). MindWave Mobile 2 (brainwave detector) is equipped to collect the attention levels,
meditation levels, and EEG brainwaves. These data are utilized to distinguish efficiencies, weaknesses, and points of interest by programming session. The results
provide preliminary information to distinguish between the three sessions, but
further studies are necessary to make firm conclusions. Additionally, alternative
methods or systems are required to analyze the collected data.
Keywords: Mob programming · Pair programming · Programming ·
Brainwaves · EEG · Meditation · Attention

1 Introduction
Mob programming is becoming more prevalent, especially in the field of agile development. Mob programming is a method to learn programming in a group. Although it is
becoming popular, its effects and limitations remain unclear.
Herein analysis is conducted from a different perspective: EEG (electroencephalography). This new information is used to analyze participants’ EEG brainwaves to identify
efficiencies, shortcomings, and advantages of different types of programming sessions
(solo, pair, mob programming). Pair programming is a method to learn programming with
another individual, it has similar concepts to mob programing. Here, four hypotheses
(RQs) are investigated.
• RQ1: Do pair and mob programming induce lower levels of concentration (attention)
compared to solo programming?
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Often tasks requiring high concentration levels are performed individually, suggesting that sessions involving multiple people will lower concentration levels. Working
alone may be better for tasks that require high fixation and core interest. An investigation known as the Coding War Games found that software engineers worked more
efficiently alone [2]. Another benefit of working alone is that the individual may become
completely immersed in their work. However, a drawback is that the person is solely
responsible for the performance and output. In contrast, people working in a group may
find motivation and inspiration throughout the whole session because it is the group’s
responsibility to produce results and there is peer pressure to not disappoint the group.
This research question examines the difference in attentiveness in groups vs. individual
programming work.
• RQ2: Do group sessions induce higher levels of calmness (meditation) compared to
solo programming?
The psychological benefits of collaborative learning are increased participants’ selfesteem and reduced anxiety [3]. Thus, we approximate that group work is calmer than
solo programming sessions. Typically, participants working in a larger group are more
comfortable with an unfamiliar problem because other people are around to assist. They
are more mentally assured and less worried about solving the task because someone
else in the group may know the answer. It is important to understand the difference in
calmness in these sessions to be able to create an environment that can be continued for
a prolonged/maintained period of time. As an increase in calmness/meditation can lead
to less tension and stress.
• RQ3: Does difficulty decrease when working in a group?
Previous research found that groups of three to five individuals perform best when
solving complex problems, suggesting that groups are better suited than those working
alone to address challenging problems [4]. Additionally, those in a group tend to retain
more information, especially since the group can work together and share knowledge.
Finally, working with others provides new insight and perspectives. If a significant
difference can be seen within individual/group size, we will be able to assign tasks to
groups or individuals according to the difficulty of the task. Thus, making it much easier
for participants to program a task.
Here, task difficulty is measured using EEG brainwaves such as the frequency of
low β and low α. An increase of lowβ/lowα denotes an increasing difficulty [5].
• RQ4: What are the significant differences between pair and mob programming
sessions?
Although solo and group work should have clear differences, the impact of group
work in pairs or a larger group may also result in differences in attention and concentration. This question compares group work in teams of two to that in larger groups. It
is possible that working in a larger group will decrease how the participants feel on the
difficulty of solving problems/tasks.
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A comparison between the roles (driver, navigator) is necessary to compare pair
and mob programming. In both sessions, the driver’s attention level and the navigators’
meditation levels should be highest because the driver will be coding and perhaps more
focused, while the navigator is more relaxed as no coding is actually done.

2 Background
Mob programming is an agile software development practice where a group works
together on the same screen and changes roles at set time intervals. This approach
began with Woody Zuill’s programming ventures at Hunter Industries [6]. Assigned
roles assigned the productivity and efficiency. During a mob programming session, one
software engineer (the driver) codes for the entire group by utilizing a console and mouse.
Other software engineers (navigators) audit the code and ensure that the driver’s work
is free from logical or syntactical errors. Mob programming sessions aim to complete
specific programming improvement assignments while working together with the client
[7]. Advantages include an organized cycle for utilizing distributed information and a
greater code fulfillment due to the inherent sharing of information and experience among
the participants [8].
A systematic literature review (SLR) revealed [14] that (1) experimentation with
controls is vital and (2) most mob programming sessions are finished during working
hours, but the eventual outcomes are rarely investigated. Participant surveys show definite impacts such as improved code quality and expanded profitability, but the results
are subjective and lack scientific evidence. Logical proof from an expert’s viewpoint
confirms that mob and pair programming have logical confirmation [9–12]. Performing
coding tests (which have been recognized by experts) during mob programming sessions can monitor the effects on code quality. Furthermore, the influence of the mob
programming session length on the coding speed should be investigated.
The SLR highlights the importance of investigating and analyzing the impacts of
mob programming. This study uses a new perspective (brainwaves) to discover empirical
evidence.

3 Collection and Analysis of Brainwaves
In this study, we employed a new method, which is similar to a preliminary study of
pair programming on brainwaves [13], to collect empirical evidence and answer our four
RQs. Participants’ brainwaves were used to understand and compare the mental state
from a scientific viewpoint. We collected three main datasets: attention, meditation, and
difficulty. We compared the numerical values of how the participants mentally feel in
each programming session. Surveys, code testing time, code quality, and personal options
are conventionally used to analyze mob programming. However, these methods do not
provide clear logical proof or analysis. On the other hand, our new method provides a
clear psychological view. Although this study could simply investigate the differences
in code testing time and code quality after several mob programming sessions, herein
we assess mental states using attention, meditation, and difficulty values.
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A brainwave detector, called the MindWave Mobile 2, was used, and NeuroView
software collected and analyzed the EEG.
MindWave Mobile 2 (Brainwave Device). The device measures and outputs the EEG
(0–127.75 Hz) power spectra (alpha, beta waves, etc.). Additionally, it monitors attention
and meditation. The device consists of a headset, an ear-clip, and a sensor arm [1].
EEG. EEG was performed to assess the electrical activity of the brain. Brain cells
communicate with each other via electrical impulses. The MindWave Mobile 2 tracks
and records brainwave patterns. Small flat metal discs called electrodes are attached to
the scalp with wires. The electrodes analyze the electrical impulses in the brain and send
signals to a computer that records the results [1].
Attention. The eSense Attention meter (0–100) indicates the intensity of a user’s level
of mental “focus” or “attention” during intense concentration or directed mental activity.
Distractions, wandering thoughts, lack of focus, or anxiety lowers the meter level. Thus,
the concentration levels during programming sessions can be measured [1].
Meditation. The eSense Meditation meter (0–100) indicates the level of a user’s mental
“calmness” or “relaxation.” Meditation is a measure of a person’s mental state not
physical levels. Meditation is related to reduced activity for active mental processes in
the brain. Distractions, wandering thoughts, anxiety, agitation, and sensory stimuli lower
the meditation meter levels [1].
Difficulty. Difficulty felt by participants during a certain task can be calculated using
low β waves/low α waves

(1)

collected from the MindWave Mobile 2 [5]. A previous study involving ten high school
students used a typing practice with two difficulty levels (basic & advanced). The study
proposed that an increase of (lowβ/lowα) indicates a higher difficulty (low β wave
(13–16.75 Hz) and low α wave (7.5–9.25 Hz)) [5]. In this paper, we used this approach
to evaluate the third RQ.

4 Experimental Method
We evaluated three types of sessions: solo, pair, and mob. Nine subjects (E1–E9), who
were university or graduate students over 18 years old and with a certain level of programming skills (i.e., completed basic programming), participated in each experiment.
Each experiment was repeated twice. The flow of the experiment was as follows:
1. Subjects were divided into six groups: 3 Solo groups, 3 Pair groups and 3 Mob
groups. Each participant was involved in two sessions: Solo & Mob or Pair & Mob
(Table 1).
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Table 1. Participant overview

Session

E1

Solo programming

Sa

Pair programming
Mob programming

Ma1

E2

E3

E4

E5

E6

Sb
Pa1

Pa2

Ma2

Ma3

Mb1

E7

E8

E9

Sc
Pb1

Pb2

Mb2

Mb3

Mc1

Pc1

Pc2

Mc2

Mc3

2. We asked the participants to wear an EEG on their heads and to meditate for 1 min
to obtain EEG data during a neutral state. That is, we asked the participants to close
their eyes and relax. This data was used to compare with the EEG data obtained
during the programming period.
3. The two sessions were conducted consecutively with a 15-min break in between
them. Each group was asked to answer up to three programming questions with
varying degrees of difficulty.

Example Question: Given an integer number n, return the difference between the product of its digits and the
sum of its digits. Input: n = 234 Output: 15 Explanation: Product of digits = 2 * 3 * 4 = 24 Sum of digits =
2 + 3 + 4 = 9, Result = 24 − 9 = 15

4. The time limit was 30 min. Subjects were not required to finish questions. A new
question was given once the previous question was completed. EEG brainwaves were
recorded using the MindWave Mobile 2 while the subjects answered the questions.
5. For the Solo programming session, the participant coded alone, and was not allowed
to communicate with anybody. However, for pair and mob programming sessions,
participants could communicate with group members. For pair and mob programming sessions, there were two roles (driver and navigator). There was only one driver
at a time, and the other participants were navigators. The participants switched roles
after 15 min for pair programming and 10 min for mob programming sessions. Each
participant performed both roles. The groups were assigned as shown in Table 1.

5 Evaluation of Results
The experiments assessed the RQs. Figures 1–2 show the data to answer the first two
research questions, while Fig. 3 shows that for the third research question.
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E9
E6

MEDITATION

75
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E8

E5
E3
E1

65
Mc1
55

Mb2 Pc2
Sc
Mc3
Pb1

45
25

30

Neutral Avg.
Linear (Neutral Avg.)

35

40

Ma1 E4
Ma2
Pa1
Sa
Pc1
Sb
E2
Ma3
Mb3
Mc2 Mb1 Pa2 E7
Pb2

45

Solo Avg.
Linear (Solo Avg.)

50
55
ATTENTION

60

65

Pair Avg.
Linear (Pair Avg.)

70

75

Mob Avg.
Linear (Mob Avg.)

Fig. 1. Comparison of meditation and attention levels by programming state.
65

MEDITATION

55
45
35
25
45

50

55

Pair Driver
Mob Driver
Linear (Pair Driver)
Linear (Mob Driver )

Fig. 2. Box and whisker of
participants’ aver-age percentage in
change of attention, medita-tion, and
difficulty from the neutral state by
programming session.

60
ATTENTION

65

70

Pair Navi
Mob Navi.
Linear (Pair Navi)
Linear (Mob Navi.)

Fig. 3. Attention vs. meditation for participants in
driver & navigator roles during pair and mob
programming

5.1 RQ1: Do Pair and Mob Programming Induce Lower Levels of Concentration
(Attention) Compared to Solo Programming?
In many situations, tasks requiring high concentration are often worked on alone. In
Fig. 1, concentration (attention) levels were highest in the neutral state. Therefore, the
average percentage change in each programming session (Fig. 2) decreased concentration. Pair programming showed the highest percentage of attention level change.
However, both group programming sessions (pair and mob) had higher concentration
levels than the individual programming session.
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RQ1 Conclusion: Pair and mob programming induced higher levels of
concentration compared to solo programming. It is noteworthy that solo
programming had the lowest attention levels. Group work, especially pair
programming, had the highest attention levels.

5.2 RQ2: Do Group Sessions Induce Higher Levels of Calmness (Meditation)
Compared to Solo Programming?
In Fig. 1, all participants except two (E2, E7) showed the highest meditation level in
the neutral state. Overall, a decrease was observed in the average for all three types of
programming sessions. The highest average meditation level was solo, and the lowest
was pair programming. Their difference was significant (around 13%). This result differs
from a previous study [13], where a more relaxed state was observed in pair programming
than solo programming.
RQ2 Conclusion: Pair and mob programming sessions induced lower
levels of meditation compared to Solo sessions. The highest meditation level
was during a solo session, and the lowest was in pair programming.

5.3 RQ3: Does Difficulty Decrease When Working in a Group?
The questions in each session had the same level of difficulty. However, differences
in difficulty are observed by session type. The lower the difficulty value, the easier
a task feels. Figure 2 shows the average change in difficulty by group relative to the
neutral state. The solo experiment showed a 36% increase in difficulty, whereas the mob
programming group had a 1% increase in difficulty compared to the neutral state. On
the other hand, pair programming showed a decreased difficulty of around –14%. These
results imply that working in a group setting is less difficult than working alone.
RQ3 Conclusion: Participants’ difficulty decreased as the group became
larger. The difference between working in a group and working alone was
significant.

5.4 RQ4: Are there the Significant Differences Between Pair and Mob
Programming Sessions?
Attention and Meditation. Both pair and mob programming sessions were positively
correlated with attention and meditation, but the correlation was not significant (Fig. 1).
Only pair programming had a positive percent change compared with the neutral
value (Table 2). There was a somewhat positive correlation (Pearson’s Correlation
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Table 2. Comparison of the average percentage change from neutral state
Role

Attention (Rank)

Meditation (Rank)

Difficulty (Rank)

Pair Driver

2.4% (1)

−22.9% (3)

−49% (4)

Pair Navigator

4.6% (2)

−24.9% (4)

−44% (3)

Mob Driver

−4.9% (3)

−4.9% (1)

−4% (1)

Mob Navigator

−17.6% (4)

−21.4% (2)

−5% (2)

Coefficient [15]) only for the driver in pair programming (Fig. 3), but the rest (pair
navigator and mob) had a negative or close to zero correlation. For mob programming,
a significant difference was observed between the roles (driver and navigator). The
attention and meditation levels decreased more than 10% from the navigator to the
driver, suggesting that participants concentrate less and are more relaxed when they are
navigators.
Difficulty. Participants had an easier time in a group than when working alone (Fig. 2).
Pair programming and mob programming showed a significant difference. Participants
in pair programming found it easier to tackle problems, but there was not a significant
difference between the roles (Table 2).

RQ4 Conclusion: Our small experiment suggested that pair programming
is more beneficial for participants. The largest factor was the difference in the
roles during a programming session. The difference by role was smaller in the
pair session, indicating that both roles were exerting similar amounts of effort.

6 Discussion
Four RQs were examined to obtain a deeper knowledge of mob programming and pair
programming compared to solo programming. MindWave Mobile 2 was used to collect
brainwave data from a new research perspective. The results indicate that group programming can realize more efficient learning than individual programming. As shown
in the results, the meditation levels were lowest in solo work which suggests working
alone may lead to less stress and tension compared to group work. Additional research is
necessary to identify patterns. First, a larger dataset is necessary since this study involved
only six participants. Due to time limitations, two programming sessions were conducted
in a row. If the programming sessions occurred on different days, the participants would
be more refreshed, which may affect the concentration and meditation results. Second,
the EEG results have yet to be fully analyzed. The results here should be compared with
other brainwave data.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work
We preliminarily identify the differences between the brainwaves of programmers under
different sessions (solo, pair, and mob). MindWave Mobile2 collected the levels of meditation, concentration, and EEG signals. Although differences between the participants
in each session were distinguished, it is too early to yield conclusions. It is unclear
whether the apparent differences between these programming methods are sustained
by scientific and empirical evidence. Consequently, future research should investigate
appropriate systems to look at brainwaves and summarize noteworthy quantities of data.
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